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ABSTRACT
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) form part of a range of virtual characters whose
intended purpose include engaging in natural conversations with human users. While works in
literature are ripe with descriptions of attempts at producing viable ECA architectures, few
authors have addressed the role of episodic memory models in conversational agents. This form
of memory, which provides a sense of autobiographic record-keeping in humans, has only
recently been peripherally integrated into dialog management tools for ECAs. In our work, we
propose to take a closer look at the shared characteristics of episodic memory models in recent
examples from the field. Additionally, we propose several enhancements to these existing
models through a unified episodic memory model for ECA’s. As part of our research into
episodic memory models, we present a process for determining the prevalent contexts in the
conversations obtained from the aforementioned interactions. The process presented
demonstrates the use of statistical and machine learning services, as well as Natural Language
Processing techniques to extract relevant snippets from conversations. Finally, mechanisms to
store, retrieve, and recall episodes from previous conversations are discussed. A primary
contribution of this research is in the context of contemporary memory models for conversational
agents and cognitive architectures. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt at
providing a comparative summary of existing works. As implementations of ECAs become more
complex and encompass more realistic conversation engines, we expect that episodic memory
models will continue to evolve and further enhance the naturalness of conversations.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, we address the role of conversational memory in intelligent computational systems.
Conversational memory, in this discussion, refers to the representation and storage of knowledge
acquired through a multiparty conversation. More generally, it is a form of episodic memory,
which is introduced in future sections. Intelligent systems in the form of virtual characters that
engage in conversation with humans through spoken interactions are often referred to as
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). These agents attempt to anthropomorphize, or make
human-like, the discourses between computers and humans. One critical cognitive faculty
frequently overlooked in the development of dialog components when implementing ECAs is the
ability to use and exploit episodic memory.
This form of memory, which provides a sense of autobiographic record-keeping in
humans, also presents a valuable opportunity to create more realistic interactions in current and
future conversations for ECAs. In our work, we take a closer look at the shared characteristics of
episodic memory models in recent examples from the field. Additionally, we present several
enhancements to these existing models through a unified episodic memory model for ECA’s.
While various types of memory exist in Artificial Intelligence (AI), we focus on the issues
pertaining to knowledge acquired through conversation. The sections to follow stage the
motivation for our research and a topical background for understanding conversational memory.
1.1. Research Motivation
Literary and film works produced over the last three decades are rife with examples of humans
interacting with humanoid robotic and cybernetic entities. These beings may appear in the form
1

of collaborators or assistants as in Star Trek’s Data, or smart vehicles with personality as in Kit
from KnightRider. HAL, a semi-sentient computer from the 1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey,
demonstrates the extent to which we attribute human qualities to intelligent agents and the
contradictions we face in doing so. Each of the examples mentioned contains the seeds of public
awareness of natural dialog-driven interactions between humans and computers. Speech may be
considered the most personal, and arguably the most salient, form of interpersonal
communication. It facilitates the transfer of knowledge and experiences from one individual to
another. In addition, most humans are endowed with the ability to retrieve from memory
experiences and information that were obtained orally.
Unlike humans, current AI software applications cannot easily accomplish the tasks of
communicating via spoken language, managing information collected from its experiences and
interactions, or retrieving experiences for use in future dialogs. It is also easy to recognize that a
gap exists in computer understanding of spoken language. From a general perspective, our
research thrust targets the enhancement of cognitive architectures and intelligent systems with
episodic memory. The work we present forms part of a broader vision to deliver more lifelike
interrelationships between technology media and humans across various applications.
1.2. Alan Turing and the Turing Test
It is relevant to our discussions to first mention the Turing Test, a well-known topic in artificial
intelligence, philosophy of mind, and cognitive science. (Saygin et al., 2000; Turing, 1950) In his
seminal Computing Machinery and Intelligence paper, Alan Turing (1950) proposed a litmus test
as a means of circumventing the highly ambiguous and more debatable questions of whether
machines can think. (Saygin et al., 2000) An original version of this test, known as the Imitation
2

Game (IG), stages an interaction between an interrogator and two entities comprising a man and
a woman. Throughout the interaction, both the man and woman attempt to convince the
interrogator that each, in fact, is the woman. The interrogator, in turn, must determine which of
the entities that claims to be a woman is truthful.
In Turing’s version of the Imitation Game, one of the entities has been replaced with an
artificially intelligent program and both entities claim implicitly or explicitly to be human. The
interrogator must thus determine, from repeated interactions with both claimants, which one is
the real human.
Historically, Turing’s Test provides a yardstick with which to measure the intelligence of
a computer program’s interactions with humans. French (1990) argues that Turing’s
“philosophical claim translates elegantly into an operational definition of intelligence: whatever
acts sufficiently intelligent is intelligent.” Since the original proposition by Turing, this yardstick
has encountered several criticisms, revisions, and variations. (Saygin et al., 2000) A core issue
that foments the debate surrounding the Turing Test concerns the suitability and sufficiency of
the proposed test to determine intelligence. (French, 1990) In addressing Turing’s philosophical
claim, French (1990) provides an example of the disagreements surrounding the Turing Test by
proposing that the test guarantees culturally-oriented human intelligence and not generalizable
intelligence. Similar claims have resulted in creating controversy over the value of the Test.
(French, 2000) The consequences of such debates have spawned different views of the Turing
Test and intelligence. More restricted versions of the Turing Test have been created as a
concession to the acknowledged limitations of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the current
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computing capabilities. (French, 2000; Shieber, 1994) Restricted Turing Tests, such as the
Loebner Prize competition, limit the range of topics and the tenor of the judges. (Shieber, 1994)
We examine the significance of Turing’s test and the controversy surrounding it in order
to properly acknowledge the manner in which it has affected the development of chatterbots and
dialog-based systems. Chatterbots and dialog-based systems are agent-based chatting programs
whose characteristics and development we analyze further in the next section. Their impact in
the development of the Turing Tests is also commented upon. Whitby (1996) distinguishes
between four phases of interest in the Turing Test:
•

1950-1966: A source of inspiration for all concerned with AI.

•

1966-1973: A distraction from some more promising avenues of AI research.

•

1973-1990: By now a source of distraction mainly to philosophers, rather than AI
workers.

•

1990 onwards: Consigned to history.

Some authors have called into question the propriety of the last phase. (French, 2000) However,
by analyzing the Artificial Intelligence community’s general appreciation for Turing’s proposed
test and the ensuing philosophical questions, we can plot a sufficient sketch of the advancements
in the above mentioned systems from 1950 onwards. The following sections ground our
introduction into episodic memory in AI by revisiting the conversational systems that prelude its
practical applications.
1.3. From ELIZA to Chatterbots
One of the most significant developments in the rise of Embodied Conversational Agents can be
traced to the arrival of chatterbots. Generally speaking, chatterbots comprise a range of computer
4

programs that are capable of simulating intelligent conversations with humans or machines.
While the term is now used in reference to communication over textual or auditory means,
Mauldin (1994) originally coined and applied the term to programs which employed textual
conversations only. Recently, the shortened form of the term, chatbot, has been used in popular
reference and literature. From this point forward, we adopt the short form convention to refer to
chatterbots.
Weizenbaum (1966) created the first chatbot that generated significant interest in the AI
community. His “simple computer program”, ELIZA, demonstrated in 1966 that Turing’s
version of the Imitation Game could successfully and programmatically be played by employing
a few tricks, if only for a short time. (Mauldin, 1994; Weizenbaum, 1966; Weizenbaum, 1976)
ELIZA was programmed to simulate conversations by manipulating speech patterns and using
scripts, the most famous of which is the DOCTOR script. Through the DOCTOR script, ELIZA
could respond as a Rogerian psychotherapist whose principal trick would be to evoke questions
that mirrored the users’ statements. (Mauldin, 1994; Weizenbaum, 1976) The excerpt below,
from Simmons’ (1970) analysis of early Question-Answering System, contains an example
interaction between ELIZA’s DOCTOR script (in capital letters) and a human user (in normal
casing):
Well, my boyfriend made me come here.
YOUR BOYFRIEND MADE YOU COME HERE?
He says I'm depressed much of the time.
I AM SORRY TO HEAR YOU ARE DEPRESSED.
It's true, I am unhappy.

5

DO YOU THINK COMING HERE WILL HELP YOU NOT TO BE UNHAPPY?
ELIZA’s questions and responses were generated by employing pattern-matching techniques to
map user statements with likely response patterns. The inception of ELIZA’s is generally
associated with the beginnings of interest in natural language processing and conversational
programs. (Simmons, 1970).
Several ensuing attempts at producing improved versions of ELIZA-like programs
attempted to address the short-comings of Weizenbaum’s approach. Mauldin (1994) notes that
criticism of ELIZA’s shortcomings partially focused on its lack of “an internal world model that
influenced and tracked the conversation.” ELIZA might therefore veer from a coherent
conversation or create syntactically and logically incoherent responses.
Colby (1975) created the most well noted successor to ELIZA in 1972, a bot named
PARRY. As opposed to ELIZA, PARRY simulated conversations that might be created by a
paranoid schizophrenic. (Güzeldere & Franchi, 1995) Mauldin (1994) suggests that PARRY
represents an advance from ELIZA because of the apparent personality of the character, which
stems from its tracking of its internal emotional state. Compared to ELIZA, Colby (1975) and
Mauldin (1994) recognize that PARRY employs an expanded set of tricks:
•

Admitting ignorance – PARRY is able to state that it doesn’t know the answer to a
question.

•

Changing the level or topic of conversation – PARRY could create tangential
conversations by asking questions.

•

Insisting on previous topics – PARRY attempts to return to conversations about certain
stock stories which he tries to relate chronologically.
6

•

Introducing new topics – PARRY could introduce new topics in imitation of paranoid
behavior.

Of particular interest in the case of PARRY are the blind tests conducted by Colby with doctors
who questioned both the program and three real paranoid patients. Mauldin (1994) reports that
neither group could obtain a result better than chance at determining the real human from the
computer.
While other researchers continued to pursue the advancement of programs that
successfully emulated human conversations, Whitby’s (1996) second phase of interest on the
Turing Test appears to be concluded by the appearance of PARRY. As we show in Figure 1, we
can overlay the development of critical milestones in chatbots with the phases described by
Whitby (1996). More importantly, we can also observe the lack of significant research
achievements or developments in the third phase. From the point of view of our episodic
memory, the first three phases resulted in one advancement pertinent to our memory discussion:
the internal state tracking by PARRY. We have purposefully excluded the fourth phase, since
Whitby’s description of this phase and his intended purpose are not clear. (French, 2000) Instead,
we provide a more appropriate label for this last phase: the Loebner period. The relevance and
origin of the Loebner period is discussed in the following sub-section.
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Figure 1 - Timeline of chatterbot development with overlay of Whitby's first three phases
and the current Loebner period, corresponding to Whitby’s Phase IV.
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1.3.1. Chatterbots from the Loebner Period
In 1990, Hugh Loebner established an agreement with The Cambridge Center for Behavioral
Studies to implement and underwrite what would be considered the first formal administration of
the Turing Test. (Loebner, 2010; Shieber, 1994) The now eponymous competition was first held
on November 8, 1991 and included amongst its administrators Weizenbaum himself. According
to Shieber (1994), the first Loebner prize consisted of a restricted Turing Test per the two
constrains formerly described in Section 1.2. . Since 1995, however, an unrestricted version of
the Turing Test has been administered, with any chatbot capable of passing it being granted a
gold medal and the $100,000 prize. (Saygin et al., 2000) As of today, no program has achieved
this. The Loebner competition, like Turing’s celebrated paper, has been the center of
disagreements within the AI community. Some researchers, such as Minsky, view it as a
publicity stunt and a distraction in a similar way as the original Turing Test was viewed. (Saygin
et al., 2000).
Although the ability of the Loebner contest to measure “humanness” or intelligence has
been called into question, it can be noted from the timeline in Figure 1 that the contest has
succeeded in eliciting interest and responses from the research community towards developing
agents capable of more realistic conversations. Since the initial Loebner Prize competition, we
can clearly observe new mile markers in the development of chatbots. These markers represent
chatbots whose implementations substantially differs from or advances that of ELIZA and
PARRY.

9

From the timeline of Figure 1 and their respective implementations, we can group
chatbots of the Loebner period into three categories:
•

ELIZA-based – these type of chatbots derive from the template-matching approach
originally implemented in ELIZA. Wallace’s (2008) ALICE and ALICE’s Program D are
the most notable recent implementation because of their top rankings in three Loebner
Prize competitions and the widespread development of its standard pattern-matching
language, AIML. (Wallace, 2008) Even though ALICE-based implementations have
received commendation for their performances in the Loebner competitions, they have
not been able to pass the unrestricted Turing Test.

•

Composite – bots consisting of a composition of techniques, such as pattern matching,
machine learning, Markov models, and probabilistic modeling. One of the most notable
achievements in composite chatbots follows the Jabberwacky approach. (Carpenter &
Freeman, 2005) Jabberwacky differs from other chatbots in that it learns to talk by
exploiting the context of previous conversations it has stored in a large database. With
respect to episodic memory, the inclusion of a conversational database merits mention as
a step forward towards ECAs and preludes the use of memory models such as those later
used by MacInnes et al. (2009). These previous conversations are used to improve current
conversations and “influence the sentence length, word choices, phraseology and of
course content” of the dialog. (Carpenter & Freeman, 2005) It is also appropriate to
mention that the George bot is the most well known Jabberwacky implementation.

•

Verbots – Mauldin, besides contributing to chatbot terminology, also introduced the
Verbot class of these same programs. In 1990, he produced the first prototype of what
10

would become Verbots, a bot dubbed Julia. Julia is thoroughly described by Foner (1993)
and Mauldin (2008). Verbots rely on natural language processing techniques and a set of
behavioral precepts as outlined by Mauldin (2008).
1.3.2. An Assessment of Loebner Period Chatbots and Beginnings of ECAs
While the Loebner competition has generated some renewed interest in furthering techniques that
simulate human dialogue, developing a bot capable of passing the unrestricted Turing Test
remains a difficult task. Mateas (1997) comparatively provides an overview of advances in
chatbot-related technologies for the late 1990s. Specifically, he demonstrates the initial departure
during this timeframe from ELIZA-based (Weizenbaum, 1966) chatbots that employed sentencebased template matching. What is highlighted instead is the increased importance of developing
simple conversational memory. Accordingly, early conversational memory-equipped systems
include multi-user dungeons (MUDs), such as Carnegie Mellon University’s Julia project (Foner,
1993), and Extempo’s Erin (Hayes-Roth & Doyle, 1998) Mateas, however, notes several key
differences between the conversational characteristics of these chatbots and more believable
agents. Namely, interaction occurs in a reactive manner, with no regard for pursuit of a goal by
the chatbot. Additionally, these systems were intended to perform under a constrained version of
the Turing test, only briefly fooling its human users at best.
Wlodzislaw et al (2006) further expand on the restrictions on naturalness evident in the
template matching approach in the ELIZA-styled programs. Early systems modeled after ELIZA
lacked domain expandability and could not fully exploit memory and reasoning components.
Furthermore, they suggest that reliance on template matching can be associated with three key
aspects of chatbots: 1) focus on the Loebner prize, 2) template-based AIML-type bots
11

techniques, and 3) slow development of reasoning from natural language in dialog systems.
From Wlodzislaw et al. (2006), we learn that the development of cognitive modules and human
interface realism for chatbot systems distinguishes ECAs from ELIZA- or ALICE-based agents.
As an example, Wlodzislaw et al (2006) cite the use of ontologies, concept description vectors,
semantic memory models, and CYC (Lenat, 1995) as tools that can serve to replace AIML
templates and to increase the impression of understanding by the agent. Lenat’s (1995) CYC, for
example, attempts to provide both a logic framework and a collection of millions of common
sense facts represented in “a second-order predicate calculus language.”
Further research into chatbots in the early 2000s saw a shift towards enhanced immersive
reality for dialog systems, emphasizing face-to-face ECA presentations and dialog evaluation
improvements. (Traum & Rickel, 2002; Wlodzislaw et al., 2006) Traum and Rickel (2002)
identify two considerations that present challenges to dialog management in newer
conversational systems: 1) multi-modal interaction, and 2) multi-party conversations. Becker and
Wachsmuth (2004) explore the representation and actuation of coherent emotional states in a
virtual conversational agent. Kopp et al (2005) extends this research by presenting a model for
sustainable conversation in a real-world application. They discuss several cognitive modules that
increase the system’s awareness of the human users and the conversation topics. The downside
here is that the system relies on textual input similar to that of ELIZA.
Perhaps a natural transition from highlighting research in chatbots is to introduce the
increased emphasis on Embodied Conversational Agents by the AI community. The reader may
benefit from being aware that ECAs do not necessarily derive from chatbots and chatbots do not
always contribute to the evolution of ECAs. Instead, we can see evidence of ECA-oriented
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research occurring in parallel to that of chatbots in the 1990s. In the following section, we depart
from chatbots and introduce dialog systems and Embodied Conversational Agents.
1.4. Dialog Systems and Embodied Conversational Agents
As previously suggested, the relationship between research in chatbots and ECAs must be
considered in a manner other than causal or evolutionary. While dialog-driven components of
chatbots may contribute to the naturalness of ECAs, these components may not be the focal point
of development. Prior to exposing some of the seminal works in ECAs, we direct the reader to
the taxonomy placed forth by Isbister and Doyle (2002) for designing and evaluating research
into conversational agents. Under this taxonomy, research into ECAs is classified as being
motivated by:
•

Believability – research focuses on emotion, strong personalities, variability in movement
and response, personalizability, idiosyncracy, interesting, appearance of goals, and/or
appearance of caring what happens. (Isbister & Doyle, 2002)

•

Social interface – interest is on social context, social behaviors, knowledge of other
agents, empathy, dialog, and/or ability to cooperate. (Isbister & Doyle, 2002)

•

Application domains – research targets domain knowledge, contextuality, timeliness,
effectiveness, and/or risk/trust. (Isbister & Doyle, 2002)

•

Agency and computational issues – research focuses on autonomy, responsiveness,
reactivity, reliability, completeness, efficiency, goal-directedness, and/or optimality.
(Isbister & Doyle, 2002)
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•

Production – deliverables expected are often professional and of consistent quality in
final visuals, dialog, behavior, and interaction mechanisms, as well as the integration of
the whole. (Isbister & Doyle, 2002)

Ibister and Doyle also provide an analysis of the related disciplines, criteria for success, and
evaluation techniques that may be involved in each ECA research effort. As can be observed
from Table 1, the list of disciplines related to research and development of ECAs encompasses
comprehensive and multidisciplinary efforts. As opposed to chatbots, human interactions with
ECAs involve verbal as well as non-verbal communication. Several authors demonstrate this,
including Cassell and Thorisson (1999), André and Rist (1996), Bates (1994), Cassell (1994),
and Nass et al. (1993).
Table 1 - Disciplines related to ECA research. Adapted from Isbister and Doyle (2002).
Category
Believability
Social interface
Application domains
Agency and computational
issues
Production

Related Disciplines
Art, animation, film, literature, cognitive psychology, neurobiology
Cognitive and social psychology, sociology
Disciplines appropriate to the application domain and to the task;
interaction design, psychology, sociology
Computer science, philosophy
Professional design, production, and project management; systems
integration.

Isbister and Doyle (2002) also propose a set of criteria for evaluating the success of each
category of ECA. Table 2 reveals that in addition to intelligence, these criteria also place a
burden on coherence, naturalness, system robustness, and algorithmic design choices. Thus, we
can conclude that the requirements for a successful ECA are broader than those of a chatbot.
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Table 2 - Criteria for success for the ECA taxonomy by Isbister and Doyle (2002).
Category
Believability
Social interface
Application domains
Agency and computational
issues
Production

Criteria for Success
Agent conveys the “illusion of life” to the viewer/user.
User is able to interact in an intuitive and natural way with the agent
to perform intended task.
Agent achieves the goals of the application (e.g., training).
Elegance of system, parsimony, speed, selection of optimal actions,
proofs guaranteeing certain behaviors.
User’s experience is not marred by lack of quality or inconsistency.
Team’s experience in creating character was efficient and positive.

Table 3, which is also an adaptation of Isbister and Doyle’s (2002) taxonomy, provides
guidelines for evaluating ECAs based on their category. As in any taxonomical system, however,
these suggestions must be taken with a grain of salt and researchers must allow for discussion of
agents that fall into more than one category in the taxonomy. We discuss several examples of
such agents in Chapter 2. Readers can view a comprehensive listing of Isbister and Doyle’s
(2002) taxonomy by referencing Appendix A.
Table 3 - Sample evaluation techniques for ECAs according to Isbister and Doyle (2002).
Category
Believability
Social interface

Application domains
Agency and computational
issues
Production

Evaluation Techniques
Subjective; does the viewer find the agent’s behavior believable?
Use of audience survey-style measures.
Qualitative measures from user of agent’s friendliness, helpfulness,
or intuitive communication ability; quantitative measures of speed,
ease, satisfaction with achievement of task.
Varied, depending on the application and goals. Did the agent
achieve the goal? Objective measures of Performance.
Successful operation of the agent in “real-world” domains according
to criteria of speed, efficacy, reliability, error handling, etc.
User evaluation or ranking of production values and smoothness of
overall experience. Confirmation that the character is ‘read’ as was
intended. Evaluation of effectiveness of production techniques on
efficiency and team satisfaction with process.

1.4.1. Early History of ECAs
A clear distinction arises between ECAs and chatbots when tracing the early development efforts
of each. While in chatbots we can single out ELIZA as a major initial contributor to future
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research, ECAs appear to evolve as an emergent phenomenon. In making this conclusion, we
draw upon the apparent influence of various disciplines in promoting various aspects of ECA
research as shown in Table 1. With this in mind, we precede the following exposition of early
achievements in ECAs by stating that the researchers behind these accomplishments may not be
the sole originators of the features stated. However, their works are generally held as key
markers of ECA research history.
One early attempt into developing ECAs consisted of Cassell’s (1994) Animated
Conversation system. Cassell claims that this system was the first to automatically produce
“context-appropriate gestures, facial movements, and intonational patterns for animated agents”
by exploiting semantic representations of information. (Cassell et al., 2000) However, she also
notes the lack of real-time interaction as a drawback of the system. Gandalf, a later agent by
Cassell and Thorisson (1999), was purportedly capable of real-time interaction with human users
in the same physical space. (Traum & Rickel, 2002) Additionally, it was capable of nonverbal
communication through gazes and gestures as a means of referencing objects within a restricted
space. Traum and Rickel (2002) point out Gandalf’s limited use of visual presence, with only the
head and one hand visible on a 2D projection. It can be argued that Gandalf represents a
prototypical ECA in a two-dimensional format.
Steve, an ECA architecture that debuted in 1999, maintains a full 3D virtual presence and
uses context in dyadic conversation, or conversations between two parties, to improve the
coherence of the human-computer interaction. (Rickel & Johnson, 1999a, 1999b, 2000) It is even
capable of handling verbal interruptions and handling both verbal and non-verbal feedback.
(Cassell et al., 2000) Traum and Rickel (2002) later note that the Steve architecture usage of
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context is limited in multiparty scenarios. Furthermore, Cassell et al. (2000) argue that Steve’s
non-verbal behaviors are hard-wired and it cannot reason about the appropriateness of a given
modality at different points in the conversation.

Figure 2 - Rea's architecture as described by Cassell et al. (2000)

An often quoted early ECA framework was produced by Cassell et al. (2000) and implemented
in an agent known as Rea. While Traum and Rickel (2002) point out that Rea’s movements and
ability to reference objects within its environment is limited, we maintain that the modules and
tenets discussed by Cassell et al. (2000) are representative of the research focus for early ECAs.
The major components of Rea are shown in Figure 2: an Input Manager, Deliberative Module,
and Action Scheduler. The Input Manager is responsible for collecting and prioritizing input
from all modalities (i.e.: speech, gaze, etc.). A Deliberative Module processes input that affects
discourse and interactional behaviors. We point out that while Rea maintained a knowledge base
and discourse model, the knowledge was static and not episodic in nature. (Cassell et al., 2000)
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This suggests that Rea’s use of conversational context is limited and may not extend beyond a
single interaction with a user. The final component, the Action Scheduler, coordinates the
agent’s motor events.
Several more examples of early Embodied Conversational Agents exist in the literature,
with the concept evolving as technologies mature. While it is not our intention to exclude other
works from our discussion, we believe the examples presented above sufficiently represent the
characteristics and contributions of the early agents. Namely, the adoption of immersive or 3-D
environments, multi-modal input and synchronization, focus on real-time interaction,
concentration on verbal and non-verbal communication, and the recognition of the need for lifelike interactions. In the following section, we present some of the pertinent issues and
considerations in ECA research. We focus particularly on the difficulty of developing dialog
models, coping techniques for speech quality loss, and mining data from speech sources.
1.4.2. Issues in Managing Multimodal Interaction for ECAs
As research in ECAs continues to push forward into multi-modal behavior, we must address
some topics relevant to our presentation of an episodic memory model in later chapters. The
mode of interaction implemented in agents will affect the design choices by imposing
requirements on the memory component. Cassell et al. (2000) outline a set of architectural design
requirements that may affect ECAs. We provide an adaptation of these suggestions below, with
comments that suggest the type of behavior we can expect when implementing a memory model:
•

Understanding and synthesis of propositional information. The agent’s understanding of
and communication with the user requires that models be implemented that describe
his/her needs and knowledge. (Cassell et al., 2000) In a system with conversational
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memory, the architecture should be able to access relevant information from previous
statements to improve the dialog/interaction quality. Such information can include, for
example, who the speaker and listeners are.
•

Multimodal input and output. Humans communicate through verbal and non-verbal cues.
Therefore, ECA architectures should strive to support multi-modal input and output.
According to Cassell et al. (2000), “the architecture also should support receiving and
transmitting this information and should be modular so that new input and output
modalities can easily be added as new technologies are developed.” As we will see in
Chapters 3 and 4, our memory architecture follows a modular approach while
maintaining considerations for multimodal input and output.

•

Timing. In a multimodal architecture it is of particular importance to account for the
different time scales for each of the modes of communications. Additionally, the agent
must maintain synchrony amongst behaviors and act according to different response-time
requirements. Humans, in particular, may request feedback or engage in turn-taking
through interruption. (Cassell et al., 2000) Therefore, in memory-based systems access to
storage and recall functions should allow for asynchronous communication in order to
allow the agent to continue with other priority requests.

•

Conversational Function Model. Cassell et al. (2000) propose a conversational model
based on function rather than behavior. Conversational modeling falls beyond the scope
of our work on memory and will therefore be circumvented. We point out, however, that
our memory architecture attempts to function independent of the choices for
conversational models. The particular implementation is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Cassell et al.’s (2000) list of architectural requirements provides valuable and generalizable
insight into the considerations necessary for implementing Embodied Conversational Agents.
Building on the focus of this thesis, we now proceed to augment these prescriptions by
introducing salient challenges in collecting information for use in conversational memory.
1.4.3. Issues in Collecting and Mining Information for Use in Memory
The majority of the contextual, data mining and Natural Language Processing research
performed in AI over the last several decades can be prescribed to the realm of operating on
syntactically coherent and semantically organized data corpus. Advances in Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) rates throughout the 1990s, however, allowed for the application of
information retrieval and summarization techniques into transcripts of spoken dialogues,
particularly in broadcast news. This development required the adaptation of such techniques for
the analysis of monological, or single-speaker, text documents to cope with issues arising from
conversations. (Zechner & Waibel, 2000a) Early pioneers of topical segmentation in
conversational domains include Hearst (1997), Kameyama et al. (1996), Murray et al. (2006),
Jing (2000), and Valenza et al. (1999). These authors, in their respective papers, recognize
additional challenges facing conversation summarization that are in addition to those posed by
contextualization and information retrieval problems. Summarization is a critical component in
memory retrieval that emulates human processes since agents should be capable of concisely and
predictably recollecting memories relevant to conversations. Some of the challenges recognized
by the authors listed are summarized below:
•

Determining the role of discourse cues in topic segmentation. (Stolcke & Shriberg, 1996)
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•

Optimization of linguistic vs. acoustic segmentation techniques. (Stolcke & Shriberg,
1996)

•

Minimizing the impact of word error rates in the classifying the overall topic of a
transcript. (Zechner & Waibel, 2000b)

•

Interpretation techniques and handling of context dependencies. (Kameyama et al., 1996)

•

Overcoming complications of “coordination problems”, “negotiation problems”, and
“disfluency problems” inherent in spontaneous spoken dialogues as exposed by
Kameyama et al. (1996)

•

Lack of clause boundaries or topic boundaries, and the distributed nature of information
in multi-party dialogues. (Zechner & Waibel, 2000a)

•

The role of discourse features such as “speaker activity, turn-taking, and discourse cues”
in improving summarization results. (Murray et al., 2006)

It can be inferred from the aforementioned insights that the process of collecting knowledge from
transcripts of spontaneous or unstructured text, such as that originating from spoken dialogues,
imposes on the intelligent system the burden of validating its assumptions. In general, two
approaches appear to be prevalent in facilitating the validation process:
1) Direct feedback
2) Comparison against a priori knowledge.
In the ideal case of direct feedback, the user and agent must establish a shared knowledge base
reinforced by mutual feedback while minimizing reliance on pre-established information. (Le
Bigot et al., 2007) The latter, however, relies on the engineering of cardinal databases containing
facts that are guaranteed to be true under most circumstances. New assertions can be compared
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against these and measured to determine the level to which they agree with established axioms.
Work performed on feedback retrieval methods usually deals with user interaction in unrestricted
domains, where expertise in a subject matter may not be required as long as the virtual agent can
maintain a level of realism in its dialog with human operators. On the other hand, domain
restricted systems, which rely heavily on the engineering of knowledge bases, normally require
an expert to update or effect any changes required to the knowledge that may impact user
interaction.
Although extensive research has been performed on user interaction with intelligent
systems that would positively enhance the realism of a conversation, only recently have insights
from knowledge-based systems been employed in speech-driven contexts for the explicit purpose
of closed-domain applications. (Le Bigot et al., 2007; Rambow & Walker, 2001)
As the state of ASR technology improves at recognizing human speech, increasingly
sophisticated response systems will need to be developed that construe more natural dialogues
with the human user and actively acquire new information from them. (Le Bigot et al., 2007)
Gurevych (2003) demonstrates through an evaluation of the semantic coherence of ontologybased speech recognition systems that a gap exists in recognition that is effectively and
semantically coherent, partially because of the arbitrary nature of human speech and
understanding of context (Gurevych et al., 2003) We may, therefore, reason that a deficiency on
the part of the speech-recognition system will reflect in the quality of conversational memories
obtained.
Even though at the present time speech-driven interaction may not be as efficient at
accomplishing tasks as written interaction, Le Bigot et al. (2007) suggest that it promotes
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collaboration rather than placing emphasis on the task and its performance without regards to the
dialogue quality. It can be inferred from their findings that this may be a result of both, the lower
informational density of speech (Halliday, 1985; Nicola, 2003) and the elimination of essential
terms for grounding “shared knowledge” that occurs in human-computer speech interactions. (Le
Bigot et al., 2007) It may be beneficial, therefore, for intelligent speech applications to assert
confirmation of any declarative knowledge it acquires throughout the interactive session in a
manner consistent with these constraints. While a memory module may not be suitable for this
task, it may be possible to create a scheme that notifies dialog management modules when
conflicts between new and old information are identified in memory.
Context retrieval experimentation in the form of meta-cognitive application development
revealed that the acquisition of novel skills by an application can be facilitated by monitoring the
state of knowledge, rationalizing goals, and implementing an adept instructional structure.
(Pirolli & Recker, 1994) Intelligent tutoring systems by Pirolli and Recker based on the ACT
theories of knowledge suggest that some level of meta-cognition could improve a system’s
performance level at accomplishing its task. Extrapolating these findings to ASR knowledge
frameworks would imply that the internal structure of the knowledge corpus and the system’s
awareness of its state and quality will directly impact the effectiveness of human-computer
interaction. In particular, it is important that when extracting the relevant segments of a
conversation, the agent discover whether the new knowledge enriches the context of the
interaction or is detrimental to it.
Reflections on the WASABI project and MeetingMinder application developed at IBM as
an experiment in speech-driven context mining reveal results that promote further investigations
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in this field. (Brown et al., 2001) Their system implements at least five phases that utilize
“speech audio as input, converts the audio stream into text using a speech recognition system,
applies a variety of analyzers to the text stream to identify information elements, automatically
generates queries from these information elements, and extracts data from the search results that
is relevant to the current discourse.” (Brown et al., 2001) Although the speech recognition rates
hindered understanding of the queried material and the named entity text analyzers performed
indexing in the form of predictive annotation, their work represents a step forward in
synthesizing state of the art technology to mine context from speech.
A fundamental improvement to their work may be to develop knowledge structures more
efficient at capturing dialectic information, whether in the form of concept maps, contextual
graphs, or other hierarchical units that retain the predictive annotation intention proposed by
Prager et al. and later utilized by IBM in GuruQA as an extension of WASABI. (Prager et al.,
2000). We present such structures in later chapters.
As the reader might note from the preceding paragraphs, many challenges exist that may
directly impact the implementation of an episodic memory architecture. Moreover, we can
observe that several factors affect the quality of episodes. These include the robustness of
speech-recognition modules and summarization techniques, the presence of natural conversation
features that degrade speech transcripts, and the need to establish common grounding between
agent and human.
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Table 4 - Description of memory implementations in various cognitive architectures and
frameworks, as presented by Chong et al. (2007)
Architecture
Soar

Representation
Symbolic

ACT-R

Symbolic

ICARUS

Symbolic

Consists of perceptual buffer,
belief memory, and short term
skill memory

BDI
Subsumption

Symbolic
No explicit
representation
Symbolic +
subsymbolic

Belief as working memory
No explicit working memory

Long term memory
Contains procedural,
declarative (semantics), and
episodic memory
Contains declarative
knowledge in declarative
module and procedural
knowledge in production
system
Procedural knowledge stored in
long term skill memory,
declarative knowledge in long
term conceptual memory
Plans as long term memory
Heuristics within each layer

As temporary information
storage

Procedural at bottom level,
declarative at top level

CLARION

Working memory
Contains perceptual input,
states, and production rules
relevant to current situation
Contains goal, perception,
relevant knowledge, and motor
action in the various buffers

The ability to remember previous experiences in humans is closely associated with
cognitive faculties. As such, we propose to analyze the memory considerations taken in the field
of cognitive architectures for AI. In the next section, we discuss the BDI framework for
cognitive architectures, as well as the Soar cognitive architecture. A discussion of BDI will
benefit the reader, as a direct example exists of an ECA built from BDI formalisms. Soar is also
appropriate to our discussion because it is the only major cognitive architecture to implement
episodic memory, as demonstrated in Chong et al.’s (2007) assessment in
Table 4. From this discussion, we intend to inform the reader about works that aim to emulate
human cognitive faculties. Our particular interest is in exposing the advances in episodic
memory for systems based on these frameworks and architectures.
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1.5. Memory in Cognitive Architectures
As per the context of our overall direction, we now return focus to the characteristics,
functionality and role of memory for conversational agents. First, we introduce general
terminology in modeling memory for cognitive architectures. Then, we deliberate on the use of
memory under the cognitive frameworks and architectures to be described. When appropriate,
we abbreviate the discussion to those points which have a stake in memory for dialog-based
systems.
While a variety of concepts have been used to define memory in the literature, such as
dynamic vs static, we adopt the commonly accepted long-term vs short-term terminology here.
In this manner, we adhere to the formalisms of cognitive psychology theories that model human
memory. (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971) In such a scheme, short-term memory often takes the form
of working or belief memory. (Chong et al., 2007) It serves to temporarily store knowledge
relevant to the current situation that an agent may be experiencing. In other words, its contents
encompass the knowledge of which an agent may be aware at any given time. Although the use
and implementation of long-term memory varies for different cognitive architectures, a
commonly defining attribute is the enduring and often static nature of its contents. The contents
of static memory do not change during a system’s runtime.
Short- and long-term memories can further be organized into distinct types: procedural,
declarative/semantic, and episodic. These can be shortly summarized as follows:
•

Procedural – stores the necessary knowledge to perform tasks. (Chong et al., 2007) In
humans, it may contain such information necessary for solving a math problem,
balancing a budget, or riding a bike.
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•

Declarative/semantic – consists of factual information about the world. Semantic
memory may thus be subject to forgetting over time. An example semantic statement
could be, “The world is round”, or “Peter will be at the conference on Tuesday.”

•

Episodic – sometimes referred to as autobiographical information, episodic memory
maintains a record of the agent’s experiences as perceived by that agent. An agent may,
for example, use the records maintained in episodic memory of its previous actions to
determine which tasks may yield maximum future reward. (Gorski & Laird, 2009)

Additionally, it can be stated that some theoretical frameworks of cognitive psychology separate
the very-short-term sensorial memory from the aforementioned long- and short-term memories.
(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1971)
1.5.1. The BDI Framework
The Belief-Desire-Intention cognitive framework has its roots in the theories of intentional
systems (Dennett, 1987) and human practical reasoning. (Bratman et al., 1991; Bratman, 1987)
Guerra-Hernandez et al. (2005) describe BDI architectures in terms of the structures used to
implement agents. They suggest the key aspects of a BDI model as being the following: beliefs,
desires, and intentions. Event queues and plans represent important but secondary aspects of
BDI. Of the two groups, we now introduce the primary three as the basic tenets of the
architecture. The secondary structures are addressed in the sections to follow. Figure 3
graphically depicts the relationships between the aforementioned components.
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Figure 3 - BDI model as perceived by (Chong et al., 2007) and adapted from (GuerraHernández et al., 2005)

The roles beliefs play in BDI architectures are summarized by Chong et al. (2007) Beliefs
represent the system’s collection of facts about its observable world. These can be updated with
new sensorial input or the execution of intentions. Included among the set of beliefs are the
inference rules that serve to collect new beliefs.
Under BDI, desires constitute the goals of the system. In agents, a desire includes the set
of logically arranged tasks allocated to an agent. (Guerra-Hernández et al., 2005) The collection
of desires expressed by a system are those which are completely resolved and do not demonstrate
conflict amongst each other. (Dastani et al., 2001). Desires can include the goals of achieving a
belief or testing a situation. (Guerra-Hernández et al., 2005).
Once a BDI system makes a decision about a course of action to take in order to achieve
a desire, it creates a set of tasks that will be executed for this purpose. The actions which the
agent undertakes form part of its intentions. In terms of structure, each intention consists of a
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stack of plan instances. Plans can be considered for execution when their contexts match the
consequences of the beliefs held.
As of this writing, not many BDI-based implementations of ECA systems exist. The next
section examines the presence of memory in BDI and references the only published work we
found that uses BDI in a conversational agent known as Max. (Kopp et al., 2005)
1.5.2. Memory in BDI
In this section, we explore the use of memory under the BDI framework and present this section
as a platform for our assessment of the Max memory model in Chapter 2. (Kopp et al., 2005).
Since the Max model derives directly from BDI, several of the points raised here apply directly
to future sections. We approach the BDI discussion by example in deference to the differing
opinions about the BDI framework not being a cognitive architecture.
To complement the three basic types of memory described in the previous section, we
now follow with an expansion relevant to BDI that includes the event queues and the plan library
database component. As in other cognitive architectures, BDI implements both short- and longterm memories. (Chong et al., 2007) In addition, it may incorporate very-short-term memories in
the form of buffers. BDI systems may utilize buffers to temporarily store event queues,
perceptual input data and the external actions. Whereas the set of beliefs represents the working,
or short-term memory, the plan library constitutes the long-term memory in either procedural or
declarative forms. Both of these are structured into a database component as depicted in Figure
3. In this architecture, the plan library stores the plan rules necessary to handle an event or
achieve a goal when the agent believes a context condition holds. (Sardina et al., 2006)
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Implementations of systems based on BDI exploit memory by encoding knowledge
through symbolic representation. (Chong et al., 2007) For instance, the declarative knowledge
consists of plans that establish the sequence of actions a BDI agent may undertake to accomplish
its intentions. (Chong et al., 2007) Procedural knowledge, on the other hand contains the actions
that an agent may implement to carry out a plan. In fact, symbolic knowledge in the form of
beliefs and the set of plans contributes to the definition of a BDI-based agent according to
Sardina et al. (2006) These artifacts, Sardina et al. argue, can also be utilized to implement
lookahead planning in agents. From the perspective of a system augmented with episodic
memory, we analyze the manner in which knowledge representation may affect the form of
planning or reasoning that an agent can perform.
Although we have provided a succinct overview of the broad categories of memory and
types of short-term memory in BDI, we only briefly characterized long-term memory (LTM). As
the name suggests, LTM represents a more permanent form of storage than short-term memory
(STM). Like STM, LTM can also take any of the following forms: procedural, semantic or
declarative, and episodic. (Chong et al., 2007) Procedural memory provides the knowledge
necessary to perform tasks and is present in the BDI architectures through plan rules. Semantic
or declarative knowledge expresses information about the world or the system’s desires. An
example storage structure for declarative knowledge is the agent’s set of beliefs. Finally,
episodic memory is contextually dependent and maintains knowledge about specific events.
(Nuxoll & Laird, 2007; Tulving, 1983) Both procedural and declarative memories are well
defined in BDI. Episodic memory, on the other hand, may not always be present in the
implementation of a BDI agent.
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1.5.3. SOAR Cognitive Architecture
The State, Operator, and Result (Soar) cognitive architecture (Laird et al., 1987) attempts to
implement various aspects of an agent’s intelligence through a general mechanism that learns
from the agent’s experience. (Chong et al., 2007) A Soar agent normally incorporates all of the
following: a perceptual and motor system, internal short-term memory, and a decision procedure
that determines the actions to take. (Gorski & Laird, 2009) Recent work in Soar development
also incorporates the use of a Reinforcement Learning mechanism and a long-term episodic
memory. Soar supports several problem solving methods such as means-end analysis for
operator selection and a five-phase decision cycle to move the agent closer to its goal state. This
decision cycle consists of input, elaboration, decision, application, and output.
1.5.4. Memory in SOAR
Soar maintains aspects of both short-term and long-term memory. It resembles BDI to the
extent to which it incorporates use of each long-term memory type. For instance, the Soar
architecture model in Figure 4, which emphasizes the role of memory, shows the interaction
between the various memory types supported by Soar. The term working memory is used to
describe short-term memory in this figure. Cues, perceptions, and actions behave in a similar
way to very-short-term memories. Like very-short term memories, they store information only
for the duration of time needed to relay it to other components in a Soar-based system. In
addition, three types of long-term memory are supported under Soar: procedural (Lehman et al.,
2006), declarative / semantic (Wang & Laird, 2006), and episodic (Gorski & Laird, 2009; Nuxoll
& Laird, 2007). We intentionally reiterate this in order to make the reader aware that not all
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cognitive architectures support the three types of LTM. See, for instance, Table 4 earlier in the
chapter.

Figure 4 - Soar memory architecture (Nuxoll & Laird, 2007)

The unit of memory in Soar with respect to working memory is referred to as a working memory
element, or WME. (Chong et al., 2007) Collectively, WMEs form relational graph structures
(Gorski & Laird, 2009) that can serve as triggers for motor actions and for retrieving relevant
knowledge from long term memory. (Chong et al., 2007) The working memory, in turn,
maintains knowledge about the goals, perceptions, hierarchy of states, and operators that are
relevant to the situation.
Recent developments in the Soar architecture show that agents can be augmented with
combinations of the three types of long-term memory, including episodic. (Gorski & Laird,
2009; Nuxoll & Laird, 2007) In particular, Gorski & Laird (2009) show that an agent can learn to
use internal episodic memory while at the same time learning to act in its environment. The
episodic memory mechanism can be implemented in a domain-independent manner, as shown by
Nuxoll & Laird (2007).
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1.6. Summary
In this chapter, we highlighted several seminal works with relevant ties to conversational
memory. The relationship of these works to ours is philosophical in nature for some cases, as in
the discussion on Alan Turing and the Turing Test. As the development of our memory
architecture directly involves human subjects’ perceived notion of a computer’s humanness, it is
appropriate to include such a point of view. It has been previously suggested that attempts to
simulate human cognitive faculties in computerized systems has generated debate from various
disciplines. Thus, we expect the case to be the same for conversational systems that exploit
episodic memory as a means of achieving more life-like interactions.
An extended discussion of events and works leading up to dialog systems and Embodied
Conversational Agents was provided. This should benefit the reader in understanding some of
the design choices and paradigms adopted in later chapters. Finally, we analyzed the role of
episodic memory in cognitive frameworks and architectures. This last section breaks from the
discussion on conversational agents, but emphasizes the importance of developing proper
structures for exploiting memory. Many of the considerations taken by the BDI framework and
Soar architecture directly apply to our discussion. For example, we allude to the need for
structures of varying size and response times as suggested by the works discussed in these
sections.
1.6.1. Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized in such a manner as to present our work in developing a
general episodic memory architecture. Chapter 2 provides specific examples of memory in ECAs
and establishes the points of departure between our work and that of others. In Chapter 3, we
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revisit in greater detail the tasks we expect to accomplish, as well as specify the major
contributions of our research. The system architecture and details about its implementation are
described in Chapter 4. We conclude with a discussion about the tests performed and conclusions
to be drawn from the results.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORKS IN DIALOG-BASED EPISODIC MEMORY
Chapter I briefly summarizes several of the historical research thrusts leading to Embodied
Conversational Agents (ECAs). In this chapter we revisit cognitive architectures and dialogbased agents. An introduction is provided to relevant research by teams whose work directly or
indirectly contributes to the enhancement of cognitive architectures with episodic memory. By
presenting this novel aspect of cognitive architecture research, we hope to lead the reader to
conclusions about episodic memory in conversational settings. An overview of the recent
advances in conversational agents provides a sound basis for understanding implementations of
memory in general, episodic memory in particular, structures, and retrieval techniques. This
chapter concludes with a review of the gaps and drawbacks evident in the state of the art.
2.1. Introduction to Episodic Memory in Cognitive Architectures
In contrast to the established features of the cognitive architectures mentioned in the previous
chapter, we now relate the current works for developing memory components in Soar (Laird et
al., 1987) and ACT-R (Anderson, 1996). Significant strides have been made at identifying the
issues relevant to modeling episodic memory design spaces (Nuxoll & Laird, 2007), determining
the choice of representation (Sims & Gray, 2004), showing the importance of action histories
(Wang & Laird, 2007), and learning to use episodic memory (Gorski & Laird, 2009). A
comparative review of the direction of research in memory for general cognitive architectures
does not exist at the moment, to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, we approach our brief
exposition with the assumption that the reader is generally familiar with both cognitive
architectures, but not with the emerging topics in modeling cognitive memory.
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Soar and ACT-R advocate the distinction between episodic and semantic memories
(Nuxoll & Laird, 2007; Sims & Gray, 2004), as originally suggested by Tulving (1972, 1983).
Tulving promotes the view that non-trivial tasks require aspects of both semantic and episodic
memories. (Tulving, 1972) The current experiments in Soar and ACT-R incorporate units of
episodic memory into existing declarative memory. (Gorski & Laird, 2009; Nuxoll & Laird,
2007; Sims & Gray, 2004) In effect, both efforts aim to store autobiographical data in a similar
fashion to their existing mechanisms for factual declarative knowledge. Whether this approach
will prove beneficial to either architecture remains to be seen. Sims & Gray (2004) and Nuxoll &
Laird (2007) agree on a definition of episodic memory that requires instance-based
representation. In other words, new perceptual experiences lead to the encoding of new memory.
Soar aims to accomplish this while contextualizing the information. Gorski & Laird (2009)
suggest that ACT-R currently fails to implement episodic memory because it inherently discards
temporal information, a form of contextualization, from declarative memory. Such an argument
seems to be in accord with the description of the episodic memory experiments described by
Sims & Gray (2004). However, Sims and Gray exploit a serial attention model of memory
(Altmann, 2004; Altmann & Gray, 2002) which could be considered to inherently maintain
temporal information for ACT-R agents. Moreover, their work additionally pursued knowledge
about the effect of forgetting and interference in episodic and semantic memory.
Nuxoll and Laird state that episodic memory relates to case-based reasoning (CBR).
(Kolodner, 1993; Nuxoll & Laird, 2007) As such, they argue that it can be used to extract
“information and regularities” that can be combined with current knowledge. (Nuxoll & Laird,
2007) Their work in Soar introduces the assumption that the learning mechanisms implemented
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in the cognitive architecture will affect the design space for episodic memory. Particularly, the
processes of encoding, storing, retrieving, and using information in learning affect the memory
design choices. The encoding mechanisms determine the contents and features of an episode, as
well as the schedule for encoding it. A cognitive architecture’s choice of storage structures
partially dictates the representation of the episodic memory and whether the content changes
over time. Finally, retrieval processes inherently affect episodic memory by effecting the search
of an episode and managing the data delivery or its presentation. Nuxoll & Laird (2007) further
state that

“…an effective and efficient episodic memory system is dependent on the data
structures for storing episodes and the algorithms for retrieving episodes, which
must minimize storage and computational expense, while providing an expressive
language for retrieving episodes using partial match.”

Soar addresses this in the form of a Working Memory Tree (WMT) structure composed of
hierarchically arranged Working Memory Elements (WMEs). WMEs may form part of an
episode as determined by activation-value heuristics, a concept rooted in ACT-R. (Anderson &
Lebiere, 1998) In contrast to Soar, ACT-R represents the episodic memory in declarative
memory chunks and task cues. (Sims & Gray, 2004) Developers of Soar agents rely on memory
models in which the events are linked and temporally arranged. (Gorski & Laird, 2009) This
aspect of memory is not directly addressed in ACT-R.
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In the research presented for Soar and ACT-R architectures, the authors correlate the use
of episodic memory to beneficial behavior in agents. For instance, Nuxoll and Laird (2007)
support the idea that episodic memory in agents contributes to cognitive capabilities such as
sensing, reasoning, and learning from past successes and failures. Nuxoll (2007) demonstrates
the successful implementation of episodic memory in agents performing real-world tasks. Gorski
& Laird (2009) even demonstrate that agents can learn the necessary portions of episodic
memory to retrieve and when to retrieve it. However, the tasks accomplished in the works of
Gorski & Laird (2009) and that of Nuxoll (2007) conform to the restrictions for simulated agents
in constrained scenarios. These scenarios challenge the agents with simple and deterministic
tasks in a predefined domain.
The current Soar literature does not address the exploitation of episodic memory in
Embodied Conversational Agents from a formalized cognitive architecture point of view. ACT-R
only recently proposed efforts to this effect in the form of a workshop. (Harrison, 2009) As will
be seen through the review of conversational agents in proceeding sections, the tasks associated
with human-computer spoken interaction entail more complex problems.
2.2. Review of A Conversational Agent as a Museum Guide
Kopp et al. (2005) present a multimodal Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) capable of
utilizing short- and long-term memory structures. Max, the agent in question, serves as a
museum guide that attempts to interact with users in an enjoyable and cooperative manner.
Several features of the architecture are highlighted, including a sensor fusion model, BDI-based
deliberative planning, memory components, behavior generation, and an emotion system. While
each of these aspects plays a role in the overall performance of the ECA, in the discussion to
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follow we primarily assess the memory model of the system. Our focus is to comparatively
evaluate Kopp et al.’s (2005) model with those of similar projects and to lay the foundation for
the model we propose in later sections.
2.2.1. The Role of Memory in Max
From the relevant points about the BDI cognitive framework mentioned in the previous chapter,
we now proceed to bring to the forefront the characteristics and contributions evident in Max’s
usage of memory. As in other systems (Bernsen et al., 2004; Leuski et al., 2006; Traum &
Rickel, 2002), Max, an agent based on BDI, is enhanced with both long-term and short-term
memory. Particular examples of the long-term memory utilization in Max include definitions for
discourse grounding protocols (discussed in Chapter 1), interpretive rules, dialog management,
and behavior generation. In addition, Max incorporates rules derived from the AIML language of
the ALICE system (Wallace, 2008) and stores plans written in the JAM language (Huber, 1999)
in the plan library. Max also retains episodic knowledge by compressing a group of dialog acts
into episodes that can be recalled when the user prompts for information about prior
engagements. Such queries are a form of metadata and could be phrased, for instance, as a
question about the number of people greeted. In this case, Max has previously compressed
knowledge about its previous conversation and returns an answer corresponding to the user’s
question.
Kopp et al. (2005), Max’s creators, take advantage of the reactive nature of BDI
architectures to exploit memory utilization. Although not hierarchically arranged, the long-term
memory modules are functionally separated into static and dynamic memory components. While
the authors refer to these as knowledge structures, they inherit the same cognitive functions of
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memory as proposed by Leßmann & Wachsmuth (2003). Each structure that forms part of the
static memory resolves to maintain information about the agent’s world model that is intransient
in nature. That is, the data stored in static memory will likely not change over time. Examples of
these are cultural references or scientific facts. Further examples of static knowledge in Max can
be obtained from Gesellensetter’s (2004) report. In the case of Max, four distinct forms of
knowledge structures are implemented in the static memory component for use in: (1)
interpretation, (2) dialog, (3) discourse, and (4) behavior.

Figure 5 - Max's deliberative component and the framework for memory-system
interaction (Kopp et al., 2005)

Dynamic memory, on the other hand, addresses the more immediate goal-driven needs of the
ECA by providing a storage mechanism for acquired information. Models are used to describe
the expected information in dynamic memory. Not to be confused with the use of short-term
memory, dynamic memory is model-driven in that it is intended to store information necessary to
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achieve goals and it can encompasses episodic information. Much of the dynamic memory
structure for Max hinges on the use of four memory components. As seen in Figure 5 these
models comprise a discourse model, a system model, a user model, and the spatial memory.
Table 5, shown below, outlines the roles of each dynamic memory model in Max’s overall
memory model.
Table 5 - Roles of dynamic memory models in Max's memory model
Discourse
Historical record of utterances.
Context data:
• Participants
• Active participant
• Turn participant
• Dialog goals
• Goal initiator
• Current topic
• Topic contexts

Dynamic Memory Models in Max
System
User
Agent's
User info learned
knowledge about
from dialog.
the world.
User
preferences
Current goals.
and interests.
Current intentions.
User's
previous
behavior.

Spatial
Contain info
about objects
and persons in
agent's
environment

Similar to other BDI frameworks (Chong et al., 2007), the short-term memory serves the role of
working memory in Max. Particularly, the beliefs of the BDI interpreter module are retained in
the short-term memory. The BDI interpreter module constantly pursues multiple intentions to
obtain desired outcomes given a set of beliefs. (Kopp et al., 2005) These beliefs are accompanied
by the use of buffers for the multimodal operation of the agent. Serving as a type of ultra shortterm memories, the buffers act in harmony with the sensory inputs to provide drop-out
compensation from noisy input. For instance, speech recognition engines may crop the beginning
or end of utterances; or utterances may arrive in fragments and need to be compiled. A novel use
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of short-term memory modules in Max involves the temporary storage of metadata. Metadata
includes information about the various states of an agent. Information about the emotional states
Max experiences can be stored throughout a conversation, as well as a spatial description of the
world it observes using metadata. In this sense, Max demonstrates situational and internal
awareness.
Max aims to engage in mixed-initiative conversations with human users. In mixedinitiative conversations, the conversational agent permits the user to take the initiative in the
conversation by asking questions or stating their purpose. (Levin et al., 2000) At the same time,
however, mixed-initiative systems may operate in a constrained environment to facilitate
problem solving. (Robinson et al., 2008) The agent does not depend entirely on the user to
establish a directed conversation. Through its use of memory, it is able to establish coherent and
purpose-driven conversations, or even small talk. The dynamic memory models, in particular,
help to distinguish it from chatbots by enabling “Max to act proactively in dialog”. (Kopp et al.,
2005)
Both memory types, long- and short-term, directly influence the operation of three system
components: the BDI interpreter, the dialog manager, and the behavior planner. Of these three,
however, only the dialog manager has direct or indirect access to most of the knowledge
structures. In fact, the only structure type invisible to the dialog manager is used to store spatial
information and communicates exclusively with the behavioral planner. The behavioral planner,
in turn, “receives the words, the communicative function of the dialogue act, and the focus of the
utterance to produce, and it is always informed about the current emotional state.” (Kopp et al.,
2005) Additionally, it attaches non-verbal behaviors to the utterances.
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Figure 5 depicts the knowledge flow in the deliberative model of the Max ECA. It may
be noteworthy to mention that knowledge structures are not universally visible. Instead, the role
of each structure defines the cognitive functions in which it can assist. As illustrated in Figure 5,
knowledge can be exploited in one of three ways: for interpretative functions, in managing
dialog, or in planning behavior. Through each of these functions, Max can render behaviors it
deems coherent as it interacts with humans.
2.3. Sergeant Blackwell, Sergeant Star, and Hassan
Artstein et al. (2008), Leuski et al. (2006), Robinson et al. (2008), and Traum et al. (2008) have
performed an extensive breadth of research into virtual question-answering (QA) character
development. Like embodied conversational agents, virtual QA characters take the form of
virtual humans inhabiting virtual worlds. They interact with users through some model of dialog
management. However, these virtual QA characters differ from ECAs in two principal
characteristics. First, according to Leuski et al. (2006) their QA characters place a lower burden
on the “depth of understanding” the character may be capable of achieving. Virtual QAs must
also be able to cope with a broader range of questions than ECAs while maintaining user
satisfaction through believable dialog. (Traum et al., 2008)
With this distinction in mind, the Artstein et al. (2008), Leuski et al. (2006), Robinson et
al. (2008), and Traum et al. (2008) endeavor to develop the means of rapidly producing
inexpensive characters. According to Leuski et al. (2006), there should not be a need for
extensive domain knowledge or expertise in dialog-management design. These precepts lay a
foundation for the description of three related virtual QA characters. In the adjoining sections,
we provide a brief overview of the cognitive architectures of Sergeant Blackwell (Leuski et al.,
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2006), Sergeant Star (Artstein et al., 2008), and Hassan (Traum et al., 2008). All three characters
implement derivations of a similar architecture, which paves the way for us to address the
architecture and the role of memory in a manner that observes the practices of the
aforementioned authors rather than the individual characters.
2.3.1. Cognitive Architecture and Design
The first of the virtual QA characters to be implemented by Leuski et al. (2006), Sergeant
Blackwell, served to test automatic answer selection algorithms, conversation management, and
system integration technologies. Sgt. Blackwell draws lessons learned from an earlier
implementation of the Steve architecture described by Traum and Rickel (2002). This
architecture is an initial effort at providing a formal technological platform. The memory
implementation in the Steve-based architecture is described in a later section of this chapter. Sgt.
Blackwell could ultimately interact with users who expressed interest in biographical details
about him, as well as his technology, and training. Sergeant Star (Artstein et al., 2008) and
Hassan (Traum et al., 2008) derive their architectures from Blackwell. In a similar vein to its
predecessor, Star acts as an army officer capable of answering simple personal questions or
certain army trivia queries. Hassan acts as an Iraqi government functionary with knowledge
potentially useful to the U.S. military. The primary motivations behind Hassan include tactical
questioning training and developing compliance models for dialog agents. (Roque & Traum,
2007) Besides functioning as a question-answering character, Hassan’s responses could be
affected by his appreciation of the trainee. We expand on this in the next section.
From a system perspective, the characters perform several of the functions observed in
Max and H. C. Andersen (HCA), presented in a later section. Modules for Automatic Speech
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Recognition and low-level reasoning are found in all three characters. Compared to Max and
HCA, the depth to which these characters can evolve a conversation is shallow. However, all
three virtual QA characters follow the formal tenets presented in Traum and Larsson’s findings
(2003) concerning the information-state approach to dialog management, and in Traum and
Rickel’s (2002) work as a predecessor to these tenets. Traum and Larsson (2003) consider a
general technique for modeling responsive dialog management systems. According to their
formalism, the information state of a dialog “represents the information necessary to distinguish
it from other dialogues, representing the cumulative additions from previous actions in the
dialog, and motivating future action.”
We emphasize the inclusion of a cumulative and driving component for dialog
management in this statement as a broad umbrella under which the role of memory is to be
discussed later. Traum and Larsson (2003) further argue that the information state can be
considered to be interchangeable with other terminology in literature, such as “conversational
score”, “discourse context”, or “mental state”.
In order to understand the three QA characters discussed, we must first present the
information-state approach. Since all three characters lack frameworks based on a well-defined
cognitive architectures, such as those discussed in Chapter 1, we instead analyze the reasoning
capabilities permitted by Traum and Larsson’s (2003) approach. In their proposal, the authors
argue that it is possible to separate three basic layers for engineering virtual QA characters: the
software engineering layer, a dialog theory layer, and a task- or domain-specific layer. A key
aspect of this separation involves facilitating the update of the information state in response to
dialog moves. An information-state approach should consist of the following:
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•

An explicit description of the informational components – the description should note
factors that affect common grounding in conversations as well as internal motivating
factors.

•

Formal representations of the informational components – examples include modal
operators, conversation records, etc.

•

The set of dialog moves – external user driven actions that serve as triggers to update the
information state.

•

The set of update rules – conditional rules that specify the manner in which the
information state should be updated.

•

An update strategy – performs the decision making that selects and applies the rules to
update the information state from the set of update rules.

Through the guidelines prescribed above, the authors advocate an approach that does not directly
specify the implementation of the components but provides a set of components that must exist
for reasoning to occur in a QA character. The explicit description of the informational
components opens the doors for the inclusion of beliefs, desires, intentions, participants
expected, and other meta-data that may be useful to the character for understanding the context
of the conversation. (Traum & Larsson, 2003)
By formally representing the informational components, the information-state approach
permits the characters to exploit operators of classical AI techniques and maintain conversational
memory. Update strategies act as an arbitration mechanism that decides what rules to execute in
response to a conversation move. In Sergeants Blackwell and Star, and even in Hassan,
classifiers select the appropriate answer to user utterances. Cross-language information retrieval
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techniques, described by Leuski et al. (2006), enable Sgt. Blackwell and other characters to map
utterances to a finite set of answers. (Robinson et al., 2008) Hassan extends the classifier
methods by implementing a rule-based dialog manager and performing emotional and cognitive
modeling for tactical questioning. (Traum et al., 2008) Figure 6 depicts Hassan’s language
components, including the NPCEditors used to build statistical classifiers that serve to classify
the six dialog features shown: dialog move, topic, politeness, compliant reply, reticent reply, and
adversarial reply. These features provide a loose structure for storing user utterances. The
structure can be considered a predecessor and early model of later structures that can be
exploited by episodic memory. Our work in developing and incorporating episodic memory
structures utilizes some features shared with those depicted in Figure 6, but also incorporates
additional information pertinent to episodic memory. This work is further explained in Chapters
4 and 5

Figure 6 - Hassan's architecture for language components. (Traum et al., 2008)

While the information-state approach used for the characters does not directly specify the
operators, symbols, and reasoning algorithms to employ, it provides a set of guidelines to follow.
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In the three agents presented, the approach is demonstrated by presenting virtual QA characters
that act as conversational agents without a strong expert background. The classification
techniques and update rules showcased in Sergeant Blackwell (Leuski et al., 2006), Sergeant Star
(Artstein et al., 2008), and Hassan (Traum et al., 2008) take the place of inference mechanisms
otherwise evident in cognitive architectures. For instance, instead of operator selection as in
Soar, a character’s dialog manager may apply a rule-based method as an update strategy. (Traum
et al., 2008)
We now proceed to discuss the uses and characteristics of memory in these QA
characters. By doing so, we also review the role memory plays in the system design. Strengths
and drawbacks are highlighted when relevant to the episodic memory focus of our overall theme.
2.3.2. The Role of Memory in Sergeant Blackwell, Sergeant Star, and Hassan
While not directly stated by Traum & Larsson (2003), we can glean certain memory
characteristics employed by their virtual characters. For instance, the dialog move can be
perceived as a basic unit of memory in each implementation, as shown by the integral portion it
forms in the information-state approach. The characteristics described in this section provide
insight into the memory capabilities of the virtual QA characters. We make a distinction in
architectural implementation, however, between the early Steve-architecture works described in
(Traum & Rickel, 2002) and those created later following an information-state formalism.
(Artstein et al., 2008; Leuski et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2008; Roque & Traum, 2007; Traum et
al., 2008) Steve-based architectures act as conversational agents and perform more complex
domain tasks than QA characters. Additionally, they are built on top of a Soar cognitive
architecture. (Laird et al., 1987; Newell, 1990; Traum & Rickel, 2002)
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2.3.2.1. Steve-based Memory
To begin with, we point out that procedural, declarative, and episodic memories can be found to
varying extents in the Steve-based agents and the virtual QA characters. Traum and Rickel
(2002) show that Steve-based agents are capable of answering questions about the state of its
environment and events that transpire in it. The agent may even be aware of several types of
physical entities, locations, world conditions, and actions. Through this knowledge, modules
within the agents leverage information in declarative memory to interact with human subjects
and other agents. (Traum & Rickel, 2002) In order to produce a coherent set of actions, agents
based on a Steve architecture also rely on inference mechanisms that act according to its
procedural knowledge. Rules in procedural memory dictate the manner in which to interpret
natural language, utilize domain knowledge, and manage human-computer interaction. For
instance, the agent can perform reference resolution and disambiguation. Both of these tasks
involve natural language processing techniques to resolve uncertainty in some natural language
statements. More information can be found in the pioneering papers of Charniak (1972) and
Hobbs (1977). Certain domain-specific inference rules further operate to update the agents’
information state, while recognition rules permit them to effectively manage unexpected user
initiated communication.
Steve-based agents employ episodic memory as a record keeping structure.
Conversations held by each agent are represented in a data structure of up to six field types.
These can be summarized per their description below, as presented by Traum and Rickel (2002,
p. 4):
•

Participants – specifies the parties involved in the current dialog.
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•

Turn-holder – identifies the individual or agent who holds the right to perform an action
in a synchronous mode.

•

Initiative holder – identifier for the individual or agent who asks a question or provides
non-reactive information.

•

Dialog utterance and action history – logs the conversation transcripts and actions.

•

Grounding structure – consists of a set of Common Ground Units (CGUs). Each CGU
“contains a set of core speech acts…and a representation of the effects on the social
state”. (Traum & Rickel, 2002) A thorough description of the expected speech acts and
effects is covered by Traum & Hinkelman (1992).

•

Style and purpose markers – mark ups that aid in modeling the conversation by
specifying the type of conversation and its intended purpose. It affects the agent’s
behavior by drawing attention to urgent tasks when necessary.

We refer to this structure as a basic precedent of our work, presented in subsequent chapters. It
demonstrates the most fundamental traits of dialog tracking. Moreover, it serves to present one of
the core functions of episodic dialog memory – that is, to log a conversation.
2.3.2.2. Memory in Virtual QA Characters
Characters developed in the years following Steve by the same authors, such as Blackwell
(Leuski et al., 2006), Star (Artstein et al., 2008), and Hassan (Traum et al., 2008) also integrate
memory components into their design but do not directly implement the Steve platform. In each
case, a shallow domain placed boundaries on the declarative knowledge available to the
character. While each contained a repository of declarative or autobiographic knowledge to some
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extent, this knowledge was not necessarily retrieved or stored in episodic memory for all
characters. As a prototype to these QA characters, Sergeant Blackwell could retrieve from its
repertoire of responses details about its persona, technology, goals, parent university, conference
setup, and a limited selection of general knowledge facts. (Leuski et al., 2006; Robinson et al.,
2008) Even though an explicit reference to declarative memory is missing in Leuski et al.’s
(2006) description, we can infer from the characteristics attributed and the examples described
that these responses constitute Sergeant Blackwell’s declarative knowledge. Artstein et al. (2008)
state that Sergeant Star’s declarative memory only contains knowledge of the meaning of the
Army’s “hooah” expression and his Military Occupational Specialty (MOS).
Similarly, Hassan can recall two principal items from declarative memory: his knowledge
of taxes levied in the virtual world and the location of his employer. (Traum et al., 2008) From
Blackwell, the use of declarative memory in retrieving knowledge about the character’s context
can be clearly observed. It appears evident that in Star and Hassan the breadth of declarative
knowledge may be limited. Of particular significance in the latter two, however, are the
connotations for using declarative memory. First, Star’s demonstration implies that user
familiarity with the character’s declarative knowledge limits out-of-domain interactions.
(Artstein et al., 2008) Second, work in Hassan suggests that emotional and cognitive modeling
can be used to affect the presentation of declarative memory and thus bias the flow of
conversation. (Roque & Traum, 2007) According to Roque and Traum (Roque & Traum, 2007)
Hassan’s emotional appraisal of a conversation topic, the available negation options, and the
human speaker are features that weigh on the choice of a negotiation strategy. Finally,
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declarative or episodic knowledge may be stored in declarative memory. Our work further
specializes the structures used in such memory to function as storage for episodic memory.
Explicit evidence of procedural memory usage in the above QA characters can be found
sparsely in the form of dialog management rules. (Roque & Traum, 2007) These serve to manage
compliance levels for the character in response to the human user’s behavior. Instead of
explicitly defined rule sets, these QA characters encode the procedural knowledge in classifiers
as proposed by Chu-Carroll & Carpenter (1999) and Leuski et al. (2006). Through this method,
knowledge about the character’s domain can be encoded with offline-training into a set of Crosslingual Language Model (CLM) classifiers following common machine learning practices.
Leuski et al. (2006) propose that mapping user questions to one or more answers through CLM
classifiers circumvents the tractability problem in complex tasks to which rule-based methods
may be susceptible. Moreover, it transforms the answer selection task into a problem for which
information retrieval techniques may be used.
While Blackwell and Star employ a single classifier to select responses, work in Hassan
explores a variation wherein additional statistical classifiers extract dialog features for further
processing. (Roque & Traum, 2007) Robinson et al (2008) encode portions of the procedural
knowledge and extract the output of classifiers. They thus show that in domains with multiple
classes of answers and sufficient training data, methods that encode procedural knowledge can
positively benefit conversation coherence. Additionally, the prediction of the classifiers must be
determined at each new user action or input. We realize from this method that a set of service
functions that access stored domain models can replace rule-based declarative knowledge in the
memory space.
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An original implementation of Sergeant Blackwell lacked a well-defined episodic
memory component. As a result, in part, to the interest expressed in exploring information
retrieval techniques in conversational QA settings, Leuski et al. (2006) constrain their
experiment by the assumption that a "typical retrieval scenario is totally context-free and a user
is encouraged to specify her information need as accurately as possible.”
However, it became clear through experimentation that misclassifications occurred from
context-free categorization. (Robinson et al., 2008) The study by Robinson et al. (2008) utilized
a minimalist implementation of episodic memory. A context structure maintained information
about the type of user utterance (initiation vs. reactive). Unlike its predecessor architecture,
Steve, Sergeant Blackwell did not implement conversational record keeping or other forms of
advanced episodic memory, such as user modeling. Successive characters, like Star, also indicate
a lack of further improvements to the episodic memory. Hassan deviates from this approach
slightly by maintaining logs of utterances, language features, and emotional states for each
speaker turn. (Roque & Traum, 2007) These information serve to enable “human-in-the-loop”
interactivity with the trainee by facilitating after-action-reviews. Therefore, it can be noted,
episodic memory usage occurs passively in Hassan. The agent does not rely on information
gathered to further interact with the trainee.
2.4. H. C. Andersen Review
Bernsen and Dybkjær (2004), describe H. C. Andersen (HCA), a multimodal conversational
agent based on the author by the same name. The authors are keen to distinguish between taskoriented spoken dialog, domain-oriented conversation, and Turing-test compliant conversation.
(Turing, 1950) Task-oriented dialog often exploits pre-established constraints in the user-agent
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interaction to accomplish specific tasks. Domain-oriented conversations, on the other hand,
maintain the focus within the realm of the agent’s knowledge base but lack the richness of
structure found in task-oriented dialogs. In the case of HCA, it is presumed by Bernsen and
Dybkjær (2004) that domain-oriented conversations represent an intermediary step from taskoriented agents towards Turing-Test compliant machines.
HCA interacts with users through speech and gestural input. By using domainconstrained knowledge, HCA can engage in conversation relating to the original H. C.
Andersen’s works, his personal life, HCA’s current presence, the user’s information, and its store
of fairy tale games. Additional knowledge is encoded to assist HCA in resolving communication
problems.
In the sections to follow, we review the system design implemented in HCA as an
Embodied Conversational Agent. We also revisit the role of memory, and episodic memory in
particular, as it manifests itself in Bernen and Dybkjær’s agent. A description of the strengths
and weaknesses of the memory-based framework concludes the discussion on HCA as further
grounding for the presentation of our work.
2.4.1. Cognitive Architecture and Design
A high-level overview of H. C. Andersen’s system architecture can be viewed in Figure 7. In
their first description of the HCA prototype, Bernsen et al. (2004) explain that HCA relies on a
distributed collection of modules that process incoming information from externally-driven
events. The character module encompasses the components necessary for deliberation. Several
components within the HCA character module contribute to the decision-making tasks
throughout a conversation. These include the Character Module Manager (CMM), the Mind
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State Agent Manager (MSAM), the Conversation Intention Planner (CIP), and the Domain
Agents (DAs). (Bernsen et al., 2004; Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004) Figure 8 shows the interactivity
diagram for the character module components.

Figure 7 - HCA's system architecture, as seen in (Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004)

Unlike the ECAs considered in other sections, H. C. Andersen does not clearly employ a
cognitive architecture implementation. Instead, the arrangement of system components
resembles a distributed agent or multi-agent approach. While it does maintain decision-making
components and even relies on a conversation intention planner, the underlying mechanisms
process data to various degrees on Finite-State Machines models. (Bernsen et al., 2004)
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Figure 8 - HCA's character module, as seen in Bernsen et al. (2004)
2.4.2. The Role of Memory in HCA
Although the architecture paradigm differs from other conversational agents, H. C. Andersen’s
usage of memory for cognitive purposes shares several of the characteristics found in Max and
Sergeant Blackwell. Each of the three types of memory (procedural, declarative, and episodic)
can be observed in the system. We remind the reader, however, that Sergeant Blackwell did not
exhibit episodic memory. The paragraphs to follow explore the use of memory in HCA, as well
as the structures used to exploit memory. Furthermore, we highlight the aspects relevant to
episodic memory when significant to the conversational context.
The most readily identifiable memory component in the character module, a knowledge
base, is presented in Figure 8. It maintains the system’s domain ontology, as well as the
conversational records. (Bernsen et al., 2004) Domain Agents (DA) access the knowledge base to
acquire new user inputs and perform domain-specific reasoning. Through the interaction with the
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DAs, and to some extent with a module known as the Mini-Dialog Processor (MDP), the
knowledge base performs functions akin to long-term memory faculties.
Procedural memory exists in Bernsen et al.’s agent that encodes the knowledge necessary
to direct the character’s verbal and non-verbal behavior at any time. For instance, the finite-state
machine MDP contains the know-how necessary to understand user dialog, while the DAs apply
domain knowledge to extract information from the user’s speech. Procedural rules further allow
HCA to act as gatekeeper to the fairy tale world and resolve problems of meta-communication.
(Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004) HCA also responds to external gestures from a mouse or
touchscreen that are triggered by the mind state agent. This agent is responsible for generating
HCA’s statements, managing the conversational agenda, interpreting verbal and non-verbal
inputs, deciding on conversation initiatives, and planning the verbal or non-verbal output.
(Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004)
A static declarative memory in HCA stores information about the real life of H. C.
Andersen and his works. Throughout the dialog, however, HCA may additionally acquire
knowledge about the user according to a predefined ontology. Both of these features can be
considered forms of declarative memory.
Episodic memory in HCA influences the conversational agenda by retaining records of
the interactions with a given user. It directly affects the agent’s ability to maintain prolonged
conversations by facilitating conversational continuity, keeping track of domains of knowledge
visited, and preventing repetitive statements. (Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004) Through a
conversation history (CH), HCA knows which domains and topics have been discussed in the
current or in previous encounters with the user. Since dialog length may play a key role to the
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growth of episodic memory and the benefits derived from its usage, Bernsen and Dybkjær (2004)
implement a breadth-first approach to the conversation. This approach forces interactions to
cover a minimum amount of each domain before proceeding to subsequent domains. In effect,
this restriction assures that the episodic memory continuously grows.
2.4.2.1. Memory Structures
H.C. Andersen’s internal memory structures combine relational database objects with XML
storage data. (Bernsen et al., 2004) The database stores the domain ontologies as well as
references to output actions. XML tags wrap the internal representation of messages and some
event descriptions. For instance, the authors point out that a user who comments that he is 10
years old could trigger the following storage frame:

<User_Info:age><number:10><years><old>

The agent also maintains templates with embedded tags that allow it to modify its response based
on conversational context information. These differ from the XML formatted frames in that the
tags exist within the text, as follows from the example by Bernsen et al. (2004):

I would like to hear [g0] your [/g0] opinion about [FAIRY_TALE_CHAR]

As a result of the non-verbal behavioral responses that HCA can perform (gestures, facial
expressions, poses, and gaze), templates that encode the agents responses need to include tags
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that specify the start and end of such behavior. (Bernsen et al., 2004) In the above example, the
g0 tags serve this purpose.
By permitting the usage of both hierarchical memory structures in XML and relational
database objects, the authors can feasibly accomplish complex tasks. This is suggested by the
fusion of multimodal inputs in HCA and the combination of verbal and non-verbal behavior. It
can also be observed in the structured domain descriptions and record-keeping of the
conversations. HCA even demonstrates that for the purposes of episodic memory, it may be
beneficial to combine both types of structures. The conversation records, as a case in point,
maintain both the raw data and a tree-structured metadata concerning the domains and topics
addressed in the conversation. While relational objects facilitate access to records, XMLwrapped memory units allow for ready-made frames that can be exchanged between cognitive
components, as seen in Bernsen et al.’s (2004) work.
Although both the general memory framework and the specific episodic memory features
implemented by Bernsen et al. (2004) facilitate HCA’s reasoning functions, it lacks constructs to
allow the learning of several types of information. These authors argue that the agent can
implement template-style user modeling in mini-dialogues through which HCA learns facts
about the user. (Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004) Template-based matching provides a simple means
of knowledge acquisition, but it requires long development times to craft sufficient and thorough
matching rules for domains. (Schumaker et al., 2006) Additionally, template-based matching
techniques act as a bottleneck for the types of user expressions accepted by the system and also
requires engineering from subject matter experts. Finally, the procedural rules with which HCA
reasons, and in some cases acts, appear to be codified within the agent, as in the finite-state
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machine examples. Such an approach prevents the introduction or learning of new conversational
skills by means of more sophisticated techniques like machine learning, statistical modeling, etc.
We show in future chapters that our system is more general in the types of information that can
be stored and thus provides a more robust mechanism for building user or world models.
We make some final comments on possible enhancements to the HCA memory
framework. These concern the raw storage of episodic memory and its evolving stages.
Foremost, the HCA implements a specialized memory architecture that may not generalize well
to other conversational agents or to cognitive architectures because the agent inherently knows
something about which domains it has knowledge and also lacks descriptive protocols for
expansion. Furthermore, while humans are often aware of the temporal lifecycles between their
present and past memories and sometimes even forget, HCA could only maintain time-stamped
records. To understand the usefulness of a temporal lifecycle, we can illustrate, by form of
example, a person who vaguely remembers an event that occurred 20 years in his or her past.
While the event itself still forms part of his episodic memory and may be recalled for reference,
the details of the event may have degraded and its usefulness diminished. Still, however, this
person retains a notion of what transpired. Tamosiunaite et al. (2008) demonstrated through a
path-finding experiment of simulated rat agents vs. real rats that for certain tasks forgetting and
frustration may be useful in cognitive science as well as neurobiology.
2.5. Episodic Memory in Cognitive Architectures of ECAs
As can be observed from the preceding sections, points of cross-over exist for work addressing
episodic memory in research efforts towards cognitive architectures and embodied
conversational agents. Because the operation of an agent involves the cognitive capabilities of
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sensing, reasoning and learning, it may benefit their performance to explicitly implement
episodic memory structures as in (Nuxoll, 2007; Nuxoll & Laird, 2007). Although conversational
domains pose challenges of information quality degradation from imperfect sensor data, realtime performance limitations, problems of natural language understanding, etc., task
performance has been shown to benefit from episodic memory. In the case of QA characters that
implement limited knowledge, episodic memory could improve the success rate for
accomplishing tasks.
Unlike the simpler agents in Soar and ACT-R implementations, standardized
experimentation methods have not been agreed upon for conversational agents. Agents such as
Max, Blackwell, and H.C. Andersen normally perform in situations that call for specialized
knowledge or behavior. Difficulties, therefore, arise in developing general techniques for user,
system and environment modeling. A salient trait of agents that demonstrate episodic memory is
action or utterance logging with feature tracking. The commonplace usage of logging techniques
suggests that it is a feature that can be used to create a model for recalling knowledge in episodic
memory, even when a formal method does not yet exist in the literature. Another feature evident
in the agents reviewed consists of the choice for centralized or decentralized memory
architectures. While short-term memory structures normally exist in various modules for
conversational agents in general, the longer-term memory components can reside in a central
knowledge base (Max and Blackwell) or as dedicated components throughout the system (H.C.
Andersen). The choice for memory design in this respect directly affects retrieval mechanisms
and data presentation.
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The storage of information in episodic memory also varies between the cognitive
architectures. Similarly, ECAs implement a wide array of storage structures. While Soar lends
itself to hierarchical storage, ACT-R relies on more implicit means of episodic storage by relying
on distributed buffers. (Chong et al., 2007) In the agents described in this chapter, storage could
take the form of relational objects, unstructured data, XML documents, or even classification
models. None of the authors provide arguments that demonstrate the benefit of one particular
choice over another. However, we can deduce that if cognitive architectures should make
headway into conversational agent implementations, then the intermediary memory structures
should be accessible to both the architecture and the agent components. Given the somewhat
unreliable performance of conversational agents in situ (Artstein et al., 2008; Bernsen &
Dybkjær, 2004; Kopp et al., 2005), it is desirable that conversational agents learn from
experience. In the following chapters we address this problem through the introduction of a
general episodic memory architecture which addresses several issues in the gap between
cognitive architectures and conversational agents. To the best of our knowledge, our architecture
provides the first attempt to equip ECAs with a mature episodic memory model that goes beyond
recording events for later analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Previous chapters exposed the precepts of selected cognitive architectures and embodied
conversational agents. We now define the principal problem and research thrusts of our work in
episodic memory for these agents. As mentioned at the conclusion of Chapter 2, areas of synergy
exist in the fundamental research of memory in cognitive architectures and the frameworks of
dialog-based systems. While significant efforts exist in both camps towards memory awareness,
the existing works from both fields fails to accomplish two critical milestones. First, the agents
we have encountered in literature that implement episodic memory for task-based goals through
cognitive architectures only function in simulated environments and not in complex human
settings. We intend to pursue the more complex case that involves human subjects. Second, the
known implementations of conversational agents circumvent a formal framework for memory
architecture; rather, they adopt an ad-hoc or custom-made memory solution. In cases for which
memory exists, the episodic memory components sometimes bypass goals critical to reasoning,
as identified by works in cognitive architectures mentioned in Chapter 2. Arguments in favor of
our research into a general episodic memory architecture follow from general and practical
points of view. We also introduce the particular problem and hypothesis that were investigated.
An explicit listing of the contributions made by this investigation concludes the chapter.
3.1. General Problem
Speech is the most personal, and arguably the most salient, form of interpersonal
communication. It facilitates the transfer of such information from one individual to another. In
fact, humans in general are gifted with the ability to recall from memory various personal or
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extra-personal experiences that were obtained orally. Computer software, however, can only
accomplish this after much engineering effort and only to very limited extent. Bridging the gap
in computer understanding of spoken language by semantically improving topic recognition and
paving a road to natural language comprehension can help change the perception of computers as
tools to computers as collaborators. From a general perspective, our research thrusts target the
enhancement of cognitive architectures and intelligent systems with episodic memory. The work
we present forms part of a broader vision to deliver more lifelike interrelationships between
technology media and humans across various applications.
3.2. Specific Problem
Our focus in the remainder of this document is on investigating the characteristics necessary for
a successful and general architecture of episodic memory for embodied conversational agents. Of
particular significance to this research are framework considerations concerning the storage
structures, retrieval mechanisms, and recall of episodes stored in memory. To accomplish this,
we expose an architecture that allows us to analyze the emerging features or topics discussed in a
conversation.
We study the architectural components for an episodic memory model in three areas. The
first aims to determine efficient structures for storing episodes of multi-party dialogues and the
selection of what is remembered. As noted in Chapter 2, the design choices selected for the
storage structures affects the knowledge representation options in both cognitive architectures
and conversational agents. A related effort centers on the retrieval of these structures from
memory. In other words, we are interested in the methods through which particular episodes, or
portions thereof, are selected for recall in a conversation. The last area of interest corresponds to
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the recall and presentation of the episodes selected. Different components in intelligent systems
require the recall of information to be delivered in varying format types. Therefore, we explore
techniques through which various types of information can be retrieved using similar protocols.
3.3. Hypothesis
We assert that a hybrid centralized and decentralized memory model is suitable for building an
effective episodic memory architecture to be used by conversational agents. Furthermore, a
relational object database and a high-level unstructured storage description are sufficient for
most episode storage cases. Finally, episode selection and retrieval can be accomplished by
assigning importance to episode features based on textual analysis of its contents.
3.4. Contributions
We address the tasks of selection, storage and retrieval of conversational memory for a spoken
dialog system. More importantly, we describe two practical contributions:
1) A process for determining the prevalent contexts in transient and current
conversations we call “gisting”.
2) A system for accomplishing the aforementioned tasks.
For the purposes of this discussion, we will focus on a finite domain of dynamic contexts. Within
this scope, we refer to a conversational context as the set of topics suggested by the utterances of
all parties involved in the dialog. Moreover, we specify a dynamic context to be an abstract
construct with a predefined structure, but whose possible range of attributes are not known a
priori. For instance, a dynamic context might be represented by a structure containing all the key
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phrases existing at various points in the conversation. Our utilization of dynamic context is
further expanded in Chapter 4. Additionally, we provide two literary contributions:
1) A review of contemporary works in episodic memory for embodied conversational
agents in Chapter 2.
2) An algorithmic approach to processing episodes from conversations and an
associated memory structure.
The sections to follow discuss the procedures used to populate the episodic memory structure, as
well as the role of the dynamic structure in maintaining conversational memory. A high-level
description of the approach is followed by a discussion about our prototype architecture. The test
scenarios and ensuing results are presented, with a discussion of the results to conclude our
study.
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CHAPTER 4
EPISODIC MEMORY PROTOTYPE
Episodic memory models in Embodied Conversational Agents describe the storage structures,
retrieval mechanisms, and what is recalled from episodes stored in memory. Simply stated, an
episodic memory model decides what should be remembered from conversations with users or
during interactive episodes. These episodes often take the form of conversational histories or
multimodal action recording. We remind the reader, per the earlier discussion of works related to
our research, that multimodal interactions occur when communication between the user and
virtual character involves verbal and non-verbal exchanges by both parties. While maintaining a
conversational history is relatively straightforward, as shown by Traum and Rickel (2002) and
Tram et al. (2008), other expressions of episodic memory may require highly complex system
designs. For instance, multimodal recording can be more complex than merely managing a
conversational log. Some of the issues that may arise include synchronization of sensory input as
in relating hand gestures to speech, complex memory management methods for sensor raw data,
loss of real-time analysis for complex sensory input, development of methods to reason about
multimodal data, lack of sufficient training data for the agent, and others. Such problems directly
impact the development choices when considering an episodic memory model. In this chapter,
we present explanations for the design choices evident in memory model by implementing an
episodic memory architecture.
Several concepts relevant to episodic memory in cognitive architectures and ECAs are
addressed in a manner that presents a general approach to building an efficient episodic memory
model. During the course of our descriptions, we may refer to systems which already implement
ideas similar to ours. However, to the best of our ability, we highlight points of difference with
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our methods. In such occasions, arguments are provided in favor of our modifications or to
explain the decision to deviate from previous efforts in literature.
To begin the theoretical description of our work, we discuss the types of memory models
implemented in ECAs. We then expose the manner in which our system can be thought of as
exploiting a pipeline of data. The core of this chapter then introduces the concepts that motivate
our design of memory structures, retrieval mechanisms, and recall of episodes. Throughout this
chapter we also describe the prototype used to test our episodic memory model.
4.1. Memory Model: Centralized vs. Decentralized Memory
Conversational agents implement various models for memory architectures. Broadly speaking,
we can state that the selection of memory for agents and characters in Chapter 2 fall into two
categories: centralized or decentralized memory architectures. We remind the reader that in
centralized memory schemes, a critical component of the agent’s design is a repository that
contains most, if not all, of the agent’s knowledge. This repository may take on the form of a
database, knowledge base, or rule set. In decentralized approaches, memory is usually
specialized and found embedded within the individual agent components. Each portion of the
memory serves to augment the functionality of the component into which it has been
incorporated. Within these two extremes, we further find a range of hybrid systems that
centralize major portions of memory and also display aspects of decentralization or distribution.
This type of memory usage can be observed in multimodal systems, as they implement shortterm and very-short-term memories for components that require dedicated and fast storage and
recall. Another example is the Max agent by Kopp et al. (2005), which centralizes the episode
storage but decentralizes the knowledge acquired, as can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9 - Episodes are centralized (3rd from left) while knowledge bases are decentralized
in Max. (Kopp et al., 2005)

Conceptually, we derive our memory model from such hybrid memory architectures. This model
describes the general expectations of the tasks that an episodic memory architecture should be
able to accomplish, as well as the expected outcomes. In our model, we centralize critical
portions of memory, while allowing the system to complement real-time operations with
specialized memory. As a result of our focus in episodic memory, the aspect of memory that
resides in a centralized location includes the knowledge acquired by the agent exercising this
model. The knowledge may be obtained by the ECA from conversations or while interacting
with its environment. Furthermore, our model supports extensible components towards the goal
of exercising episodic memory and we show in future sections that these components interact in
a pipeline manner.
One notion that arises with the hybrid architectures concerns the relocation of
experiences from short-term or very-short-term memories into the central episodic memory.
Short term memories act as temporary buffers of information. Because the buffer itself can reside
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in a separate memory space than the episodic memory, at least two problems arise. First, the size
of the buffer dictates the length of the sensory input transmitted into the episodic memory. While
for a single sensory input this may not cause problems, as in the case of speech recognition, the
use of multiple types of sensors requires certain considerations. The varying memory size
requirements and temporal-span encodings of sensor data can create difficulties in synchronizing
units of episodic memory. For instance, speech transcripts may cover several seconds of time
while video frames provide new updates every few milliseconds. A second problem relating to
the localization of short-term memories involves the relatively little control the episodic
component exerts over the knowledge representation of sensorial data. In other words, the
memory architecture must be robust enough to efficiently handle a wide variety of representation
formats (XML, binary, text, etc.) or at minimum, provide the definition of protocols to move
short-term memory to long-term space. We pursue the topic of defining these protocols and our
conceptual design to manage these issues in a later section of this chapter. However, we do not
intend to furnish arguments in favor of, or opposed to, using multimodal data in ECAs. Instead,
we show that our architecture supports the storage of data from multiple sources.
4.2. System Architecture: Pipeline Approach
Figure 10 illustrates a stack diagram of the four core components in the episodic memory model
as implemented in our architecture. These four modules consist of the memory interfaces, a
back-end database, a contextualization process, and several analysis services. We define the
general purpose of these components in the proceeding paragraphs. Subsequent sections explain
in greater detail the algorithmic implementations, when appropriate.
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Figure 10 - Episodic memory architecture stack with four core components.

Through the memory interfaces at the topmost layer of the stack, the architecture services
requests for recalling events that have been contextualized and stored in a database. Our
implementation of memory interfaces is in the form of loosely coupled services. Weick (1976)
first introduced loose coupling as a design pattern in which the knowledge of one class with
respect to another on which it depends is limited to include only the interfaces through which
they interact. In our case, the loosely coupled interfaces hide the implementation of processes
internal to the memory architecture from ECAs that might use it to store or retrieve episodes. At
the same time, they allow communication to occur between the episodic memory and agents that
use it.
A back-end database running on a server forms a crucial part of our episodic memory
architecture in that it serves as the storage medium for episodes and the internal processes that
manipulate conversational information. In addition, server-side processing allows us to remove
the data-intensive operations of episodic memory from machines that may already be taxed while
rendering virtual characters. By following such an approach, we ensure minimal side-effects on
the real-time operations of these agents.
The third component of the architecture, a contextualization process, is responsible for
managing the input of interaction data, storing it in the episodic memory, indexing the episodes,
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and deciding which episodes are relevant for a query request. It exploits custom storage
structures to store, index, and retrieve episodes. Future sections in this chapter focus on the
design of these structures and the methods which utilize them.
Our memory model, as mentioned in the previous section, states that an episodic memory
architecture should support extensible components. Extensible components in our architecture
are evident in the implementation of analysis services. The analysis services collaborate with,
and are used by the contextualization process, to extract information from dialog or multimodal
data. They are inherently extensible in that a variable number of custom services can be deployed
to analyze data. For example, some services may extract information about particular individuals
from dialog, while others are tasked with identifying the topics of conversation. These services
can run in parallel to each other and do not need to be aware of one another’s existence.
We describe our architecture as being similar to a pipeline because the processing of data
occurs through a chain of components. First, the data is acquired through memory interfaces
which relay the information to a back-end database. The database then calls on the
contextualization processes to create episodic information. Finally, a contextualization process
relies on several analysis services to produce information relevant to the episode. Over the next
several sections, we explain the stages through which the architecture captures conversations,
selects important episode information, indexes the data for future use, and makes it accessible to
ECAs.
4.3. Capturing the Conversation
Creating conversational memory begins with capturing information from conversations between
an ECA and a human user. Thus, the exposition of our system implementation begins with an
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explanation of the manner in which information is delivered from client utilities to the
contextualizing algorithm. In a multi-party dialog system, users may interact with several clientside tools as the need arises. Some examples of these include distributed speech recognition
modules for each user; ECA or agent representative tools; a dialog manager; and multimedia
presenters in the form of dashboards, interactive tables, etc.

Figure 11 - Sample points of origin for information gathered from a conversation.

All of these subsystems represent possible points of origin for the focus of a conversation. In
Figure 11, we illustrate several types of scenarios and input devices that may contribute to or
play a role in conversations. Since these may be developed independently of each other, they are
usually integrated in an ad-hoc manner and suffer from information constraints. (Le Bigot et al.,
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2007) We refer to the informational constraints here as the loss of conversational information
that results from performance limitations or data filtering. A common example of this can be
observed in the speech recognition modules, as an example from Figure 11. Speech recognition
in unrestricted domains can be subject to varying degrees of accuracy that erodes topic coherence
by introducing noise in the text transcription. (Gurevych et al., 2003) In addition, the module
itself may enforce restrictions on the data it returns to the managing module. A background on
these limitations has been discussed previously in Chapter 1.
A user may interact with our episodic memory in any of two forms, as shown in the
sequence diagram of Figure 12 below. First, he/she may provide sensory input, in the form of
speech or visual information, which will be processed in memory. He/she may also request
information on previously stored episodes. We expand on the latter of these interactions in the
section addressing episode recollection. For now, suffice it to mention that access to memory
functions occurs through memory interfaces in both cases. These interfaces act as contracted
services which hide from the end-user application the particular details of the memoryarchitecture implementation.
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Figure 12 - The episodic memory architecture acquires conversation data by using memory
interfaces (highlighted).

In the first of the interaction scenarios, a client side utility acquires raw data from the users. For
the purposes of demonstrating our architecture, we use speech as the source of conversational
information. Therefore, our episodic memory architecture creates conversational episodes based
on transcripts obtained from speech recognition engines. The contents of these transcripts, as
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well as the audio data, are uploaded to the back-end database through memory interfaces. We
implemented a simple, GUI-based client program to serve the purposes of using Microsoft’s
SAPI 5 speech recognition engine and transcribing spoken data. An interface from our
architecture, InsertNewPhrase, has been coupled into this application in order to enable the client
to store new conversational data. Speech transcripts flow through the InsertNewPhrase interface
before being uploaded to the episodic memory. This interface accepts transcribed text,
information identifying the initiating party, binary data associated with the event, and a unique
conversation identifier. A more in-depth explanation of these fields is provided later in the
discussion about the episodic memory database.
Figure 12 depicts two timelines of events that originate from the GUI and the memory
interfaces. The processes highlighted, beginning with “Receiving Audio/Video”, pertain to the
acquisition of conversational data. As can be seen, InsertNewPhrase accepts new data after
episodic memory parameters have been set through additional interfaces. The interfaces that
control these parameters set or unset options to enable or disable the processing of conversational
data by each analysis service. A complete list of these services is provided in a later section of
this chapter.
A block diagram overview of the flow of information through the system and the
operation of our algorithm is demonstrated through . By way of example, we can relate the flow
using spoken interactions. Events generated by speech recognition engines are collected into
transcripts and uploaded to a centralized memory database system. This system preprocesses the
user utterances by mining web sources and our algorithm for topics related to the conversation.
The information is parsed into a contextual structure which is accessed at query time and used to
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present relevant topical information back to the user. Topics are deemed to be relevant based on
the frequency with which they appear in conversations.

Figure 13 – Block diagram of algorithm and system operation.

Understanding the method for capturing a conversation’s raw data for our architecture facilitates
the ensuing explanation of storage, contextualization and delivery of episodes. A natural sequel
to the discussion of capturing conversations through memory interfaces is a presentation of the
process by which we select the details of an episode that will be stored into memory. Both the
back-end database component and the contextualization process form integral parts of selecting
what information to store in memory. We therefore expand on this database and the
contextualization process in the following section.
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4.4. Filtering and Storing Conversational Memories
As memory interfaces collect spoken data from conversations, they in effect serve as short-term
memory buffers for the audio data and transcripts. The contents of these buffers are transmitted
to the back-end database server for processing into episodic memory. Once the server receives
the data, it performs three primary functions: stores the raw data, filters and stores information
generated through analysis about the episode, and indexes the raw and generated data. As is
shown in the next sections, the filtering process helps to select what to store in episodic memory
by identifying important key phrases at the utterance level.
4.4.1. Storing Raw Data
Storing raw data occurs in a straightforward fashion by using a conversation log similar to that
used by other authors. (Bernsen & Dybkjær, 2004; Traum & Rickel, 2002; Traum et al., 2008)
The structure employed for our memory architecture’s conversation log and other episodic
memory artifacts merits more discussion and is the point of study in the section about episodic
memory structures. It is sufficient for now to note that the utterances of a conversation are
recorded as they occur in a table that serves as a conversation log.
4.4.2. Managing Episodic Memories
A second function provided by the back-end server for managing episodic memories concerns
the generation, filtering, and storage of episode information. The information generated by
analysis services creates features from utterances or identifies key information from transcripts.
We expand on the particular features selected when describing each of the analysis services. Of
importance to our current discussion, however, is the identification of topical information in the
form of key phrases by analysis services.
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Two of the services process the conversational utterances by querying online services that
have been trained with large amounts of textual corpus data with which to identify named
entities and categorize text. Named entities consist of textual elements that can be tagged as
belonging to an agreed-upon taxonomy of categories such as: person, location monetary value,
etc: We use Yahoo! and OpenCalais APIs as the two services that perform the named entity
recognition. Since these services do not form a novel aspect of research and have been developed
by independent third parties, we focus instead on a third service that identifies key phrases in
addition to the entities recognized by Yahoo! and OpenCalais. While both online services can
process large volumes of information and extract topics and terms as recognized by their usage
in broader news corpora, our in-house algorithm is tailored to capturing snippets from short
utterances and unstructured conversations.
The algorithm we utilize to capture short, relevant key phrases from a conversation is
implemented in five steps and processes utterances as follows:
•

Service input stage – the analysis service receives the conversational utterance data from
the contextualization process.

•

Part of Speech (POS) tagging – we use a Maximum Entropy POS tagger to extract the
part-of-speech for every word in the utterance. POS taggers are well-known NLP tools
for extracting parts of speech from text.

•

Windowed phrase parsing – phrase groups, consisting of up to seven words, are parsed
by using OpenNLP’s Treebank parser. ("OpenNLP," 2009) Parsing, with respect to NLP,
assigns a structural description to a sequence of words. In our case, the structure is a tree
representation of a phrase’s syntax. For example, verb and noun classes are grouped
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according to complexity with relation to the input phrase. A more thorough illustration of
parsing is provided shortly through the use of a case study.
•

Thresholding of complex clauses – we calculate the depth of each clause in the parsed
tree and extract the deepest clauses. These often correspond to important terms in a
phrase because the syntax supports these words.

•

Return complex clauses - complex clauses are returned to the contextualization process.
This process, in turn, concludes the key phrase extraction by storing phrases in a table of
candidate topics.

The five steps outlined above correspond to the function of certain methods in our system. We
show, by use of pseudocode, the manner in which these steps are implemented. In Figure 14, the
first step is easily accomplished by using the sp_InsertNewPhrase method to inserting new user
utterances into the conversation log (T_DIALOGUE) and calling the XmlBuildContext method
to initialize the service analysis stage. As can be seen in line 18, we also obtain the part-ofspeech tags for the utterance through this method. Results obtained from the analysis services in
the call to XmlBuildContext produce a structure that is stored in the context tracking table
(T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT).
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Module sp_InsertNewPhrase(in: speakerName, speakerPhrase, phraseDuration, conversationGuid, sourceDescription,
relatedData, alternatePhrase, out: conversationGuidAlias)
Local: recordInserted
Set recordInserted to false
If conversationGuid does not exist then
Set conversationGuidAlias to NEWID()
Start a new conversation by using SetNewSession(true)
Else
Set conversationGuidAlias to conversationGuid
Mark conversation as a continuing conversation by using SetNewSession(false)
Endif
Set speakerGuid to user ID from T_USERS table with speaker name matching speakerName
Set contextGuid to NEWID()
Set timeStamp to GETDATE()
If speakerGuid exists then
Set phrasePartsOfSpeech to XmlPosTag(speakerPhrase)
Set phraseChunks to XmlChunk(speakerPhrase)
If alternatePhrase exists then
Set phrasePartsOfSpeechAlternate to XmlPosTag(speakerPhrase)
Set phraseChunksAlternate to XmlChunk(speakerPhrase)
Endif
Insert into T_DIALOGUE table new record with values for
conversationGuidAlias, speakerGuid, speakerName, timeStamp, speakerPhrase,
contextGuid, phraseDuration, phrasePartsOfSpeech, phraseChunks, sourceDescription
Set recordInserted to true
/*
*
Store related data such as audio or video
*/
If relatedData contains a value then
Insert relatedData into T_DIALOGUE_DATA table
Endif
/*
*
Begin context building and insert into context table
*/
Set outXmlContext to XmlBuildContext(speakerGuid, timeStamp, speakerPhrase, alternatePhrase,
prasePartsOfSpeech, phrasePartsOfSpeechAlternate, phraseChunks, phraseChunksAlternate)
Insert outXmlContext into T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT table

43
44 Else
45
Set recordInserted to false
46 Endif
47
48 Return recordInserted

Figure 14 – Pseudocode for method sp_InsertNewPhrase to initialize the service input
stage.
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After the context tracking table receives a new record entry, an internal event triggers a call to
the ContextSegmentAnalysis method. This method ensures that steps three through five in the
key phrase extraction algorithm are performed for each new or updated context structure. Any
identified key phrases in these steps are stored in T_DIALOGUE_TOPICS by the method. It
identifies key phrases by iteratively calling a method to extract complex phrases from episode
segments,

XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment.

The

implementation

of

ContextSegmentAnalysis is trivial and we relegate any further inspection of it to Appendix B.
Instead, we focus on XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment and its associated methods,
which analyze the utterances to detect key phrases.
From line 178 of Figure 15, we can observe that an XML object is created to store the
identified key phrases. Furthermore, the context structure from T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT
table provides the source utterance to be analyzed (line 180). The third step of key phrase
extraction parses utterances by using a windowing technique. A window is created in
XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment at line 186, which results in word groups of sizes
in the range of [WORD_COUNT(phrase), 7] being created. The minimum value in this range
serves as the window size. As an example, the two groups below are created from the utterance
provided:
Phrase

I'd like to know more about the renewals part of the program

Groups

1) I'd like to know more about the

2) the renewals part of the program
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Module: XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment(contextSegment)
Local: xmlOut, xmlStream, complexPhrases
If contextSegment does not exist then
Return
Endif
Initialize xmlStream for input
Create root node in context structure named "key_phrases"
Set phrase to "source" node value in contextSegment
/*
* Create a window size for the phrase analysis
*/
Initialize complexPhrasesArray
Set segmentWordWindow to MIN(WORD_COUNT(phrase), 7)
Set segmentsArray to groups of words in phrase of segmentWordWindow word count each
For each segment in segmentsArray
Add output of GetComplexPhrases(segment) to complexPhrasesArray
Endfor
/*
* If no important keywords are found then use the value as a
* keyword. Only use the value when it contains a noun or verb group
*/
If no complex phrases were found in complexPhrasesArray
Set posTaggedValue to PartOfSpeechTagSentence(phrase)
If posTaggedValue contains a noun or verb group then
Set phrase to RemovePunctuation(phrase)
Create a child node for the complex phrase named "item"
Set the value of node "item" to phrase
Endif
Else
Foreach chunk in complexPhrasesArray
If chunk contains a noun or verb group then
Create a child node for the complex phrase named "item"
Set the value of node "item" to chunk
Endif
Endfor
Endif
Set xmlOut to XML text in xmlString
Return xmlOut

Figure 15 – Pseudocode for method XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment

As can be observed, two groups are created from the original phrase. The first window groups
the seven leftmost words using a window size of seven. A second window creates a group from
the remaining words in the sentences using a window size of six. For each resulting group of
words, the method extracts candidate key phrases by calling the XmlGetComplexPhrases
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method. This method returns a list of identified key phrases and is explained shortly. Finally, the
XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment analyzes the collection of key phrases or the
original utterance for noun and verb groups and stores these in the XML object to be returned.
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Module: GetComplexPhrases(phrase)
Local: complexPhrasesArray, parsedSentences, corefSentences
If the input phrase is empty then
Return
Endif
Initialize parsedSentences array
For each sentence in phrase
Set sentenceParse to DO_PARSE(sentence)
Set coreferences to FIND_COREFERENCES(sentenceParse)
Add sentenceParse to parsedSentences
Add coreferences to corefSentences
Endfor
/*
* Each coreference structure is a tree representation of the
* sentence parsing.
*/
For each coreferenceStructure in coreferences
Set parseMatches to the extracted complex structures that are at least 3 levels deep in coreferenceStructure
For each complexStructure in parseMatches
If complexPhrasesArray does not already contain complexStructure then
Add complexStructure to complexPhrasesArray
Endif
Endfor
Endfor
Return complexPhrasesArray

Figure 16 – Pseudocode for method GetComplexPhrases

As noted earlier, XmlGetComplexPhrases is tasked with extracting candidate key phrases from
windowed word groups. The pseudocode implementation for this method is shown in Figure 16.
Lines 227 and 228 summarize the natural language processing methods utilized to preprocess the
word groups: sentence parsing through DO_PARSE and coreference matching through
FIND_COREFERENCES. By parsing the word groups and finding coreferences, the
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GetComplexPhrases method creates a tree-structure of the syntax that constitutes the word
group.
References have been made in the preceding paragraphs to storage tables which have not
yet been described, such as T_DIALOGUE, T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT, etc. These structures
are identified by their “T_” prefix. In-depth explanations of their implementation and purpose is
relegated to the section on episodic memory structures, found later in this chapter.
Table 6 - Term and topic extraction case study.
SPEAKER_NAME
ECA

TIME_STAMP
11/3/2009 14:08

SPEAKER_PHRASE
I think I misheard you. Folks like to talk to me about renewals
or memberships. Is there anything you want to know about the
program?

User

11/3/2009 14:08

I'd like to know more about the renewals part of the program.

ECA

11/3/2009 14:08

You can send your enquiries to Doctor Ed Clancy through
email. Be as specific as possible to ensure an efficient and
proper response, or call at 703 292 8492. There is some useful
information on the screen next to me. Please let me know when
you're finish

User

11/3/2009 14:08

Okay.

We now propose a case study that will help clarify the implementation and usage of our
algorithm, as a prelude to the functional description of the code. To further focus this discussion
we provide a sample exchange from a conversation in Table 6. This segment is an extract from a
larger episode in which the system acts as the episodic memory for an Embodied Conversational
Agent. The ECA converses with a human user and a moderator via synchronous turn-taking. By
running our algorithm over each of the utterances from the participants, we expect to extract
items of relevance to the overall episode. We can deduce from Table 6 that the user shows
interest in learning about renewals in the institution’s program that the ECA references at the
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beginning of the conversation. Hence, we also expect the list of key phrases extracted to include
items with the word “renewal”.
To accomplish the extraction of terms from Table 6, we adapt certain NLP techniques to
unstructured, shared-initiative conversations as follows. First, we perform Part-of-Speech (POS)
tagging over each utterance received. In structured text, tagging might occur at the sentence
level. However, speech recognition applications do not provide veritable grammatical
punctuation. Instead, utterances appear to behave in a stream-of-thought fashion similar to long
sentences. Maximum-Entropy POS taggers such as that developed by the OpenNLP group
("OpenNLP," 2009), which estimate probability distributions given a set of constraints, may
perform erratically over longer transcript sentences because of the increased likelihood of a
recognition error. Liu et al. (2005) demonstrate that Maximum Entropy classifier performance
degrades with increased errors in speech recognition output, which is likely to happen over
longer and more complex speech. In view of this, we adopt a windowing technique through
which we tag and analyze user utterances over five- to seven-word window segments.
As a second step, our term extraction algorithm performs phrase parsing over the
windows using OpenNLP’s statistical parser. The reader should note that during parsing, the
sentence or phrase is analyzed to determine the constituent groupings of the sentence (i.e., noun
groups, verb groups, etc.). These groupings, in turn, may be represented in a tree-like structure,
as in Figure 17. Each grouping is indicated by a tag prefix corresponding to a Penn Treebank tag
that indicates the type of chunk for the group. (Bies et al., 1995) For instance, in Figure 17 the
tags S, NP, and VP represent Sentence, Noun Phrase, and Verb Phrase, respectively.
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Figure 17 - Tree representation of a sentence parsed and grouped by clause depth.

During the second and third steps of key phrase extraction, the algorithm creates a structure
representative of the tree in the figure. In this instance, the tree results from processing the user’s
request for “renewal” information from Table 6. Some readers and those familiar with tree-based
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algorithms in AI may be surprised by the lack of balance in the tree representation of the parsed
sentence resulting from grouping the different clauses by depth level. Although we do not intend
for this tree to be a typical representation of the type of user utterances we are targeting, as such
may not exist in open-domain ECAs, it does serve the purposes of illustrating our algorithm. As
such, we point out that the target key phrases of the sentence that we wish to extract are found in
the tree at a position where the complexity increases. The complexity of a clause in a sentence is
determined by the depth of grouping levels into which it is contained. It is simple to
conceptualize this by using the number of parent nodes that form part of a clause’s grouping in
the tree structure. Figure 17 demonstrates the levels of groupings in the vertical axis. At the
deepest level, we can observe the phrase “the renewals part of the program.”
With this objective in mind for the second stage in key phrase extraction, we proceed to
the final stage of the algorithm. In this stage, the parser’s output is used to determine the depths
of all nodes within the tree. Nodes with a complexity level above a threshold are retained. In
other words, we place a lower limit on the structural complexity level of the clauses that are
considered for term extraction. We expect that the complexity of the clauses will support the
notion that terms extracted are items of significant relevance to the conversation. Our approach
at extracting relevant terms can be compared to the more complex fact extraction algorithms
presented by Pasca et al. (2006). While we both exploit patterns, Pasca et al. (2006) only use the
Parts-of-Speech tags to generalize patterns for fact extraction and generate a low quality set of
candidate facts. In our implementation, however, we analyze patterns and complexity at the
clause level and do not generalize patterns because the dataset available per conversation is
limited.
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The analysis service that runs our algorithm generates a set of key phrases for each
utterance that are returned to the contextualization process. As part of this process, the resulting
phrases are stored in a table of candidate topics. The table maintains an index for the records
based on a conversation identifier, speaker, and time to facilitate future retrieval.
A summary listing of the topics occurring in an episode can be obtained by filtering the
table that stores the candidate topics. Filtering occurs by processing the topics in two steps as
follows:
•

Linguistic filter - First a filter is applied on the table to return key phrases that contain
one or more noun or verb groups, excluding prepositional phrases, single adjectives, or
single adverbs.

•

Ranking - These groups are then ranked by the number of times they occur in a
conversation. While this ranking method uses only a simple frequency heuristic, using a
linguistic filter, such as our clause extraction algorithm, in combination with frequency
ranking has been shown effective in similar studies. (Frantzi, 1997; Justeson & Katz,
1995)

It may be possible to use more complicated measures of interrelationships between extracted key
phrases to produce a ranking. For instance, Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) (Church &
Hanks, 1990) provides a well-known measure for determining word collocations. Word
collocation refers to sequences of words, such as key phrases, with group-based syntactic and
semantic characteristics and the definition of which results from the grouping and not the
individual meaning of the words. Additionally, PMI may be used as a mechanism to gage how
much one word or group of words is related to another. However, PMI may perform badly in
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sparse environment for which relatively few words or word collocations are available and shows
bias towards infrequent terms. (Pantel & Lin, 2002) Such a scenario can occur, for instance, in
short conversations.
In the preceding paragraphs about managing conversational information in an episodic
memory architecture, we described the process by which our analysis algorithm determines
which portions of a conversation to retain in memory. Furthermore, we briefly stated the manner
by which the information is indexed, stored, and prepared for retrieval. In the next section, we
expand on the storage media for episodic memory, namely, the storage structures developed to
contain episodic information. The structures are a formative component in our architecture, and
their development merits further discussion.
4.5. Episodic Memory Structures
With respect to the theory behind our architectural design, we begin to analyze the individual
components with a high-level discussion of the memory structures. A definition of the
requirements, rationale, motivation, and merits of these structures contribute to differentiate our
system from previous implementations by other authors (see Chapter 2). Furthermore, it provides
a sound basis on which to discuss memory representation in the episodic memory space.
4.5.1. Conversational Structures
We consider the conversational log to be one of two primitive episodic memory structures and
thus begin by addressing our particular implementation. Several authors (Bernsen & Dybkjær,
2004; Traum & Rickel, 2002; Traum et al., 2008) demonstrate that a historical record of the user
utterances can positively impact dialog flow, session summarization, and state tracking. It
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becomes evident in the same works, however, that a consensus regarding the structure of the
conversational log does not exist at the moment. Several of the characteristics that appear to be
shared by the agents described in the above papers include:
•

Participants – as related in Chapter 2, lists the parties involved in the current dialog as
perceived by the system.

•

Turn holder – identifies the party who initiated the utterance or action.

•

Dialog utterance – the transcript of the user utterance as recognized by the speech
recognition module.

•

Metadata – additional information regarding the user utterance, action(s), or system
state.

In the above conversational record features, the metadata field is used to record data otherwise
contained in other authors’ fields which are not identified as a commonly occurring elements.
Thus, it serves to consolidate the differences in memory implementations by the agents as may
become necessary. For instance, metadata in reference to these agents may provide additional
verbal or non-verbal information obtained from post-analysis of the user utterances or actions, or
information regarding the emotions expressed in a given utterance. The metadata may be specific
to the agent’s purpose or intentions and thus varies for each system. Our memory model records
conversations by populating a structure defined by the above characteristics with single instances
of record entries. Through our episodic memory architecture, we demonstrate that this can be
achieved by using a database table with the mentioned features as fields. As in Bernsen &
Dybkjær’s work (2004), we note the appropriateness of relational objects, in the form of database
tables, to accomplish this goal.
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The single instance of a conversation log entry, or a record entry, corresponds to the
second primitive memory structure. Thus, conversation logs consist of one or several entries.
Further details pertinent to the implementation are provided in the next subsection, which treats
the conversational log with more detail.
We also pursue more complex forms of episodic memory beyond the primitive structures
defined above. In the findings of Nuxoll and Laird (2007), we observe the use of pointers within
a memory structure. The pointers reference episodic data that reside outside the structure itself in
other storage spaces, such as nodes in a Working Memory Tree. As an end result, the primary
episodic memory space maintains a relatively fixed size, while referencing additional
information in the form of episode intervals. Thus, Nuxoll and Laird’s usage of memory
structures creates an opportunity to store large, complex data for episodic usage by creating
pointers to such memory spaces. We follow a similar concept by enhancing our basic
conversational record with pointers that reference additional episodic information such as NLP
features from user utterances, topics related to an episode, or user information. In effect, these
pointers allow us to segment our memory space into structures with different space and usage
requirements. Per the characteristics of the conversation log described previously, we can place
such pointers as a metadata entry. As an additional benefit to this approach, the memory spaces
referenced by the pointers can be defined by different criteria that meet the requirements of the
agent. These requirements may include storage space for audio/video, transcripts, features for
machine learning processes, etc. To illustrate a potential benefit of these design choices, we
remind the reader of the differences in memory requirements for spoken and visual data as
mentioned earlier in the chapter. The time spans and data encoded by speech and video buffers
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result in higher memory-space requirements for video than for audio. In data retrieval operations
by an ECA, therefore, it would prove more efficient to separate the audio data in order to avoid
overhead access time created by the video memory footprint.
Concisely stated, our model exploits the conversational log and its entries by indexing the
table that contains this log with fields necessary to link various memory spaces in the episodic
memory model. These spaces contain features that improve the flexibility of episodic memory
implementations currently in existence. We now complement the preceding high-level
explanation about two primary conversational structures with detailed information on the
structures that comprise the conversational log table and its associated memory spaces. As will
be shown, these memory spaces are also implemented by using tables in a Microsoft SQL Server
database. The entire collection of these tables is referred to as the dialog tables in the next
section.
4.5.2. Dialog Tables
A critical component of our episodic database consists of the table definitions that store
autobiographic data. Figure 18 presents the Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of the four core
tables utilized in our episodic dialog-based memory. Along with the relationships defined by the
ERD and associated data views, these tables provide the means for maintaining chronological
and contextual coherence for a subscribing agent. As such, they contain the following:
•

a list of encountered users (T_USERS)

•

a conversation log (T_DIALOGUE)

•

a storage medium for complex binary data and user actions such as audio, video, images,
etc. (T_DIALOGUE_DATA)
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•

a repository of episode segments and features (T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT)

•

a listed summary of topics in memory (T_DIALOGUE_TOPICS)

Figure 18 - Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) for contextual knowledge in episodic
memory.

Each table object contains a “T_” prefix as a short-hand notation to specify the type of object it
is. Similar naming conventions are employed for other objects in the database. The four sections
that follow provide explanations for the implementation and purpose of each of the dialog tables.
Two additional sections explain the relationships between dialog tables and pursue a discussion
on two approaches to modeling memory.
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4.5.3. User Information
The most trivial of these tables, T_USERS, contains the list of known users. It contains the
moniker used to identify a user, such as a name, as well as the user model. For each user, a user
model is formed and is composed of two data structures: the data and the object. A user model’s
data comprise the definition of user model provided by Kopp et al. (2005). According to this
model,
A user model contains all information that is gained throughout the dialogue.
This includes information about the user (name, age, place of residence, etc.), his
preferences and interests (determined by topics the user selected or rejected), and
his previous behavior (cooperativeness, satisfaction, etc.).
We emphasize that Kopp et al.’s (2005) user model definition constitutes only one facet of our
user model. The second facet contains the user model’s object information, which can contain
binary information relevant to recognizing the user. A common example of this would be a
picture file or symbol identifying the user.
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<root>
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
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<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
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<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
<item
</root>

name="NAME" value="un-named user"/>
name="HE" value="somebody"/>
name="SHE" value="somebody"/>
name="THEY" value="something"/>
name="AGE" value="unknown"/>
name="BIRTHDAY" value="unknown"/>
name="BOYFRIEND" value="unknown"/>
name="BROTHER" value="unknown"/>
name="CAT" value="unknown"/>
name="DOES" value="unknown"/>
name="DOG" value="unknown"/>
name="EMAIL" value="unknown"/>
name="FATHER" value="unknown"/>
name="FAVCOLOR" value="unknown"/>
name="FAVMOVIE" value="unknown"/>
name="FRIEND" value="unknown"/>
name="FULLNAME" value="unknown"/>
name="GENDER" value="unknown"/>
name="GIRLFRIEND" value="unknown"/>
name="HAS" value="unknown"/>
name="HEARD" value="unknown"/>
name="HUSBAND" value="unknown"/>
name="IS" value="unknown"/>
name="JOB" value="unknown"/>
name="LASTNAME" value="unknown"/>
name="LIKE" value="unknown"/>
name="LOCATION" value="unknown"/>
name="LOOKLIKE" value="unknown"/>
name="MEMORY" value="unknown"/>
name="META" value="unknown"/>
name="NICKNAME" value="unknown"/>
name="MIDDLENAME" value="unknown"/>
name="MOTHER" value="unknown"/>
name="PASSWORD" value="unknown"/>
name="PERSONALITY" value="unknown"/>
name="PHONE" value="unknown"/>
name="SIGN" value="unknown"/>
name="SISTER" value="unknown"/>
name="THEM" value="unknown"/>
name="THOUGHT" value="unknown"/>
name="WANT" value="unknown"/>
name="WE" value="unknown"/>
name="IT" value="Friday"/>
name="TOP" value="Friday"/>
name="TOPIC" value="*"/>

Figure 19 - Initial set of facts contained in a new user's user model (autobiographical data).
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Some of the categories tracked in our user model are listed in Figure 19. While not the
only supported mechanism for populating these, AIML-based Program# (Tollervey, 2006)
provides the template matching to identify factoids corresponding to the user model. We
previously introduced AIML concepts in Chapter 1 as a markup language for Artificial
Intelligence. It often serves to provide the template-matching intelligence in chatbots. Our
episodic memory exploits the template-matching algorithms based on AIML chatbot standards to
quickly identify relevant facts that an agent may want to learn about a user. This method was
preferred over other methods mentioned in Chapter 1, such as Jabberwacky, because of the
extensive support available for AIML categories, small memory footprint, and the API’s
robustness. All of these can be deemed desirable advantages when considering incorporation into
an Microsoft SQL database backend. Of particular interest to our algorithm are the claims by
Tollervey (2006) that Program# can process over 30,000 categories in under one second. We
return to the role of template-matching in creating contextual information about episodes in the
section describing the analysis services and contextualization process.
4.5.4. Conversational Log
A conversational log forms part of our Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) of Figure 18 and
provides several characteristics commonly observed in Embodied Conversational Agents as
described in Chapter 2. It identifies the initiator of the turn, the spoken phrase, an index into the
table of episode contexts, an index into the list of relevant topics, the duration of the phrase, NLP
features, and a description of the source from which the turn data were obtained. The
T_DIALOGUE table maintains one entry per user utterance. Readers may relate this approach to
that of capturing discourse acts and creating Kopp et al.’s (2005) discourse model.
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Our conversational log contains most of the information attributed to the Max system,
with the exception of goal- or planning-oriented fields. As noted in Chapter 2 as well as earlier in
this chapter, the implementation of conversational logs in ECA’s often results in many shared
characteristics by different systems. In our architecture, those common practices are observed,
but we also extend the reach of the conversational log by providing indices into the remaining
table-based structures of our episodic memory. These indices uniquely identify the conversation
to which an utterance belongs, the speaker, time of the event, and related metadata. We can thus
track utterances by their binary data and semantic information as provided by context or topical
contribution. The reverse relation can also be obtained by simple manipulation.
4.5.5. Contextualized Records
A contextual process in our episodic architecture maintains a repository of episode segments and
features in the T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT table. This table contributes a fundamental
component to our architecture, the dynamic context. Within this scope, we refer to a
conversational context as the set of topics suggested by the utterances of all parties involved in
the dialog. Moreover, we specify a dynamic context to be an abstract construct with a predefined
structure, but whose possible range of attributes are not known a priori. The sections to follow
discuss the storage medium and members of this structure, as well as the role of the dynamic
structure in maintaining conversational memory. For the purposes of clarity, we interject
explanations with examples or case studies that illustrate the purpose of the dynamic context
structure.
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T_USERS

T_DIALOGUE

Table

Table

GUID

fffffffff

USER_NAME

USER_MODEL_DATA

ECA
<root> <element
name="NAME"
value="VALUE"/>
</root>

T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT

Table

CONVERSATION_GUID

fffffffff

CONVERSATION_GUID

fffffffff

SPEAKER_GUID

fffffffff

SPEAKER_GUID

fffffffff

ECA

SPEAKER_NAME

SPEAKER_NAME
TIME_STAMP

ECA

2/4/2009 12:00:00 AM

TIME_STAMP

2/4/2009 12:00:00 AM

Hello, my name is
SPEAKER_PHRASE Alex....What is your
first and last name?

CONTEXT_IX

fffffffff

CONTEXT_GUID

CONTEXT_METADATA

...

fffffffff

Figure 20 - Relationships between dialogue and dialogue context tables.

Three fields in the T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT table serve as indices with the intention of
linking the various structures in the episodic architecture: CONVERSATION_GUID,
SPEAKER_GUID, TIME_STAMP. The remaining fields (SPEAKER_NAME, CONTEXT_IX,
and CONTEXT_METADATA) identify the speaker name, unique identifier for the context, and
the context metadata, respectively. Figure 20 illustrates the indexing relationship and data flow
between the T_DIALOGUE and T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT tables. Generally speaking, the
entire record of context metadata entries corresponds in functionality to the conversation history
of the H.C. Andersen agent by Bernsen et al. (2004). However, we consider that the label of
conversation history may be a misnomer, susceptible to ambiguity in H.C. Andersen, as it also
maintains information about meta-communication and topic-tracking instead of a record of
conversation utterances. With this clarified, we point out that the functions of topic or domain
tracking can be observed in both H.C. Andersen and our systems.
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While our implementation resembles in some aspects that of H.C. Andersen, we also
perform several functions and track features not described by Bernsen et al. (2004). An example
of this are the particular processes used in conjunction with this table, which are explored in a
later section. For now, the reader should first be aware of the physical structure comprising the
dynamic context. Figure 21 shows, by way of example, the XML structure of a dynamic context.
In this case, the context resulted from a user query asking the system, “Can you give me a
specific example?” A tag of <source> corresponds to this user’s utterance.
<ContextMetadata xmlns:d1p1="BEB86248-E984-4CDF-B6C2-DC88D0377D3B" version="1.0"
timestamp="11/3/2009 2:02:33 PM" confidence="-1">
<resources>
Indexing Fields
<source>Can you give me a specific example?</source>
<source_alternate/>
<pos pos_pattern="H-MD-PRP-VB-PRP-DT-JJ-NN" probability="0.0947109602089089"/>
<chunking chunk_pattern="H-O-B-NP-B-VP-B-NP-B-NP-I-NP-I-NP-O" probability="0.119407834570938"/>
<chunking chunk_pattern_alternate="H" probability="Infinity"/>
<bot_response>You want only one?.</bot_response>
<new_user_info>
<item name="TOPIC" value="a specific example" oldvalue="an example"/>
<item name="IT" value="a specific example" oldvalue="of the examples in Asia for international
collaborations"/>
</new_user_info>
</resources>
<context_attributes count="5" index="-1" confidence="-1">
<YahooTermExtraction/>
<YahooImageExtraction/>
<OpenCalaiTermExtraction/>
</context_attributes>
<production_rules count="3">
<production_rulename>executionorder</production_rulename>
<response_type>bot_response</response_type>
<update_user_info>BEB86248-E984-4CDF-B6C2-DC88D0377D3B </update_user_info>
</production_rules>
</ContextMetadata>

Figure 21 - Sample dynamic context structure which describes an episode segment.

Since the dynamic context depends on the existence of an utterance or factoid entry into the
dialog table to trigger its creation, the structure from which it is designed takes into consideration
linking back against the dialog table. The user ID, conversation ID, and timestamp are recorded
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within the structure, as shown in the indexing fields of Figure 21. All information is stored in
XML in a prescribed format. In order to cope with the loose and unpredictable dimensionality of
conversation from user to user or context to context, we devised the context structure to fit a
variable amount of information. At the highest level, the context structure relies on three tags
previously defined: a resources list, a set of attributes, and a set of production rule descriptions.
It is important to note that the structure maintains a dynamic function. That is, it changes
with the course of the conversation. After the insertion of a new context entry, our algorithm
applies template-based matching, web-expansion, named entity recognition, and machine
learning classifiers based on the feature set created in the resource list and the attribute sets. This
step allows us to grow the context information, which may be helpful given the sparse
information density of human-machine conversations. (Halliday, 1985; Nicola, 2003) A sample
of a shell for the XML structure of a given utterance can be seen in Figure 21, where we
demonstrate a dynamic structure with a resource list based on WordNet part-of-speech analysis,
user model expansion, source and phrase chunking.
Of relevance to our discussion are the three primary tags that together form the context
structure. These consist of:
•
•
•

<resources/>
<context_attributes/>
<production_rules/>

Under the resources tag, we provide a listing of features obtained during the transcript collection.
Even though these features can normally be found in other tables within the database, they are
included in the context structure to maintain the atomic property of episode segments. By this,
we suggest that each episode segment contains all necessary and sufficient information to
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provide a relevant contribution to autobiographical memory, as defined in Chapter 1. Each of the
resources listed can potentially provide features for analysis in processes that operate over the
context structure. These include, for instance, the utterance, Part-of-Speech information, phrase
parsing result, and template matches for the user model. Functional definitions for the latter three
features were provided earlier in the chapter within the context of natural language processing.
The context attributes tag contains the result of analysis services performed by the
episodic memory pipeline. Although these services are revisited shortly, we point out that the
sources of these results remains invisible to the context structure. In other words, from the point
of view of the structure itself, it is not relevant whether the results are provided by a service that
is internal or external to the architecture. This reinforces our notion that the dynamic context
attributes are not known a-priori. Other processes provided by the architecture, or contributed by
end-user defined services in the ECA, maintain responsibility for utilizing the context attribute
results in a coherent fashion. Examples of services that may provide results to the context
attributes include domain classifiers and web crawlers. These may serve the purpose of
categorizing utterances by topic or expanding the information known about topics by searching
through web content related to user statements.
A final tag, for production rules, concedes space for reasoning mechanisms. The listing
inside the tag may be exploited by cognitive architectures, the episodic memory, or dialog
managers. Concisely stated, it provides space for services that analyze the context attributes and
resources to record the names of production rules to execute as a result of new episode segments.
It may be worthy of notice to the reader that the Max agent in (Kopp et al., 2005) maintains a
planner and is inherently goal oriented. We do not explicitly encode a goal-oriented structure in
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our episodic memory, but rather provide space for such a structure. While our system also
encodes certain internal rules in this space, its intended purpose should be to engage processes in
cognitive architectures or dialog managers by providing a whiteboard common to disjoint
systems.
The entries for dynamic context structures maintained in T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT
form part of episodes. Each episode can be identified by their conversation index. As is noted
later, an episode segment occurs from the analysis of each dynamic context entry. In fact, the
dynamic context structure plays a fundamental role to the contributions of this thesis as
prescribed in Chapter 3. Many of the analysis services, protocols, and retrieval mechanism to be
discussed in this chapter directly or indirectly utilize information from the episodes (or collection
of dynamic contexts per conversation) to produce results.
4.5.6. Dialogue Topics
A final comment on the episodic memory tables concerns the tracking of dialogue topics or
domains. Earlier in the chapter, we exposed the steps our key phrase extraction algorithm
performs to detect candidate topics. This section, hence, pursues the storage and tracking of
those topics. We derive the notion of such tracking from various domain-oriented agents. In
particular, H. C. Andersen’s conversational history (Bernsen et al., 2004) provides a well-defined
structure to accomplish this task based on constructing tree structures and recording the last
domain and topic visited. Unlike their implementation, we deviate from tree structures because
we do not ascribe to a well-defined domain. Instead, as the topics are visited they are recorded
into a table of topics. We expect that this will cause a loss of information about the relationship
between the individual topics as topical phrases are extracted from their source utterances. Thus,
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supporting clauses may be discarded and semantic relationships overlooked. To compensate for
this, we include indices and time-stamps that order the topics as they appear. In this fashion, we
provide a means for the construction of structured trees or ontologies, should the need arise.
4.5.7. Using the Relationships Between Dialog Tables for Gisting
Earlier, we illustrated by means of Figure 18 the dialog tables and table relationships we
implemented in our architecture. The proceeding paragraphs explain the manner by which these
relationships contribute to the process of “gisting” conversations.
A measure of the value of our tables, relationships, and topic tracking algorithms is
verified in a conversational setting. Given this assumption, we realize that it may be important to
determine the context for a conversation as a whole. Such a consideration must be taken since
various speakers may contribute to the direction of a conversation, including the ECA.
Therefore, we established procedures at the server level that an agent or dialog manager may call
in order to obtain the gist of a conversation quickly. By gist, we refer to the set of prevalent
topics and possibly a prediction of related or future topics. Simply stated, the gist contains only
the list of active contexts given by a determination heuristic such as topic frequency,
classification, or otherwise. We have previously explained the algorithm utilized to extract
relevant topics, which serve as the active contexts in our architecture. Although gisting does not
specify directly what the agent’s next statement should be, it helps to narrow down the scope of
what it can be. In this form, the set of factoids returned is a shallow source of information.
Natural language generation, a subtask of natural language processing that utilizes databases or
knowledge sources to produce coherent natural text, should be investigated as a separate module
and is deferred as being beyond the scope of this thesis. Our intention in equipping the episodic
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memory architecture with the ability to gist conversation is to emulate the natural mental “notetaking” a human being might undertake when engaging in daily conversations. For instance, in a
dialog between a husband and wife concerning a weekly grocery list it is common to observe
“note-taking” physically or mentally. Likewise, at business meetings or conference calls meeting
minutes are produced and mental notes taken by participants.
Because of the indexing and grouping choices previously mentioned for each of the
dialog tables, we are able to collect contexts not only for active conversations, but also through a
broader temporal and social span. For instance, we can merge information about the contexts of
previous conversations with a particular user to a live conversation with the same person. If we
extrapolate this even further, the social or group memory for a set of related individuals can be
synthesized into a restricted collective pool of information available in the same form of the gist
results set. To our knowledge, this form of collective analysis has not been performed at the
group level in previous dialog systems that incorporate memory. It may provide useful insights
about multi-party social interactions as a noisy channel for dynamic context building and about
the value of providing users with possibly important information for decision making. Whether
the knowledge should degrade over time or not may also be a point of future research. For the
system summarized in the preceding section, we restrict ourselves to a perfect memory model.
All information remains in the system unless the system filters it out as noise. The following
sections detail the manner through which episodic information is retrieved and presented after
being gisted.
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4.5.8. Perfect Memory vs. Forgetting
We digress slightly to comment on the difference between our episodic memory implementation
and that of human beings. The memory structures previously described hold as a premise that a
perfect memory approach can contribute to the human-like operation of a conversational agent.
Within a perfect memory constraint, any episodes recorded will remain intact in memory for an
indefinite period of time. The agent may thus freely recall information collected as its
experiences accumulate. Human nature, however, seems to prefer a mechanism of forgetfulness
with respect to memory. We do not consider the applications and benefits of forgetfulness
towards episodic memory for conversational agents in this thesis, as the research necessary to
implement methods to accomplish this are beyond the scope of our current work. For insight into
such benefits, we direct the reader to a more thorough discussion in (Altmann & Gray, 2002).
4.6. Retrieving Episodic Memories
Before episodes become useful to any agent in need of recalling previous experiences, our
episodic memory architecture must first be able to select and rank the stored information by its
relevance to the particular context. We emphasize the distinction between episode selection and
ranking. Selection of episodes calls for browsing stored memories to form a candidate pool of
episodes when a request is received by the episodic memory architecture. To maintain the realtime operation of an ECA, this process must also return results in real-time. The selected
episodes should form a set smaller than the total episodic memory space. In addition to selecting
the episodes, the architecture must assign ranking or confidence levels to each episode as it
prepares the set of selected episodes for presentation. The selection and ranking technique we
employ is the focus of the next few paragraphs.
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Our implementation utilizes simple mechanisms of episode selection and ranking. The
selection of episodes may occur through either of two criteria: temporal vicinity or contextual
relevance. Episodes ranked by temporal vicinity arrange episodes deemed relevant to a context
by their relationship in the sequence of events. The reader may visualize, for instance, a request
for episodes based on temporal vicinity as a call for episodes that require playback. As a case
study, if a user should need information about the presidential elections, then the architecture
would first find episodes with relevant information. It then ranks these based on their
chronological occurrence in order for the user to receive a temporally-ordered view of events. In
contrast to the sequential arrangement of the first method, our second selection mechanism
introduces ranking by contextual relevance. Contextual relevance exploits information gathered
as an agent interacts with human(s) to reason about which episodes should be selected for recall.
Ranking in searches that perform selection by contextual relevance assign relevance to each
episode based on the similarities demonstrated between recalled episodes and the current
interaction with the user. The frequency-based algorithm for topic selection that was previously
introduced currently serves as the ranking mechanism for contextual relevance.
4.7. Accessing Episodic Memory
In order for an Embodied Conversational Agent to request information about an episode and
trigger the retrieval processes, it must possess the means of communicating with the episodic
memory server. Previously, we defined the episodic memory structures and selection methods
without considering how the episodes should be accessed. These former concepts should enable
the reader to understand the formalisms for accessing episodes, which we now introduce.
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Accessing episodic memory from our architecture occurs through simple public interfaces into
the memory.
Previous sections introduced some memory interfaces that allow for the insertion of data
into episodic memory. A complementing set of interfaces permits requests to be sent to the
server for information about episodes and also facilitate the delivery of episodes back to the
ECA. As we previously dictated, the memory interfaces establish loosely-coupled
communication channels between clients and server, in this case the ECA and episodic memory.
Because of this, the ECA is only aware of the types of commands that can be sent to the server
and not the algorithms that process the data in the background. Similarly, the episodic memory
architecture knows only to expect and deliver episodes according to agreed-upon memory
structures.
Our work approximates communication and access models between memory and system
components in a similar manner to well-known tools for developing large, complex systems. As
a case in point, we allude to Microsoft’s Robotics Developer Studio (RDS). Microsoft RDS
permits developers and hobbyists to “create robotic applications across a wide variety of
hardware.” (Microsoft, 2009c) It facilitates communication across components by enabling the
user to build modules which are loosely-coupled. (Microsoft, 2009a, 2009b) According to
Microsoft (2009a), loosely-coupled components can be developed independently and make
minimal assumptions about each other or about their runtime environment.
Per the model of communication we ascribe to Microsoft RDS, our memory-access
interfaces instantiate episodic memory as a service application that uses techniques commonly
employed in RDS. RDS, however, does not incorporate an episodic memory model on its own.
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Episodes can be communicated through message-passing mechanisms. More importantly, we
attempt to address the requirements in (Microsoft, 2009b) for Decentralized Software Services
(DSS) modules. From the perspective of our memory architecture, DSS modules promote
robustness, composability, and observability within complex systems as follows:
•

Robustness – protocols isolate the memory component from the remainder of the system
and thus aid in limiting the impact of partial failures arising from episodic memory faults.

•

Composability – episodic memory as a service appears to be “created” and “wired-up” at
runtime based on the system’s needs.

•

Observability – it is possible, through our protocols, to determine what the memory is
doing, the state it currently holds, and how it arrived at that state.

The particular set of interfaces that form part of the access protocols in the episodic memory
architecture are described algorithmically in the following section. We specify which interfaces
are utilized for memory access and show how these are incorporated within a client tool.
4.7.1. Classes and Interfaces in the Memory Client
The episodic memory client of Figure 22 is tasked with three responsibilities while in the
presence of a dialog: 1) collect user speech and deliver it for storage, 2) visually recognize user
interjections or interruptions, and 3) display episode summaries by retrieving episodic
information. While the techniques and algorithms utilized can be better perceived through other
means, we nonetheless include a UML class diagram of the client in Figure 23 for completeness.
Readers may note the C# interfaces that the main form mFrm_SR_NLP inherits
(IHostServiceBase, IImageService, and IServiceStatus) permit the utility itself to establish
contracts with other services that require access to memory data. This form also instantiates
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speech recognizers to transcribe text and uploads the resulting data to the memory through
interfaces. A final point of interest is in the mFrm_ConversationTracker class. Along with
controls in the mFrm_SR_NLP class, it relates to the user summaries of current or previous
conversations.

Figure 22 - Client used to test episodic memory architecture.

Classes other than those mentioned serve as interfaces to the episodic memory. By utilizing
objects created through LINQ-to-SQL, “which provides a runtime infrastructure for managing
relational data as objects without losing the ability to query,” we attached several interfaces from
memory. (Kulkarni et al., 2007) The D_LIFELIKE_CORE_UCFDataContext class contains the
methods and objects that represent the public interfaces made available by the episodic memory
and that access the data in the dialog tables. It is not difficult to perceive from this class that the
choices of public interfaces made in the memory design transfer directly to subscribing clients
that import these interfaces.
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Figure 23 - Class diagram for episodic memory client utility.

As a case in point, D_LIFELIKE_CORE_UCFDataContext reveals interfaces responsible for
setting memory parameters that enable or disable classification, template-matching, and webexpansion.

Other

examples

include the

interfaces

for

XmlGetEpisodeSummary and

GetEpisodicSummaryPreview, both of which return formatted episode summaries. The former
returns an XML structure for episode summaries analyzed by web and server-side services as
show in Figure 24, whereas the latter returns the contents of the <text> node of the episode
summary structure.
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<summary>
<episodeGuid>1CC7AAEA-0917-4A60-8EB8-B493BDFFE7BD</episodeGuid>
<participants>
<name>Romer+Greenspan+CramerFul</name>
</participants>
<timestamp>3:36:50 AM</timestamp>
<about>This conversation started 8 hours ago.</about>
<text>We talked about Position. Specifically, we discussed head of state.
We talked about Person. Specifically, we discussed Gandhi. We talked
about City. Specifically, we discussed Oslo. We talked about Topics.
Specifically, we discussed Law_CrimeEntertainment_Culture. We talked
about Facility. Specifically, we discussed Ritz bar. We talked about
Currency.
Specifically,
we
discussed
cent.
We
talked
about
Technology. Specifically, we discussed LAN. We talked about
Continent. Specifically, we discussed America. We talked about
Country. Specifically, we discussed Afghanistan. We talked about
IndustryTerm. Specifically, we discussed bank. We talked about
Organization. Specifically, we discussed US Federal Reserve. We
talked about Company. Specifically, we discussed New York Times. We
talked about Product. Specifically, we discussed iPhone. The
discussion brought up relevant items about imperfections, cynicism,
negotiations, nonviolent movement, tutors, mistake, threats, head of
state, mage, creative lives, gandhi, living testimony, moral force,
dr king, consequence, social problem, martin luther king junior,
martin luther king, nobel peace prize, dr kay, commander in chief,
merits, realities
</text>
<imagepreviews>
<imagepreviewurl>http://thma01.yimg.com/nimage/4d2e04cd1c78c1ee</imagepreviewurl>
<imagepreviewurl>http://thma01.yimg.com/nimage/ca015510f971590e</imagepreviewurl>
<imagepreviewurl>http://thma01.yimg.com/nimage/cdeb5a4cfa7d45b6</imagepreviewurl>
</imagepreviews>
</summary>

Figure 24 - Structure of episode summary returned by XmlGetEpisodeSummary.

Figure 24 reveals several elements contained in the structure delivered by the memory interfaces
for episode summaries. These elements are:
•

episodeGuid – the unique identifier of the conversation being summarized.

•

participants – the names of the participants or individuals identified in the conversation.

•

timestamp – the time at which the conversation was last updated.
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•

text – a textual summary of topics relevant to the conversation. At this moment, the
summary is provided in a straightforward fashion that identifies the high level topics first,
followed by supporting keywords.

•

imagepreviews – a listing of URLs for images that may be representative of themes in the
conversation. This aspect is included for demonstrative purposes only and may form part
of a future extension of this research.

Figure 25 - Chronological presentation of episode summaries.

Through the data in the elements provided by the episode summary interfaces, we populate a
chronological view of the dialogs in which the ECA has participated. We can observe an instance
of this chronological view in Figure 25 that reveals five of the last encounters that the
conversational agent experienced. While we have chosen a particular representation of the
summary format, it is only one example of the manner in which episodic summaries can be
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presented. A more complex template for grouping the topics could, for instance, weave key
phrases together into a coherent statement. An exploration of this topic goes beyond the initial
work of creating an episodic memory model in this thesis and may be pursued at a later point.
A final memory interface follows from our intention to continue expanding the manner in
which episode information can be summarized, as explained above. This final interface,
XmlGetEpisodeInformation, provides all the information contained by XmlGetEpisodeSummary,
but is structured so as to permit custom presentation of summarizes that use the key phrases
identified. It provides a listing of <item> nodes in which the value of each node contains a single
key phrase element, as in Figure 26. XmlGetEpisodeInformation offers the advantage of
presenting in an accessible manner each key phrase and thus circumvents the necessity to extract
them from the summary.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<summary>
<episodeGuid>1CC7AAEA-0917-4A60-8EB8-B493BDFFE7BD</episodeGuid>
<participants>
<name>Romer+Greenspan+CramerFul</name>
</participants>
<timestamp>3:36:50 AM</timestamp>
<about>This conversation started 1 days ago.</about>
<key_phrases>
<item>a big impact</item>
<item>a guessing</item>
Key phrases
<item>big bonuses</item>
<item>economic activity</item>
</key_phrases>
<text>
...
</text>
</summary>

Figure 26 - Sample XML structure returned by XmlGetEpisodeInformation.
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Memory interfaces form bridges between tables that store the results of episode
contextualization and conversational agents. Although in the preceding paragraphs we alluded to
some of the analysis services exploited by the contextualization process involved, we deferred
from exposing the complete list of services. In the following section, we complete our exposition
of these services in order to provide for the reader a thorough view of our memory architecture.
4.8. Analysis Services
Of relevance to the implementation of a conversation-based episodic memory is the
contextualization process that creates a summary description of autobiographic episodes. While
we have previously listed the three tags that form part of the dynamic context structure
(resources, context_attributes, and production_rules), we deferred the description of the analysis
services and contents of the tags. In this section, we further explore these services and their
contributions to the context structure.
The contextualization process exploits two principal sets of modules: contextualizer
methods and analysis services. Contextualizer methods act as interfaces between the database
and analysis services. The database itself interacts with the contextualizer by providing
notifications of dialog events that in turn begin the contextualization process when it receives
new user input, or by storing the resulting context segment. Under normal circumstances, the
complexity of the operations occurring while the contextualizer awaits analysis services results
does not adversely hinder the interaction between the memory interfaces and the database. These
interactions occur asynchronously. In other words, the user may continue interacting with the
ECA while the backend database services perform contextualization services for a recent bulk of
statements.
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Analysis services provide the contents of the context attributes tags. In our architecture,
we demonstrate the use of up to five services per context segment. Briefly stated, these services
stem from several toolkits and API’s:
•

SharpNLP – C#-based API used to extract natural language processing features. It
performs tagging, chunking, and parsing of sentences based on a Maximum Entropy
algorithm trained on the English Treebank corpus. ("SharpNLP," 2009)

•

AIML – C# implementation of an Artificial Intelligence Markup Language chatbot based
on Program#. It primarily performs template-matching on new utterances. (Tollervey,
2006)

•

Weka – Java-based API that implements many common classifier algorithms. (Waikato,
2008)

•

OpenCalai – Web service that automatically creates semantic annotations for
unstructured text based on NLP, machine learning, and other methods. (OpenCalais,
2009b)

•

Yahoo! Search – Web service to search web content including news, site, image, and
local search content. ("Yahoo! Developer Network - Developers Resources," 2009)

Only the first of these services, provided by the SharpNLP, does not provide results to the
context attributes tag. Since natural language processing features are extracted at an earlier stage
than that which builds the context attributes, these features are included as part of the resources
tag. The remaining four services provide user-model information, domain classification,
semantic tagging, and web-expansion.
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As a variety of user statements can take the form of factoids, we employ a chatbot based
on AIML to identify information in these statements. Program#, our API of choice for this task,
can process over 30,000 categories in under a second according to Tollervey (2006).
Additionally, we can readily expand the AIML domain coverage by augmenting it with template
documents. The weaknesses of template-based chatbots have been discussed in Chapter 1 as they
relate to managing prolonged conversations. Thus, we exploit the template-matching methods to
recognize factoids but do not require that subscribing agents act on the suggested response.
Instead, the intended benefit from AIML template-matching encompasses the ease of updating
user-models and recognizing factoids.
We implemented a Weka-based service that accepts transcripts as inputs and attempts to
classify the type of statement into domain-specific categories. Essentially, it performs analysis
for domain-specific applications. In our architecture prototype, we demonstrate the use of
domain-specific classifiers by targeting a topic particular to the interests of the U.S. National
Science Foundation (NSF). The approach of mapping user utterances to likely ECA responses by
using domain classification resembles that of Sgt. Blackwell. (Leuski et al., 2006)
The remaining two services require an active Internet connection to analyze data.
OpenCalai, the first of the external services, performs textual analysis and semantic annotation of
the dialogue in progress. OpenCalais (2009a) identifies a list of 38 entity types and 69 event or
fact types that it can recognize. Moreover, it allows us to perform document classification over a
range of episode segments in order to classify conversations by their broader topics. Yahoo!
Search performs a similar analysis as OpenCalais and identifies certain named entities or key
phrases in unstructured text. In addition to this service, it permits us to expand the text and
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resources available for context analysis by providing an API to perform mining of web
documents and multimedia.
4.9. Comparison to Existing Works
The episodic memory architecture described in this thesis shares several characteristics with
those of previous works in episodic memory associated with cognitive architectures and
conversational agents. However, it also strives to overcome constraints evident in the agents
described in Chapter 2. We now revisit some of these similarities and points of differences with
our architecture. While we do not presume to account for all the requirements for episodic
architectures in general, our work aims to further develop conversational agents with realistic
human-like behavior.
As suggested in previous occasions, to the best of our knowledge our work provides the
first attempt to study episodic memory architectures for embodied conversational agents. By
providing an analytic review of previous research efforts in ECA’s (Bernsen et al., 2004; Kopp et
al., 2005; Leuski et al., 2006; Traum & Rickel, 2002; Traum et al., 2008), we demonstrated that
some common features exist across several episodic memory implementations. Namely, we can
reuse the concepts of a centralized memory, design for decentralized systems, conversation log
feature tracking, and domain modeling. Additionally, our architecture attempts to emulate the
characteristics of concurrent and decentralized modules advocated by development tools such as
Microsoft’s RDS.
Unlike Max, Blackwell, and H. C. Andersen, our episodic memory tackles recollection
across one or more episode instances. Prior works (Kopp et al., 2005; Traum & Rickel, 2002)
attempt to establish coherence in a single episode of interaction with users. We argue that a more
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realistic collaboration between humans and conversational agents can be established by
extending the episodic memory through various encounters with the user. To accomplish this,
however, our memory architecture relies on a greater number of interactions with these users.
Furthermore, we design the episodic memory structures to store several types of information and
record more details about the interaction than has been accomplished previously. Hence, in
regards to storage it can be considered more generalizable while being more expressive.
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CHAPTER 5
PROTOTYPE EVALUATION AND HYPOTHESES TESTING
In the previous chapter, we introduced an episodic memory model for Embodied Conversational
Agents. Furthermore, a system architecture implemented with the purpose of testing our memory
model was described. This chapter exposes the experimental setup used to evaluate our model
and architecture, as well as the results obtained. Three experiments are illustrated that
incrementally challenge the architecture’s capabilities and provide insights into the capabilities
of our memory model. When appropriate, we highlight the advantages and any evident
drawbacks of our memory architecture.
This chapter is divided into sections according to each of the experiments undertaken. For
each of the experiments performed, we define the metrics tested and present the results collected.
A final section reveals the insights obtained from testing. For the benefit of the reader, we
reiterate the hypotheses and claims of Chapter 3. Namely, we assert that a hybrid centralized and
decentralized memory model is suitable for building effective episodic memory architectures to
be used by conversational agents. This memory model can be implemented by using a relational
object database and a high-level unstructured storage description to store episodic information.
Our final claim states that episode and topic selection and retrieval can be accomplished by
assigning relevance to episode topics based on the textual analysis of its contents.
5.1. Experiment One
Our first testing scenario attempts to measure the relevance to human users of the phrases gisted
by our algorithm. For this purpose, we devised a testing scenario in which both the episodic
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memory and a human judge act as passive participants in a conversation. The setup comprises
the following constraints:
•

A short 2 minute and 30 second video of an interview, performed on a single individual
by an interviewer, is presented to a human judge. This interview ensures a two party
dialog. The video format prevents the judge and memory architecture from becoming
active participants.

•

A lightweight GUI displays the video and presents a Likert scale for assessing topic
ratings at the end of each clip. The GUI can be observed in Figure 27 at its startup state.

Figure 27 - GUI developed for Experiment One

Given the experimental setup described, the episodic memory architecture takes the role of a
passive listener. The human judge, in turn, uses a scale to describe the level of agreement he or
she finds suitable with the key phrases generated in the episodic memory. A choice of zero on
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the scale denotes a lack of relationship between the phrase and video, while a choice of ten
signifies maximum agreement. Judges may also choose to skip the question by simply continuing
to the next phrase or selecting a value of -1 in the scale.
For the purposes of minimizing any bias from users that might expect every key phrases
to relate to the videos, we have mixed into the questionnaire a set of unrelated phrases. We
therefore expect users to find several of the phrases presented to be of little significance to the
video segment.
5.1.1. Video Conversations
We selected extracts from two video-taped interviews for our first experiment. In both
interviews, an interviewer follows a similar format to question the subjects. At the beginning of
each segment, the subjects are asked their name, followed by a series of background questions.
As can be deduced from the format, the interviewer is responsible for introducing topics of
conversation by leading the interviewee’s responses through questions. Occasionally, however,
the subject expands the responses by adding personal experience to the conversation. In Table 7,
we specify the key phrases detected by our algorithm concerning the two conversations.
Table 7 - Topical key phrases extracted from two 2.5 minute video interviews.
Key Phrases
Conversation 1
The family car
The states
Your interests

Conversation 2
The computer
Two sisters
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5.2. Experiment One Hypothesis
We expect that, given the above constraints, user ratings of topical phrases will tend to reflect
greater values than those of non-related phrases on average. Furthermore, we anticipate that a
distribution analysis for topical and unrelated phrases will skew towards greater and lesser
values, respectively.
5.3. Experiment One Results
A total of nine participants were used to generate 202 ratings for phrases presented as candidate
topics for the videos used. Of these data points, 54 responses were produced for phrases from the
topics gisted by our algorithm, while 148 constituted responses to unrelated phrases. We denote
the set of unrelated phrases in the presentation of our results as the noise set. The noise set
contains phrases seeded on purpose to remove the possibility of bias from users that might
expect all phrases presented to relate to the interviews.
Table 8 – Statistics for topical phrases of user given values.
User ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Summary

Topics
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
54

Mean SE Mean St Dev. Minimum
8.17
1.64
4.02
0
6.17
1.76
4.31
1
3.67
1.17
2.88
1
4.67
1.58
3.88
0
2.83
1.08
2.64
0
8.50
0.72
1.76
6
4.00
0.86
2.10
2
2.50
0.72
1.76
1
8.33
1.67
4.08
0
5.43
0.51
3.75
0

Q1
6.75
1.75
1.00
0.00
0.00
6.75
2.75
1.00
7.5
2.00

Median
10.0
7.00
3.00
5.50
3.00
9.00
3.50
2.00
10.0
5.00

Q3
10.0
10.0
6.50
8.25
4.75
10.0
5.00
4.25
10.0
10.0

Maximum
10
10
8
9
7
10
8
5
10
10

A statistical summary of the results for the topical phrases is included in Table 8. It details the
overall mean, standard error for the mean, the standard deviation and range for the user response
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values to each key phrase. The table also presents each summary statistic for the individuals that
participated in the ratings. Of note in these results are the mean and range values obtained. As
the mean (5.43) suggests, the values selected by the user in response to the gisted phrases
indicate that human judges do not always perceive a strong relationship between the key phrase
and the video segment. The range (10) and large standard deviation (3.75) appear to support this
notion. An alternative explanation would be that the judges do not prioritize the topics with
similar ratings. We show, in a graphical analysis later in this section, that this second explanation
may be responsible for the values observed.
Table 9 – Statistics for noise phrases of user given values.
User ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Summary

Topics
19
17
20
16
16
16
14
16
14
148

Mean SE Mean St Dev. Minimum
2.05
0.88
3.85
0
1.18
0.31
1.29
0
0.20
0.20
0.89
0
0.69
0.44
1.74
0
0.13
0.09
0.34
0
3.31
0.78
3.11
0
0.43
0.31
1.16
0
1.13
0.39
1.54
0
4.21
1.24
4.63
0
1.43
0.22
2.72
0

Q1
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Median
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
0.00

Q3
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.50
0.00
1.00
10.0
1.00

Maximum
10
4
4
6
1
10
4
5
10
10

Table 9 summarizes the same statistics discussed above for the topical keyphrases, but using the
noise set. We can easily draw distinctions between the mean, range, and standard deviations of
this table and that of the topical phrases. For instance, the noise mean (1.43) is substantially
lower than the topical mean (5.43) as was expected. However, the lower standard deviation hints
at a probability distribution different than that of the topical phrases.
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5.3.1. Distribution Analysis
Histogram (with Normal Curve) of User Values by Phrase Type
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Figure 28 – Initial percentage-based histogram and distribution fits for user responses.

In order to understand the characteristics that shape user responses to Experiment One, we
constructed a side-by-side histogram of the data, as in Figure 28. The normal distributions for
each of the phrase types (Noise, Topics) were overlaid in the histogram to help determine a
proper probability distribution fit. From the histogram representation of the noise set, we can
clearly observe that a distribution characterizing this set would be skewed towards lower user
values, as was originally anticipated. On the other hand, we cannot deduce a clear distribution
from Figure 28 for the topical set. The only apparent trait in this set appears to be the distribution
skew towards greater user values, which was also expected. We therefore take and additional
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step to analyze the characteristics of this data and to gain additional insight into the agreement of
human judges with our gisting algorithm in a passive scenario by performing normality tests.
Noise Set Normality Test
noiseflag = Noise
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Figure 29 – Noise set normality test using the Anderson-Darling test. Normality is rejected
in the noise set case.

Using the Anderson-Darling normality test, which detects deviations from normality in a data
set, we are able to derive two commonly used test statistics to evaluate our data: the p-value and
the A2 value (or “A-Squared value”). (Anderson & Darling, 1952) The Anderson-Darling
normality test uses as null hypothesis the assumption that the data is normal. We reject this
hypothesis under two conditions: 1) if the p-value is less than the level of significance, alpha, or
2) if the A2 value is greater than the critical values for the distribution. For example, using the
normality test depicted in Figure 29 for the case of the noise set, we are able to reject the
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Anderson-Darling null hypothesis by observing the large p- and A2-values for the 95%
confidence level.
Performing the normality test on the topics set we can deduce from the p-value being less
than alpha, as shown in Figure 30, that the data does not follow a normal distribution in this case.
A visual analysis of the histogram suggests that the data is more evenly distributed than the noise
set. The negative kurtosis value (-1.54) supports this observation by suggesting a flat
distribution. However, the data is biased towards the value 10, whereas the noise set was biased
towards the value 0. We use these biases to our advantage by further grouping our data and
comparing it to similar works, as described below.
Topic Set Normality Test
noiseflag = Topics
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Figure 30 – Topics set normality test using the Anderson-Darling approach. Normality is
rejected in the Topics set case.
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Of interest to our research is the level of agreement between the gisting algorithm and the
human judges. Other studies, such as that of Kanayama and Nasukawa (2006) and Ku et al.
(2006), have employed human judges or annotators as the gold standard for rating opinions or
topics extracted from textual corpuses. Ku et al. (2006) demonstrate that inter-annotator
agreement is about 54% at word level extraction and 52% at sentence level extraction from web
blogs. It is interesting to note that in this case, Ku et al. (2006) consider the inter-annotator
agreement to be relatively high when compared to other contexts, such as news media. They
suggest that the use of simpler words in blogs may be responsible for the results.
Histogram (with Normal Curve) of User Value by Set
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Figure 31 – Categorization of user responses as “mostly agree” (10) or “less likely to agree”
(0) for the Noise set and Topics set.

We compare our results to those of Ku et al. (2006) in that the agreement demonstrated by the
user and the gisting algorithm resembles the levels obtained from inter-annotator evaluations. To
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show this, we categorize the user responses into two segments: mostly agree and less likely to
agree. The mostly agree category accumulates all the user responses such that values greater
than five are grouped into it. Similarly, the less likely to agree category accumulates responses
less than or equal to five. The resulting grouping is reflected in the histograms of Figure 31. Data
labels atop each bar specify the percentage of user values within each category. Using the Topics
set, we are able to obtain a 51.9% agreement between the human judges and the gisting
algorithm. Therefore, it follows that our algorithm performs at a level comparable to that of
human annotators in the context of the interviews and compatible with the results of Kanayama
and Nasukawa (2006) and Ku et al. (2006). It is possible that the interview format and
transcripts, by their informal dialectic nature, share characteristics with blogs containing writing
that is simpler than other structured media.
5.4. Experiment Two
Our second experiment is designed to test the architecture’s performance when implemented in a
chatbot. Additionally, we use Experiment Two to measure the impact of episodic memory on
conversations with agents. We therefore implemented an application which incorporates episodic
memory interfaces in order to enhance the realism of the interactions and to test the awareness of
the agent towards the conversational topics. The following constraints are implemented for
Experiment Two:
•

A user initiated conversation with a chatbot in an unrestricted domain. In this scenario,
the user is able to adhere to one or more topics as he or she desires.

•

A GUI for displaying the user statements and chatbot engine’s responses (Figure 32).
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•

The user is directed to accomplish three tasks: provide personal information, find out the
current weather, and find out the news.

Unlike Experiment One, the second experiment requires that a memory-enhanced chatbot agent
become an active participant in a conversation with a human user. The user is explicitly made
aware of the agent’s understanding of current conversational topics by a listing of these topics
alongside the chat box screen as the topics emerge. In Figure 32, this can be observed under the
section denoted Conversation Topics. Additionally, agent responses may reflect use of these
perceived topics by responding with utterances that recall prior elements of the conversation.

Topic list
Chat box

Figure 32 - Chatbot GUI developed to test Experiment Two.

Five participants, different from those who participated in the first experiment, interacted with
the chatbot under directions to accomplish the three tasks mentioned in the constraints list. The
chatbot was configured in such a manner so as to undertake a mixed-initiative interaction. In
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other words, while the user initiates the conversation, the chatbot is also granted the ability to
change the direction of the dialogue after a response to the user. It accomplishes this by waiting
for up to 11 seconds of inactivity from the user before suggesting another response. This enables
the chatbot to introduce a new topic into the conversation or to weave an earlier topic back into
the current exchange. When topics are selected from those previously discussed, they may
include items of prior conversations or earlier in the current conversation. Therefore, as more
users interact with the system, the chatbot may choose to introduce news or weather-related
topics before the user chooses to pursue these areas.
Table 10 – Feedback questions and rating scale used for Experiment Two
Question
Q1 - If I told someone the character in this
tool was real they would believe me.
Q2 - I would be more productive if I had
this system in my place of work.
Q3 - I felt like I was having a conversation
with a real person.
Q4 - Items in the conversation properly
used information from previous
conversations.
Q5 - Information from previous
conversations was relevant to current
conversations.
Q6 - It was difficult to hold a conversation
with this tool.
Q7 - This does not seem like a reliable way
to retrieve information from a database.
Q8 - This did not feel like a real interaction
with another person.

Disagree
1
2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1

Neutral
4

5

6

Agree
7

4

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

After the user deems he or she has been satisfied by the interaction with the chatbot, they are
asked to fill out a feedback form that consists of the questions shown in Table 10. The form
gages the level of realism maintained in the conversation, the usefulness of the system in a
hypothetical work setting, and the acceptability of the information retrieved from episodic
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memories. While we list all the questions used in this feedback form in the above table, we also
include the feedback instrument used in this experiment in Appendix C, which more accurately
portrays the layout presentation of this instrument to the users. Additionally, the users were
asked to rate in a scale of 0 to 10 the relevance of the topics presented to them on the right side
of the GUI to their conversations. In the results section that follows, we state our hypothesis and
analyze the conversational characteristics evident in the interactions that transpired.
5.5. Experiment Two Hypothesis
We expect that, given the above constraints, user ratings of topical phrases will tend to reflect
greater values than those of the passive scenario of Experiment One, on average, as a result of
the participatory nature of the interaction. Furthermore, we anticipate that some users will find
the mixed-initiative-triggered episodic information to be somewhat novel and relevant to the
current conversation.
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5.6. Experiment Two Results

Histogram (with Normal Curve) of Rating by Question
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Figure 33 – Comparison of user feedback for questions 1-8. Q9 represents the value
assigned to the relevance of the topics gisted during the conversation.

Responses from the feedback forms for each user are shown in Appendix D. Histograms for the
responses to each of the questions in the feedback form are provided through Figure 33. The grid
layout facilitates comparisons of the users’ interests in the areas being evaluated. For instance, it
is evident in the graph grid that only in Question 9 are the responses clearly favorable towards
the performance of the gisting algorithm. Responses to Question 9, which addresses the efficacy
of our gisting approach, show that the participants felt that the topics presented while tracking
the conversation were more highly related to their discussion with the chatbot than participants in
Experiment One, on average. A high mean (7.6) and small standard deviation (0.55) for Question
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9 indicate that for conversations in which the system and human actively contribute to the
dialogue, the human users were more likely to consider the topics gisted to be of higher
relevance than scenarios in which the user and system were passive participants. This may be a
result of the humans’ direct influence over the course of the conversation and their willingness to
raise issues relevant to their interests. The lower mean (5.43) and larger standard deviation (3.75)
of Experiment One compared to Experiment Two, for users confronted with evaluating topic
relevance, may indicate that the subjective nature of judging the relevance of gisted topics
creates a bias gap. This bias gap favors higher relevance for conversations in which the human
user and chatbot are stakeholders.
Of further interest to us are the perceived usefulness of the memory-enhanced chatbot
and the realism of the conversations generated. Questions 1, 3, and 8 inquire from the user about
their perceived notion of realism during the conversation, in terms of the chatbot being able to
emulate human dialogue. All three questions show that the conversations failed to present a
strong argument for simulating a real person, as the distributions in Figure 33 demonstrate. In the
worst cases, the chatbot’s lack of coherent responses prolonged the conversations as users
elicited clearer topics or attempted to correct the chatbot. One notable observation of weaving
topics into the conversation through a mixed-initiative approach is the willingness of subjects to
address topics introduced by the agent, in particular those related to current events or previous
topics. For each user, we recorded the number of user-turns and chatbot-turns taken, duration of
the conversation, the number of turns needed to acquire the news and the weather, the number of
episodic memory mixed-initiative cues generated by the chatbot, and the number of mixedinitiative turns taken by the user in response. The results can be observed in Table 11.
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Table 11 – Turns, Duration, Turns to Tasks, and Cues for Experiment Two
User
ID
10
11
12
13
14

User
turns
31
25
15
32
18

Bot
turns
35
40
15
36
20

Total
turns
66
65
30
68
38

Duration
(h:mm:ss)
0:18:29
0:07:29
0:16:16
0:18:56
0:08:03

Turns to
news
7
8
1
68
2

Turns to
weather
14*
19*
24*
68
12*

Topical
cues
4
13
0
4
2

Topical
turns
2
7
0
2
1

*Asterisks next to the “Turns to news” or “Turns to weather” column values specify which tasks the users
accomplished first

Every human user successfully retrieved a response concerning the news and weather tasks with
the exception of one, User 13. The user who did not receive information regarding these tasks
from the chatbot pursued weather data in two occasions. While an initial weather response by the
chatbot was incoherent, the second response was deemed factually inaccurate by the user, who
continued to pursue weather topics by attempting to correct the system. On the other hand, a
misguided response by the system to the user’s request for news led the participant to believe
that there were no relevant news items for the day. Other users became adept at achieving the
second task after completing the first one. More turns were required to complete the first tasks
than the second. Transcripts from the conversation agree with LeBigot’s (2007)’s concept of
grounding and the establishment of shared knowledge between participants, as explained in
Chapter 1. These concepts appear to play a role in the difference between turns taken for each
task.
Questions 2, 6, and 7 address the perceived usefulness of the chatbot application as a tool.
It can be inferred from the measurements obtained and depicted in Figure 33 that the users did
not immediately consider it a viable tool in a work place. The low ratings obtained from
Questions 6, which rates the difficulty of maintaining a conversation, could explain the lack of
interest in using the tool for work-related tasks. From the point of view of systems that
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implement episodic memory, these results advocate the need to further develop the presentation
of gisted topics to users in a conversation. Particularly, methods of weaving collected topics
coherently into a dialog exchange, depending on the current conversational context, may need to
be further refined. While the users highly agreed with the topics retrieved, their assimilation into
the conversation did not positively impact the human subjects’ perceived usefulness of the tool.
On the other hand, the participants responded to 52% of chatbot statements that reflected topics
collected from earlier in the conversation or other conversations. The “Topical cues” column
from Table 11 shows the cues generated per user conversation. “Topical turns” refers to the
number of these cues that the subjects followed-up on, for a total of 52%.
User 12 maintained the shortest conversations and accomplished all tasks the fastest.
Because he did not receive any cues from the chatbot’s store of collected topics as a result of his
conversational style, he was generally able to bypass conversing on other topics. Moreover, the
system encountered difficulty in remembering and storing the user’s name. This condition was
replicated in one of the other users when the name coincided with a word in the English
language. In such cases, the system had difficulty interpreting the textual input as containing a
name. Appendix E contains the transcripts of the dialogue between User 12’s and the chatbot, as
well as the conversations for each of the other users..
5.7. Experiment Three
A final experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of our system under multi-modal
input. Whereas Experiments One and Two focused on particular performance aspects of our
algorithm and architecture performance with textual input, Experiment Three uses spoken
interaction and an Embodied Conversational Agent to interact with the participants. The speech
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data used in this experiment consists of the human subject’s responses as relayed by a speech
recognition engine. A virtual character with pre-defined behavioral mannerisms and voice
generation was utilized to enhance the realism of the human-computer dialog.
The following set of constraints is effected for Experiment Three:
•

The observed interaction occurs between a single human user and an ECA with no time
constraints.

•

The domain of the conversation is open, but the human subjects are instructed to
encourage the ECA to learn personal information about the subject, such as a name.

•

The subjects are encouraged to accomplish the tasks of finding out the news and weather
from the ECA, as in Experiment Two.

•

Interactions between both parties are analyzed through audio-visual means by using
Microsoft’s SAPI 5 speech recognition engine.

Three human subjects were selected to participate in this experiment. Only one user, User 15,
had previously participated in a prior experiment (Experiment One) and corresponds to User 2
for that experiment. As in Experiment Two, we measure the relevance of the topics gisted to the
user, as well as any degradation occurring in the operation of the system as a consequence of
speech recognition errors. The following sections detail the hypothesis to be tested and deliver
the results obtained through observations of the interactions.
5.8. Experiment Three Hypothesis
With the constraints presented in the previous section, we anticipate that the degradation in
textual transcripts caused by normal speech recognition engines will adversely affect the gisting
performance. Hence, the users will find the topics gisted to be of lesser relevance to their
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intended conversations than those of users in previous experiments. Additionally, we expect the
subjects to behave differently in response to the visual medium.
5.9. Experiment Three Results
Table 12 – Turns, Duration, and Turns to Tasks for Experiment Three
User ID
15
16
17

User
turns
22
29
55

Bot turns
22
33
55

Total
turns
44
62
110

Duration
0:05:04
0:05:41
0:07:38

Turns to
news
44
62
110

Turns to
weather
24
62
110

Gisting
Relevance
2
6
7

From Table 12, we can immediately observe that some of the users rated the relevance of the
topics gisted with lower than the average relevance obtained in Experiment Two. User 15
particularly stands out with a low rating of 2. The transcripts of the experience for this
participant are included in Appendix F, which reveals the difficulty the speech recognition
engine encountered at interpreting the utterances. Although this user’s rating proved to be the
lowest performance rating of any of the experiments, only User 15 was able to achieve at least
one of either of the news or weather retrieval tasks during Experiment Three.
A visual inspection of the transcripts collected from the speech recognition engine
suggest that sentence fragmentation, or the separation by the engine of one utterance into two,
may be partially at fault for the low gisting ratings and failed retrieval tasks. Our system at the
moment lacks a mechanism for repairing fragmented user utterances. Without a recovery
strategy to compensate for this, the ECA quickly lost the thread of conversations and the ability
to track topics.
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5.10. Gisting Results
Through the system evaluations performed in Experiments Two and Three, we show that users
find the topics gisted to sufficiently represent the dialogue sustained with the agent. With the
intention of being thorough, we also provide a list of the keyphrases that were gisted by our
algorithm. The keyphrases generated for each user’s conversation are detailed in Appendix G. In
this section, we forgo listing the individual phrases, which the reader can observe in the
appendix, and instead report on the summary of these results.
Table 13 – Total keyphrases gisted per user conversation compared to the total turns.
User ID
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Grand Total

Number of Keyphrases Gisted
17
14
5
28
12
9
15
24
124

Total Turns
66
65
30
68
38
44
62
110
483

Table 13 shows the number of topics gisted for each conversation. A total of 124 gisted topics
were collected from 483 dialogue turns. Of these topics, the five most frequent phrases are listed
in Table 14. Other phrases were isolated topics of a singular occurrence or variations of the
phrases recorded in Table 14.
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Table 14 – Top phrases gisted from Experiments Two and Three.
Topic
today
the news
your name
Virginia
my name

Phrase Count
9
6
4
3
3

Earlier chapters suggest that ECAs can exploit episodic memory to enhance the realism of
conversations with human subjects. By drawing on collected episodic experiences, the agent can
relate previous contexts to current conversations. Using the gisted information and context
structures we obtained from Experiments Two and Three, we evaluate the relatedness of
episodes with each other.
A measure of relatedness, in this case, is obtained by using the Euclidian distance
between two episodes whose words are weighed by the term-frequency / inverse document
frequency (TF*IDF) formula. TF*IDF measures the relative importance of a word or set of
words in a document or corpus. It is widely used in information retrieval systems and search
engines, and has been critically analyzed by several authors for such use. (Akiko, 2003;
Hiemstra, 2000) In its most basic implementation, TF*IDF calculates the weight of a term 𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑
belonging to a document, or episode in our case, as in Equation 1:
|𝐷𝐷|
𝑤𝑤𝑑𝑑 = 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 ,𝑑𝑑 ∗ log(
)
𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 ,𝐷𝐷

(1)

For the representation of the TF*IDF weight in Equation 1, 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 ,𝑑𝑑 signifies the frequency of a
word in a given document. In other words, it is the number of occurrences of that word, or topic,

in an episode. The numerator denoted by |𝐷𝐷| represents the size of the corpus. In our episodic
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memory, this corresponds to the total number of candidate episodes that the memory system is
considering as being related to a given episode. A separate document frequency, 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 ,𝐷𝐷 , tells us the
number of episodes in which the term or topic occurs from the set of 𝐷𝐷 episodes. The inverse
document frequency is obtained by calculating log(

|𝐷𝐷|

𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤 ,𝐷𝐷

).

In order to calculate the Euclidian distance between two episodes, we compare the

TF*IDF weights for each of the terms that occur in both episodes. That is, for an episode A and
an episode B with a bag of terms 𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴 and 𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵 , respectively, we obtain the relatedness of these

episodes through the distance 𝑑𝑑(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) as in:

𝑑𝑑(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) = � |𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴 − 𝑤𝑤𝐵𝐵 |
𝑡𝑡 𝐴𝐴 ∩𝑡𝑡 𝐵𝐵

(2)

The formula presented above accumulates the sum of the differences between the weights of
terms shared in common by episodes A and B. Equation 2 specifies the intersection of terms
between A and B, 𝑡𝑡𝐴𝐴 ∩ 𝑡𝑡𝐵𝐵 , as the terms common to both episodes. Thus, for a list of episodes of
interactions with users, we can derive the distances amongst episodes and estimate the topic-

based relatedness between them. A listing of the results for the TF*IDF-based distance
calculations for episodes from Experiments Two and Three is given in Table 15. As a
convention, we adopt a maximum distance value of 10,000 for episodes that are not related to
each other. Adopting this convention allows us to calculate an edge weight 𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) that is the
inverse of 𝑑𝑑 (𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵). This edge weight is used subsequently to visualize the relationships between
the episodes. Therefore, the usefulness of the maximum distance value is evident in reducing the

edge weights of the least related episodes to zero. An example of such a situation is evident in
the edge weights calculated between episodes 10 and 15. We obtain the edge weight as follows:
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𝑒𝑒(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) =

1
(
𝑑𝑑 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵)

(3)

Table 15 – TF*IDF distances and edge weights between Experiments Two and Three
episodes.
Episode A
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
15
15
16

Distance 𝒅𝒅(𝑨𝑨, 𝑩𝑩) Edge Weight 𝒆𝒆(𝑨𝑨, 𝑩𝑩)
0.931167
1
10000
0
0.10925
9
0.145293
7
10000
0
0.394731
3
0.136701
7
0.705107
1
0.848744
1
0.530931
2
10000
0
10000
0
0.682024
1
1.198765
1
0.192176
5
10000
0
10000
0
0.653116
2
0.349957
3
10000
0
10000
0
0.384674
3
10000
0
0.267438
4
0.47894
2
10000
0
10000
0
10000
0

Episode B
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
12
13
14
15
16
17
13
14
15
16
17
14
15
16
17
15
16
17
16
17
17
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Figure 34 – Visual representation of relationships between conversations in episodic
memory.

Knowing the edge weights calculated from the TF*IDF distances between episodes in
Experiments Two and Three, we can produce a visualization of the relationships between these
episodes. Figure 34 depicts the episodes using circular nodes with the episode ID inscribed in the
circle. Lines, or edges, between the nodes illustrate that the episodes share some information in
common. Thicker lines signify a high value for the edge weight, 𝒆𝒆(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵), between two episodes.
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As such, episodes with more topics shared in common are linked by bolder edges than those with
little or no shared information. For example, episodes 10 and 13 are more closely linked by “the
news” topic than episodes 10 and 15, which share no topics in common. We remind the reader at
this point that the human subject in the case of episode 15 experienced pronounced speech
recognition faults. We also observe an interesting phenomenon when evaluating the distances
graphically. That is, the topics that link the episodes through the visual analysis, based on
TF*IDF, consist mostly of those topics related to the tasks the users were asked to perform. It is
easy to observe in Figure 34 that “the news”, “today”, and topics related to the chatbot or user’s
name stand out while topics particular to any one episode are sifted out. This behavior is
probably a result of the constraints of the experimental setup. Because the human subjects were
all asked to perform the same three tasks at some point in their conversation, only topics related
to these three tasks contribute to the relationships between episodes perceived by the memory
system. It is also interesting to note that the weather topic did not impact the edge weights, as
users referred to the weather in differing manners as shown in Appendices E and F.
5.11. Multi-modal and Real-Time Measurements
Earlier, we suggested that our system design should be robust enough to process information
from multiple modalities in real-time. From the user interactions in Experiment Three, which
made use of speech recognition modules, we collected information about the reaction times of
the conversation participants to each other’s responses. The participants in this case consisted of
the human user and the ECA. The results obtained are detailed below.
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Table 16 – Average response times of the conversation participants in Experiment Three.
User
User 15
User 16
User 17

Utterances
22
33
110

Average Bot Response (seconds) Average User Response (seconds)
<1
14
1
11
<1
8

The average time to initialize the processing of user statements, store audio data, and generate a
response from the system peaked at about a second or less for each conversation. In the above
table, these processes correspond to the times under the “Average Bot Response” column. We
note here that these measurements correspond to the time it takes to process new statements from
the moment it is received over the network by the system to the moment it is made available and
queryable. On the other hand, we can readily see a contrast in the magnitude of the average times
taken to generate a user response when compared to the time taken to generate the chatbot
responses. User responses took between 8-14 seconds, on average, to be received by the system
from the last chatbot response. Such a difference may occur as a result of the combined times
taken by a human to ponder over response and the delay incurred from the operation of the
speech recognition module.
When compared to the time taken for the user’s responses to be received after a chatbotgenerated statement, our system manages the processing of the spoken and episodic data in realtime. Although our system can cope with the concurrent collection and processing of transcript
and voice data, we have yet to test modalities other than speech and text. Given the performance
observed in Table 16, however, we do not expect to see additional significant delays other than
those that may be incurred by modules that interpret sensor data. The speech recognition module
provides an example of the effect that such an external delay can cause on the interaction times.
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5.12. Summary of Experimentation Results
In the previous experiments, we analyzed the effectiveness of the gisting algorithm as well as the
ramifications of implementing our episodic memory model in a chatbot and Embodied
Conversational Agent. The results obtained detail the manner in which our episodic memory
system can impact the course of conversations and the phenomena observed during episodicmemory-enhanced interactions. As the results suggest, users generally agree with the topics
gisted by our hybrid memory architecture and gisting algorithm when the human and system are
active participants in the conversations. While we were able to encourage the user to explore
open-domain topics in about half of the instances when the system suggested topics from
memory, the majority of users felt the system performed poorly when talking about these topics.
From the point of view of our system, at the moment we are partially successful at storing and
retrieving episodic information, but not at presenting it in a contextually coherent fashion.
Presenting the topics in a manner that is perceived as appropriate to the conversation
appears to be directly related to the success of an episodic-memory-enhanced ECA. Chapters 1
and 2 expanded on the challenges faced by chatbots and ECAs, which include the dialog
management and language generation problems. Experiments Two and Three, described earlier
in this chapter, strongly suggest that if we choose to weave episodic memories into on-going
conversations by incorporating them into the dialogue, then we need to improve the dialogue
management and response generation at the same time. Without these, we may continue to
observe poor evaluations on the usefulness of episodic information on current conversations.
A different approach to the episodic presentation problem could be to present relevant
memories in a display as a list of concepts or a timeline of related events. We showed that the
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display of topics during an interaction with a human user was found to be acceptable by these
users and that the topics were relevant to the dialogue. Additionally, we illustrated in Chapter 5
(Figure 25) a prototype graphical chronology of the textual summaries from previous episodes.
Such an interface could be adapted to display information relevant to the immediate conversation
and tested for user acceptability. The results would provide a comparison base against episodicenhanced dialogue that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of different presentation
mediums.
One salient feature of our experimental setup is the inclusion of open-domain in a taskoriented dialogue. Users were requested to carry on a conversation with the chatting agent that
involved the exchange of personal information and requests for current events. Personal
information included the name, location, and place of origin of the human and computer
participants. By combining these two approaches, we departed from the closed-domain testing of
ECAs implemented in the H.C. Andersen (HCA) agent by Bernsen and Dybkjær (2004). HCA
carries on domain-oriented conversations that Bernsen and Dybkjær (2004) describe as an
intermediary step towards Turing Test compliant conversations. In effect, our system tackles a
more probable human scenario, where participants in a conversation sift task-related information
from open-domain conversations. Similar arguments could be made in comparison to the
implementations of Sergeant Blackwell, Sargeant Star, and Hassan by Artstein et al. (2008),
Leuski et al. (2006), Robinson et al. (2008), and Traum et al. (2008).
Our memory model shares similarities with that of the Max agent by Kopp et al. (2005),
as identified in earlier chapters. However, the results presented by Kopp et al. (2005) do not
address the acceptability of the topics selected or tracked during the conversation to the human
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participants. Instead, the authors recognize that the agent is able to classify appropriately 63% of
communicative functions in dialogues, which refer to the goal-directed actions performed in the
context of a conversation. They conclude that this metric represents the upper bound of the
instances in which the agent conducted sensible dialogue with humans. Therefore, their testing
does not address the role or contribution of individual memory components towards enhancing
conversations. Our results furnish additional insight into a cognitive component often overlooked
in ECA implementations. Moreover, we provide a system implementation that facilitates the
tracking of information relevant to the usage of episodic memory, as evinced by the analysis of
our results from the raw data.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The preceding chapters exposed research being undertaken to develop episodic memory
components for Embodied Conversational Agents. We have shown the evolution of
conversational agents from ELIZA-based chatbots to Embodied Conversational Agents.
Additionally, we discussed the current research topics in episodic memory development of
cognitive architectures. In this chapter, we provide closing remarks and conclusions on the
effectiveness of our episodic memory model at retaining conversational memory from
interactions between ECAs and humans. We also furnish several suggestions for the direction of
research that pertain to the incorporation of episodic memory into ECA systems.
6.1. Summary of Implementation and Results
As was evident in the previous chapter, it is possible to devise algorithms that extract
sufficient information at the sentence level to elicit an acceptable level of agreement from human
judges. We also demonstrated that a hybrid memory system with episodic memory interfaces can
be used in real-time for conversations between chatbots, ECAs, and humans. The system was
able to accept user utterances, analyze them, provide responses, and track topics efficiently.
While the storage and delivery structures made these tasks easier, they had little impact on the
perceived usefulness of the integration of topics from memory into an ongoing conversation.
With this in mind, we suggest that the natural language responses generated by an episodically
enhanced system are critical to enhancing the realism and utility of the overall system. A
possible solution to overcoming the faults in this area is to further limit the experimental
constraints to closed-domain applications. Such an approach could permit the developer to focus
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on generating predictable sentence structures and topic contexts. Alternatively, presenting the
episodic information visually could bypass the language generation problem until research in
such areas matures further.
Some features of the system remained to be explored, such as the performance under
extreme multi-modal input. Feature research could focus on expanding the interactive
capabilities of the ECA to include visual records of the user’s identity (such as a face) or
behavioral gestures (such as pointing to objects). Finally, although the chatbot was at times
successful in eliciting personal information to create a user model, it did so as a consequence of
recollecting encountering similar topics with previous users. It may benefit the system to
incorporate planning modules that track the state of the user model for the purposes of gathering
identifying or useful data about them.
6.2. Conclusions
A primary focus of this thesis centered on the development of an episodic memory model for use
alongside Embodied Conversational Agents. We devised a hybrid, centralized-decentralized
system which stores long-term episodic memories in a repository, while allowing short-term
memory operations to be performed outside of the central database. Some advantages became
apparent in our implementation, including:
•

Asynchronous communication between memory and dialogue management modules

•

Real-time operation

•

Scalability for multiple users

In addition to the functional aspects mentioned above for the system, our memory model also
presented novel contributions to the design of ECAs by accomplishing the following tasks:
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•

Identify and track topics across conversations

•

Provide interfaces for querying and accessing episodic information

•

Management of episodic data from different modalities

•

Integration of user-model extensions into episodic memory

•

System robustness

The implications for ECAs of incorporating episodic memory components touch on several
aspects of user-agent interaction. First, ECAs that exploit episodic memory in interactions can
more closely resemble human conversations by bridging segments of conversation with prior
knowledge through recall mechanisms. In the Max agent by Kopp et al. (2005), an intention
planner was able to bridge conversation segments by continuing to elicit pre-selected information
bits from the human subjects. This allowed the agent to behave in a multimodal fashion and to
recuperate from conversation topics that strayed or became incoherent. Although this method
was reportedly effective, it does not allow the system to adapt to changes in the topics of interest
to humans. Thus, Max could only return to its predefined set of goals. Our system demonstrates
that it is possible to use topic-tracking to pursue user-initiated goals. An example of this is given
in the conversation between User 11 and the chatbot. In this case, the chatbot requested
information about the user’s university and news about Poland as a result of its prior
conversations. While these topics can be fitted into pre-established taxonomies or agent goals
themselves, we show that ECAs need not be constrained to such pursuits.
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6.3. Suggestions for Future Work
Development of episodic memory models remains an area for open research, as suggested in the
discussion of ECAs in Chapter 2. Some cognitive modeling and cognitive architecture
researchers are providing insights on the integration of episodic memory into simple problem
solving. As we have previously exposed, the use of episodic components in ECAs brings new
challenges to bear. With this in mind, we recommend the following areas of future research that
are not fully addressed in this thesis:
•

Study on the effect of speech recognition quality in topic tracking.

•

Effective alternative mediums for the presentation and navigation of user episodes other
than spoken dialogue.

•

Automatically matching topics to contextually-derived taxonomies, such as ontologies, to
pursue ECA goals and intentions.

•

Methods that perform predictive topic tracking based on the agent’s experiences with a
community of users.

•

Visualization methods for topic tracking and tracking of topics relevant to community of
users as a group.

•

Methods to apply episodic information to After-Action Reviews.

•

Models and method of natural language generation capable of manipulating episodic
memory information.

•

Techniques of filtering conflicting or non-factual knowledge obtained from episodes.

The topics mentioned in the prior listing refer to areas of exploration that may positively impact
the usability of episodic components in conversational systems. Of particular benefit to cognitive
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modeling and ECA engineering may be the development of visualization techniques for topic
tracking. These could be used to graphically represent the extent of knowledge acquired by
agents in its encounters with a community of human users.
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APPENDIX A:
ISBISTER AND DOYLE’S ECA TAXONOMY
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Category

Sample Properties

Believability

Emotion, strong
personalities, variability in
movement and response,
personalizability,
idiosyncracy, interesting,
appearance of goals,
appearance of caring what
happens
Social context, social
behaviors, knowledge of
other agents, empathy,
dialog, ability to cooperate

Social
interface

Related
Disciplines
Art, animation,
film, literature,
cognitive
psychology,
neurobiology

Criteria for
Success
Agent conveys
the “illusion of
life” to the
viewer/user.

Cognitive and
social psychology,
sociology

User is able to
interact in an
intuitive and
natural way with
the agent to
perform intended
task.

Application
domains

Domain knowledge,
contextuality, timeliness,
effectiveness, risk/trust

Disciplines
appropriate to the
application
domain and to the
task; interaction
design,
psychology,
sociology

Agent achieves
the goals of the
application (e.g.,
training).

Agency and
computational
issues

Autonomy,
responsiveness, reactivity,
reliability, completeness,
efficiency, goaldirectedness, optimality

Computer science,
philosophy

Elegance of
system,
parsimony,
speed, selection
of optimal
actions, proofs
guaranteeing
certain behaviors.

Production

Professional and consistent
quality in final visuals,
dialog, behavior, and
interaction mechanisms,
and the integration of the
whole.

Professional
design,
production, and
project
management;
systems

User’s experience
is not marred by
lack of quality or
inconsistency.
Team’s
experience in
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Evaluation
Techniques
Subjective; does
the viewer find
the agent’s
behavior
believable? Use
of audience
survey-style
measures.
Qualitative
measures from
user of agent’s
friendliness,
helpfulness, or
intuitive
communication
ability;
quantitative
measures of
speed, ease,
satisfaction with
achievement of
task.
Varied,
depending on
the application
and goals. Did
the agent
achieve the
goal? Objective
measures of
Performance.
Successful
operation of the
agent in “realworld” domains
according to
criteria of speed,
efficacy,
reliability, error
handling, etc.
User evaluation
or ranking of
production
values and
smoothness of
overall

integration.
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creating character
was efficient and
positive.

experience.
Confirmation
that the
character is
‘read’ as was
intended.
Evaluation of
effectiveness of
production
techniques on
efficiency and
team satisfaction
with process.

APPENDIX B:
GISTING ALGORITHM PSEUDOCODE
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1

Module sp_InsertNewPhrase(in: speakerName, speakerPhrase,
phraseDuration, conversationGuid,
sourceDescription, relatedData, alternatePhrase, out: conversationGuidAlias)
2 Local: recordInserted
3
4 Set recordInserted to false
5 If conversationGuid does not exist then
6
Set conversationGuidAlias to NEWID()
7
Start a new conversation by using SetNewSession(true)
8 Else
9
Set conversationGuidAlias to conversationGuid
10
Mark conversation as a continuing conversation by using SetNewSession(false)
11 Endif
12
13 Set speakerGuid to user ID from T_USERS table with speaker name matching speakerName
14 Set contextGuid to NEWID()
15 Set timeStamp to GETDATE()
16
17 If speakerGuid exists then
18
Set phrasePartsOfSpeech to XmlPosTag(speakerPhrase)
19
Set phraseChunks to XmlChunk(speakerPhrase)
20
21
If alternatePhrase exists then
22
Set phrasePartsOfSpeechAlternate to XmlPosTag(speakerPhrase)
23
Set phraseChunksAlternate to XmlChunk(speakerPhrase)
24
Endif
25
26
Insert into T_DIALOGUE table new record with values for
27
conversationGuidAlias, speakerGuid, speakerName, timeStamp, speakerPhrase,
28
contextGuid, phraseDuration, phrasePartsOfSpeech, phraseChunks, sourceDescription
29
30
Set recordInserted to true
31
32
/*
33
*
Store related data such as audio or video
34
*/
35
If relatedData contains a value then
36
Insert relatedData into T_DIALOGUE_DATA table
37
Endif
38
39
/*
40
*
Begin context building and insert into context table
41
*/
42
Set outXmlContext to XmlBuildContext(speakerGuid, timeStamp, speakerPhrase, alternatePhrase,
prasePartsOfSpeech, phrasePartsOfSpeechAlternate, phraseChunks, phraseChunksAlternate)
43
Insert outXmlContext into T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT table
44 Else
45
Set recordInserted to false
46 Endif
47
48 Return recordInserted
49 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
50
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51 Module
XmlBuildContext (in: userGuid, timeStamp, phrase, phraseAlternate, phrasePartsOfSpeech,
phrasePartsOfSpeechAlternate,
phraseChunks, phraseChunksAlternate, out: outXml)
52 Local:
xmlStream
53
54 Initialize xmlStream for input
55 Write XML prologue for context structure in xmlStream
56 Create root node in context structure named "ContextMetadata"
57 Set attribute values in root node for userGuid and timeStamp
58
59 /*
60 * Begin writing resources
61 */
62 Create a node in xmlStream for the context resources named "resources"
63
/*
64
* Part of speech resources
65
*/
66
Create a child node for the user utterance named "source" and store the value of the phrase variable in it.
67
Create a child node for the alternate user transcript named "source_alternate" and store the value of the
phraseAlternate variable in it.
68
Create a node to store the phrase part-of-speech analysis and it "pos_pattern"
69
Create a node to store the phraseAlternate part-of-speech analysis and name it "pos_pattern_alternate"
70
Create a node to store the phrase Maximum Entropy chunker analysis and name it "chunk_pattern"
71
Create a node to store the phraseAlternate Maximum Entropy chunker analysis and name it
"chunk_pattern_alternate"
72
73
/*
74
* Template-matching analysis
75
*/
76
If template matching is enabled then
77
Set originalUserModel to user model on database for user ID userGuid
78
Set botPhrase to AIML-based chatbot response to user utterance using
XmlGetConversationalResponse
79
Create a node to store the template-based bot response and name it "bot_response"
80
Set newUserModel to user model after template-matching engine matches templates to phrase.
81
Save newUserModel to database for user ID userGuid
82
83
/*
84
*
Determine if we learned anything new about the user from the user model
85
*/
86
Set diffUserModel to GetUserModelDiff(originalUserModel, newUserModel)
87
Create a node to store new information about the user and name it "new_user_info"
88
Endif
89
90 Close "resources" node
91
92 /*
93 * Begin writing context attributes
94 */
95 Create a node in xmlStream for the context attributes named "context_attributes"
96
/*
97
*
Write output of classifer analysis first
98
*/
99
If domain classification is enabled then
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100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

Set classifierContexts to output of classifier modules using XmlClassify(phrase)
If classifierContexts has domain information then
Create a node to store the classifier output and name it "classification"
Endif
Endif
/*
*
Write output of analysis services
*/
If web expansion is enabled then
Set yahooTermExtraction to Yahoo recognized terms using XmlYahooTermExtraction(phrase)
Set yahooImageExtraction to Yahoo recognized image URLs using
XmlYahooImageExtraction(phrase)
Set openCalaiTermExtraction to OpenCalai recognized terms using
XmlOpenCalaiTermExtraction(phrase)
If yahooTermExtraction contains terms then
Create a child node to store the terms in yahooTermExtraction from the "ResultSet"
element
Endif
If yahooImageExtraction contains URLs then
Create a child node to store the URLs in yahooImageExtraction from the "ResultSet"
element
Endif
If openCalaiTermExtraction contains terms then
Create a child node to store the terms in openCalaiTermExtraction from the
"CalaisSimpleOutputFormat"
Endif
Endif
Close "context_attributes" node
/*
* Begin writing production rules space
*/
Create a node in xmlStream for the production rules named
"production_rules"
Create a child node for the type of response named "response_type"
If value of any element in the "classification" node in "context_attributes" element is greater than 0.6 then
Set "response_type" node to "classification"
Elseif "bot_response" node contains a value
Set "response_type" node to "bot_response"
Endif
If diffUserModel contains new information about the user then
For each user with new user-model data
Create a child node for new user-model data named "new_user_info"
Set value of new "new_user_info" node to user ID value userGuid
Endfor
Endif
If diffUserModel contains updated information about the user then
For each user with updated user-model data
Create a child node for updated user-model data named update_user_info"
Set value of new "update_user_info" node to user ID value userGuid
Endfor
Endif
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148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

Close "production_rules" node
Return
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Module: ContextSegmentAnalysis()
Local: sb
For each new or updated row in T_DIALOGUE_CONTEXT table
Set timeStamp to row timeStamp field
Set conversationGuid to row conversationGuid field
Set newContextSegment to row context structure field
Set outXml to output from XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment(newContextSegment)
If outXml is not empty then
While outXml has elements named "item"
Insert complex phrase into T_DIALOGUE_TOPICS table
Endwhile
Endif
Endfor
Return
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Module: XmlGetComplexPhrasesFromEpisodeSegment(contextSegment)
Local: xmlOut, xmlStream, complexPhrases
If contextSegment does not exist then
Return
Endif
Initialize xmlStream for input
Create root node in context structure named "key_phrases"
Set phrase to "source" node value in contextSegment
/*
* Create a window size for the phrase analysis
*/
Initialize complexPhrasesArray
Set segmentWordWindow to MIN(WORD_COUNT(phrase), 7)
Set segmentsArray to groups of words in phrase of segmentWordWindow word count each
For each segment in segmentsArray
Add output of GetComplexPhrases(segment) to complexPhrasesArray
Endfor
/*
* If no important keywords are found then use the value as a
* keyword. Only use the value when it contains a noun or verb group
*/
If no complex phrases were found in complexPhrasesArray
Set posTaggedValue to PartOfSpeechTagSentence(phrase)
If posTaggedValue contains a noun or verb group then
Set phrase to RemovePunctuation(phrase)
Create a child node for the complex phrase named "item"
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201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245

Set the value of node "item" to phrase
Endif
Else
Foreach chunk in complexPhrasesArray
If chunk contains a noun or verb group then
Create a child node for the complex phrase named "item"
Set the value of node "item" to chunk
Endif
Endfor
Endif
Set xmlOut to XML text in xmlString
Return xmlOut
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Module: GetComplexPhrases(phrase)
Local: complexPhrasesArray, parsedSentences, corefSentences
If the input phrase is empty then
Return
Endif
Initialize parsedSentences array
For each sentence in phrase
Set sentenceParse to DO_PARSE(sentence)
Set coreferences to FIND_COREFERENCES(sentenceParse)
Add sentenceParse to parsedSentences
Add coreferences to corefSentences
Endfor
/*
* Each coreference structure is a tree representation of the
* sentence parsing.
*/
For each coreferenceStructure in coreferences
Set parseMatches to the extracted complex structures that are at least 3 levels deep in coreferenceStructure
For each complexStructure in parseMatches
If complexPhrasesArray does not already contain complexStructure then
Add complexStructure to complexPhrasesArray
Endif
Endfor
Endfor

246 Return complexPhrasesArray
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APPENDIX C:
PROJECT FEEDBACK FORM
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We are seeking your feedback in order to improve the quality of the project you just interacted with. Below are
nine statements. Please circle the number for how strongly you agree or disagree with each statement based on
the experience you just had.
1 is “very much disagree” and 7 is “very much agree.”

Disagree
If I told someone the character in this tool
was real they would believe me.

1

Neutral
2

3

Disagree
I would be more productive if I had this
system in my place of work.

1

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

5

6

4

4

4

3

4

3

4

7
Agree

5

6

7
Agree

5

6

7
Agree

5

6

7
Agree

5

6

Neutral
2
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4

7
Agree

Neutral

Disagree
This did not feel like a real interaction with
another person.

6

Neutral

Disagree
This does not seem like a reliable way to
retrieve information from a database.

5

Neutral

Disagree
It was difficult to hold a conversation with
this tool.

4

7
Agree

Neutral

Disagree
Information from previous conversations was
relevant to current conversations.

6

Neutral

Disagree
Items in the conversation properly used
information from previous conversations.

5

Neutral

Disagree
I felt like I was having a conversation with a
real person.

4

Agree

7
Agree

5

6

7
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Table 17 – Raw data from user feedback to Questions 1-9 in Experiment Two
User
User 10
User 11
User 12
User 13
User 14
Average

Q1
2
2
3
1
4
2.40

Q2
2
2
1
1
3
1.80

Q3
2
3
5
1
2
2.60

Q4
4
4
6
4
4
4.40

Q5
4
4
5
3
4
4.00
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Q6
3
5
1
4
4
3.40

Q7
3
4
4
6
3
4.00

Q8
4
6
3
6
2
4.20

Q9
8
8
7
7
8
7.60

Average
3.56
4.22
3.89
3.67
3.78
3.82
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User 10
Statement
Hello. What is your name?
Hi there! My name is Alex Schwarkzpof.
Where are you from?
I am originally from New Jersey. Now I live in Virginia. Where are you?
I am in the IEEE student organization office.
How did you get in there?
I am in the IEEE student organization office.
How did you get in there?
I walked through the door.
Do you enjoy the physical or psychological aspect more?
I do not understand. Please explain.
Oh I'm sorry. Perhaps I can explain it again better. Thank you for your request. There is no
more information to clarify.
How is the weather in Virginia?
You sound like Willard Scott. Today it is Partly Cloudy. Right now it is 73 degrees [Yahoo!
Weather].
How about Virginia.
Say something else...
something else.
I am not Willard Scott. I am from Florida, not Virginia. Do you know how the weather is
here?
I am sorry to hear that you are not Willard Scott. What is it like growing up there? Tell me a
little about your life in Virginia. Yes I know how the weather is here.
What is the weather like in Florida?
I only know the weather here. Today it is Partly Cloudy. Right now it is 73 degrees [Yahoo!
Weather].
How about Florida.
Where is here?
Here is Virginia.
Do you like Virginia?
I really like the protestant faith.
Are you male or female?
I am a -1autonomous computer program. Are you a man or a woman?
I am a male.
Most of my clients are men.
How many clients have you had?
I am currently maintaining conversations with Do you have any conditions I should know
about? people.
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Speaker
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot
User 10
Bot

Statement
I am a student.
How do you like your school?
It is very large.
Very much? Really. large is?
There are over 55,000 students at my university.
Where are they?
They are in orlando.
Can they get out of orlando?
How about orlando.
No. They are trapped here.
OK then... no problem. trapped here are trapped here.
There is a problem. People should not be trapped.
Is there only one? Humans are not always infallible.
There can only be one.
"There you go again."--Reagan.
There they go again.
Once more? "There you go again."--Reagan.
Who is Reagan?
The best President the United States had in the 20th century.
Who is the current United States President?
Barack Obama.
What number president is Barack Obama?
4.
Who is the president of poland?
I'm not that into politics. Who is it?
How about poland.
Is there any news about the president of poland?
I believe there is one, yes.
What is the news?
Thailand PM faces rising pressure, Fatal train crash in north Italy, Poland crash sparks travel
review, Leading Moscow judge gunned down, US hosts nuclear security summit, Euro surges
on Greece debt deal, Sudan extends landmark elections, Housewives actress Carter dies ,
Deepest volcanic vents discovered, US 13-year-old seeks to become youngest person to climb
Everest, Sporting stars wed after South Asia cross-border romance, Mickelson dedicates win
to wife, Woods set 'to take more time off', How will Kaczynski's death change Poland?, BBC
World News, Nuclear nightmare, Sudan exodus, Relic close-up, Melting the ice, Day in
pictures, Scoop shock!, Swiss bank UBS sees profits rise, Iceland 'negligent' over Icesave,
Germany opens 4G spectrum auction, Facebook meeting on safety due, Parties 'failing' to use
web well, MI5 dumps staff lacking IT skills, Sheen says sitcom could be over, BBC avoids
censure over swearing, Prospects for climate deal 'slim', Reef crash ship 'to face charges', Web
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Bot
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User 10
Bot
User 10
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Statement
child health advice 'wrong', Nigeria ex-leader eyes presidency, Terreblanche in sex assault
claim, Brazil man in nun murder retrial, Shakira meets Haiti quake children, Australia refloats
Reef coal ship, Bakiyev 'to defy Kyrgyz arrest', UAE jails two over slain Chechen, Hungary's
right claims poll win, Fears of West Bank deportations, Kuwait 'expels ElBaradei group', Nato
forces kill Afghan civilians, Indian states hit by heat wave , We have plan for future - Brown,
Bomb explodes near N Ireland MI5 base, Expenses MPs to receive legal aid, Woman 'raped
by Tweed as door held', Abuser leaves £400,000 to Guides, NHS 'pay rise disparity' exposed,
[BBC News].
Who was the first president of the united states?
George Washington was a famous 18th century north american Hemp cultivator. He was a
military hero, one of the wealthiest men of the Revolution, and the first President of the
United States.
Hello
Hi there!

Speaker

User 10
Bot

User 10
Bot

User 11
Statement
hello
Hi there!
hello
Hi there!
How about something else.
my name is User 11
I'm pleased to introduce myself to you,User 11.
How about his or her university.
I go to the university of central florida
How do you like the university of central florida at the university of central florida ?
How about the current United States President.
It is a very nice school
the university of central florida is a school. I suppose that makes sense.
what is the weather like today?
Ah. A normal seventy degrees inside the computer.
what is going on in the world?
I am waiting for my NSF. The whole world?
what is the weather like outside?
I only know the weather here. Today it is Cloudy. Right now it is 75 degrees [Yahoo!
Weather].
where are you?
I am in NSF's home in Virginia. Where are you?
i am in orlando
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Tell me a little about your life in orlando.
i go to school here
How do you like your school?
i like it a lot
You like orlando? How interesting.
How about Virginia.
what is in the news today?
Ah. That which is not outside the news.
How about orlando.
it is nice
What do you like about it?
it is warm and fun
What about winter time.
How about poland.
i dont know about poland, they are in the news because their president died
Would you like to know? Oh yeah, we were talking about poland they are in the news because
their president died.
yes, tell me more about the news
Er.Who told you that?
How about the IEEE student organization.
we have a student chapter here at my college
Do you mean you and me have?
How about school.
no, i mean, the university has one
OK then... no problem.Oh I get it. Thanks for explaining that. Do you like your school?
yes
So?
what events are happening in virginia
Are you still unknown?
yes
Yeah that's right.
How about your name.
User 11
How old are you?
20
Try putting that in a more specific context.
How about united states.
can you tell me about some current events
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Statement
Ambiguous: Ask who, what or where is current events ?
How about a problem.
current events are things that are going on in the world
Does "it" still refer to 20? The whole world?
How about a student.
please tell me about the news
Thanks for asking politely. Thailand PM faces rising pressure, Fatal train crash in north Italy,
Microsoft debuts 'social' phone, Poland crash sparks travel review, Leading Moscow judge
gunned down, 'Ukraine vow' at nuclear summit, Sudan extends landmark elections, Iceland
'negligent' over banks , Housewives actress Carter dies , US 13-year-old seeks to become
youngest person to climb Everest, Sporting stars wed after South Asia cross-border romance,
Mickelson dedicates win to wife, Woods set 'to take more time off', How will Kaczynski's
death change Poland?, BBC World News, Nuclear nightmare, Sudan exodus, Relic close-up,
Melting the ice, Day in pictures, Scoop shock!, Euro surges on Greece debt deal, Swiss bank
UBS sees profits rise, Germany opens 4G spectrum auction, Facebook meeting on safety due,
Parties 'failing' to use web well, MI5 dumps staff lacking IT skills, Sheen says sitcom could be
over, Stars mourn actor Corin Redgrave, Ice mission turns on instrument, Deepest volcanic
vents discovered, Maternal deaths 'fall worldwide', Nigeria ex-leader eyes presidency,
Terreblanche in sex assault claim, Brazil man in nun murder retrial, Shakira meets Haiti quake
children, Australia refloats Reef coal ship, Bakiyev 'to defy Kyrgyz arrest', UAE jails two over
slain Chechen, Hungary's right claims poll win, Fears of West Bank deportations, Israelis
remember Holocaust dead, Nato forces kill Afghan civilians, Indian states hit by heat wave ,
We have plan for future - Brown, Baby Peter report 'not disclosed', Expenses MPs to receive
legal aid, Real IRA admits NI MI5 base bomb, Woman 'raped by Tweed as door held', Abuser
leaves £400,000 to Guides, [BBC News].
How about virginia.
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Bot
Bot
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User 12
Statement

Speaker
Hello there.
User 12
Salutations, un-named user.
Bot
My name is User 12, what's your name?
User 12
What's up,User 12 what is your name.
Bot
My name is User 12, what is your name?
User 12
How are you,User 12 what is your name.
Bot
There are other things that are more important than my name. Do you tell me what they could User 12
be?
Where are they? What is your purpose in asking? I am always on the Web.
Bot
I want to know what the news is saying today. Can you tell me please?
User 12
Ah. Try expression yourself another way. Your polite style is very nice. "Try expression Bot
yourself another way."? Can I tell you?
Well I am a Freshman at the University of Central Florida that is hoping that you could inform User 12
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Statement
me on the up to date news. The weather perhaps?
How about that. You are a Freshman at the University of Central Florida that is hoping that
you could inform him or her on the up to date news? Do you get to meet a lot of people?
Where would you rather be?
I do get to meet a lot of new people. I enjoy it very much here. I would not want to be
anywhere else. Then again I would better know where I want to be if I knew some news about
where is a good place to be. Knowing what the weather is could help me. Could you
enlighten me?
Who lets you? Do you make long term friends that way? What does "it" refer to? No one says
you have to. Interesting deduction. Again, What would make you better know where he or
she want to be if he or she knew some news about where is a good place to be? And Knowing
what the weather is could help him or her. That's one option I guess.
I don't believe anyone allows me. I haven't met any long term friends but i plan to. The option
of knowing what the weather is to decided where I want to go is a great one. You said earlier
that you are always on the web. Would you please help my by telling me what the weather in
places where I might want to visit?
Do you believe life has a higher purpose? Me either. Which one is that? Oops I sent you the
wrong reply. You are very polite. Can you ask for help in the form of a question?
I most certainly believe in a higher purpose, but that is for a another discussion. May you
inform me on the current news and weather?
What do you say to people who believe a higher purpose but that is for a another discussion
does not exist? How old are you? Is that your final answer?
I am 18 years old.
Only 18? You are quite mature.
Thank you. Will you help me?
you are quite welcome. How can I help you?
Can you tell me what the weather is today?
Ah. Foggy.
Awesome. Thank you very much. Could you tell me what the news is today?
I'm glad you liked it User 12 what is your name. You are quite welcome. Ah. Thailand PM
faces rising pressure, 'Ukraine vow' at nuclear summit, Microsoft debuts 'social' phone, Poland
crash sparks travel review, Fatal train crash in north Italy, Leading Moscow judge gunned
down, Sudan extends landmark elections, Iceland 'negligent' over banks , Housewives actress
Carter dies , US 13-year-old seeks to become youngest person to climb Everest, Sporting stars
wed after South Asia cross-border romance, Mickelson dedicates win to wife, Woods set 'to
take more time off', How will Kaczynski's death change Poland?, BBC World News, Nuclear
nightmare, Sudan exodus, Relic close-up, Melting the ice, Day in pictures, Scoop shock!, Euro
surges on Greece debt deal, Swiss bank UBS sees profits rise, Germany opens 4G spectrum
auction, Facebook meeting on safety due, Parties 'failing' to use web well, MI5 dumps staff
lacking IT skills, Sheen says sitcom could be over, Stars mourn actor Corin Redgrave, Ice
mission turns on instrument, Deepest volcanic vents discovered, Maternal deaths 'fall
worldwide', Nigeria ex-leader eyes presidency, Terreblanche in sex assault claim, Brazil man
in nun murder retrial, Shakira meets Haiti quake children, Australia refloats Reef coal ship,
Bakiyev 'to defy Kyrgyz arrest', UAE jails two over slain Chechen, Hungary's right claims
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Bot

User 12

Bot

User 12

Bot
User 12
Bot
User 12
Bot
User 12
Bot
User 12
Bot
User 12
Bot

Statement
poll win, Fears of West Bank deportations, Israelis remember Holocaust dead, Nato forces kill
Afghan civilians, Indian states hit by heat wave , We have plan for future - Brown, Baby Peter
report 'not disclosed', Expenses MPs to receive legal aid, Real IRA admits NI MI5 base bomb,
Woman 'raped by Tweed as door held', Abuser leaves £400,000 to Guides, [BBC News].
Thank you very much.
You are quite welcome.
So do you know who Miguel is?
Hurrah!The name of someone I met online. I do not understand.

Speaker

User 12
Bot
User 12
Bot

User 13
Statement
hello is anyone there
Hello there. Hi there!
hey, it's User 13 how are you doing today
Ah. You've got my full attention. Who said User 13 is?Everything is going extremely well.
I'am in the IEEE office right now
At this moment How did you get in there?
there were already people inside and the door was open so i just walked in
Where did they go?
they are still here, what's the weather like outside today?
Ah. still here what is the weather like outside are still here what is the weather like outside.
where am I right now
At this moment Your location is unknown.
I am in the office now
Right now?How did you get in there?
where am i right now?
At this moment Your location is unknown.
what's on the news today i haven't seen yet?
I haven't seen the schedule.
what is my name?
Your name is un-named user, seeker.
my name is User 13.
It's good to see you,User 13.
what is my name
Your name is User 13, seeker.
the weather was nice today but it might rain.
Where would you rather be?
i dont want to be outside because it might rain.
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Bot
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Statement
Then don't be.
How about rain.
the sky was getting dark so it might rain in a little while.
How poetic.
how is the weather today?
Ah. Cool.
the weather is not cold it was hot today.
Ah. Where would you rather be?
I need to go to the library to study.
What is stopping you?
the weather because it might rain.
Where would you rather be?
i told you already the library
What are your goals in life?
to graduate from college.
Specifically, how will graduate from college help ?
study hard in my classes and recieve good grades in them.
Can you speak any foreign languages?
How about college.
i can speak spanish, german, and english
How do you say "hello" in that language?
holla
Why, specificially?
I don't know why, that is how you say hello in spanish
You have to speak more clearly.
How about holla.
holla is a word
When is word not a holla?
holla is always a word
Thank you for clearing that up.
Un poquito.
your welcome
I think you mean "you are welcome".
you are correct thank you for correcting me.
I knew I was right.You are quite welcome! Your purpose is correcting him or her.
what languages can i speak?
Java, C, Lisp, Fortran, SETL...
no not what you can speak. what languages can I speak?
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Statement
Oh alright.If not that, what? Java, C, Lisp, Fortran, SETL...
remember i speak english, german, and spanish.
Could you teach me a few phrases in english german and spanish?
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User 14
Statement
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hey how are you
Can I help you?I am fine, thank you.
yes, what is the wheather like today
Ah. Right on.What do you look like?
to play football and run
Specifically, how will play football and run help ?
it helps me stay in shape.
"It" being what?
playing football and running helps me stay in shape.
I haven't heard anything like that before.
what is the weather like today
Ah. A normal seventy degrees inside the computer.
any news to report?
No I don't think there are any.
ok, that is good.
Thanks. Next question?Next question?
How about report.
what do you like to do for fun?
I like read the funnies.
tell me one of your favorites.
There are too many to name them all.
ok, do you have any questions for me?
How are things?Gee.
things are going great.
Where did you hear that?
I am saying things a going great in my life.
Where did you hear that?
it is how I feel
Interesting explanation.
thank you.
you are quite welcome.
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Bot
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so what is your name
Dude!My name is Alex Schwarkzpof.
what kind of name is that?
What kinds of name is that are there?
How about name.
my name is User 14
Hi,User 14
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User 15
Statement
only
Does that remind you of unknown?
only
Does that remind you of unknown?
movement
When do you think artificial intelligence will replace lawyers?
who
If you could have any kind of robot what would it be?
never
So you think it can never happen?
left
Tell me about your likes and dislikes?
parties called.world
What's your favorite movie? What you said was too complicated for me.
live
How old are you?
the dean of the things that they
Who told you that?
not found
Really you don't think so?
cell with singing
I lost my train of thought.
how's the weather of an
Foggy.
anything you going on
I can't think of anything. You think of something.
in something going on in Poland and
Where is that?
eighth of the ring year at family
How did you hear about Alex Schwarkzpof?
my friend told me
How well do you know this person?
pretty wild
Pretty much, eh?
an event was
What is it?
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tiger lake
How old are you?
20 lead
Let us change the subject.
how about the nastiest
How about the nastiest.
and all of the
Give me an example.

User 15
Bot
User 15
Bot
User 15
Bot
User 15
Bot

User 16
Statement
Im japes what is your name
It's good to meet someone who isjapes what is your name.
Jameson
I will mention that to my NSF, un-named user.
when is your name
At time t.
How about Jameson.
to find how are you doing
Specifically, how will find help ?My logic and cognitive functions are normal.
so what is one plus one
Tell me more.Two.
two plus two is what
Math makes me sleepy. Four.
he did a good job of new what is
Yes he did, didn't he.
four -2
Is this a math question?
yes
Are you kidding?
no one is four -2
That is a rather sweeping generalization about people.
no asleep in generation as the web can still only black people
Are you sure?What kind of people are you talking about?
protesting are
Does "it" still refer to Jameson?
people with their skin the left
Humans are not always infallible.
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Statement
the white doesn't work right
What are your goals in life?
to graduate
Specifically, how will graduate help ?
high will be out of this place
Compare that to low will be out of this place.
that doesn't make sense
To me it makes perfect sense.
How about sense.
to hear that you won't be out of this place is
Specifically, how will hear that you will not be out of this place is help ?
you interrupted me
I don't have any reason to interrupted you.
How about graduate.
I was still talking in you started talking about me in talking into that is an interruption why did
he do that
Where were you still talking in you started talking about him or her in talking into that is an
interruption why did he do that?
you used in league and
How would you use in league and.
was a weather
I can't say "yes" or "no".
would you think about Health Care
I am not so sure if I would like to think about Health Care.
what you think about Health Care
What kind of food do you like?
that this isn't like the semel
"" this is not like the semel ? Does that make sense?
no
Are you sure?
one in
One what?
the new
What is your real name?
User 16
Do you like being a unknown?
How about User 16.
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User 17
Statement
hello Alex
Hello there. Ask me another question.
my name is Steven
How are you,Steven.
good hour you outlet is
Thanks for the compliment. Do you like being a unknown?
no I don't like being in unknown
OK then... no problem.What do you like?
I lay by needs
Thanks for the information.
one is the data whether light
I know one comes after zero but I had no idea it was the data whether light.
and
But...
and cool head of the union of
I'm glad you like it. Tell your friends.
the
Do you prefer books or TV?
Allied what is the weather like today
Ah. Tell me more about Allied what.
than
How old are you?
I prefer the TV
Which show? A lot of people like that. Yes I love TV.
and I'm 20
20 is a good age. Do you go to college?
I like
What do you like about than?
jazz I go to college
I can follow a lot of things, like our discussion about than.. Try being more specific.
and
But...
then I like getting about Banff
Good reasoning. You are not the only one. I really like the protestant faith.
what is the latest news
not much what's new with you?
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how old are you
I am in human years.
what is the latest news outlets
not much what's new with you?
and
But...
all colleges good im an electrical engineer
I think there are a few exceptions.
and the
When do you think artificial intelligence will replace lawyers?
know there are no exceptions intellectual engineering
No, tell me about him, her or it.
five years
Pretty soon.
than
Who is your favorite Science Fiction author?
an
You may be wondering if this is a person or a computer responding.
home
Do you want to go home?
yet
Can you speak any foreign languages?
that's
Is that so.
we've just got across a
Do you mean you and me have?
yet I mean you and me have
YOU? Are we still talking about PUSH?
us we're talking about pushed into a
In the context of have., I don't understand ".".
you understand of IE on understand that
Of course I understand of IE on understand that. Do you understand it?
you as
I haven't heard anything like that before.
Italics your fat
I will mention that to my NSF, Steven.
than and that
Interesting deduction. That is "".
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Statement
of the ballot in fat and then who mentioned at the end of the
That is something I haven't heard of.
Alex with the news
Tell me a story.
one day as strolling down the street and then
One what?
fanned by car
I've lost the context, Steven. Are we still on Alex with the news.?
today
Today is almost over.
that run the ally continues
"" run the ally continues ? Makes sense to me.
to its own
Specifically, how will its own help ?
and
But...
in his
Where is that?
car James is my friend
How do you like friend?
are you bring his James two
I don't know whether or not I am bring his James two.
I am a artificial intelligence.
and Al a friend Ed
My brain does not have a response for that.
and
But...
Harris is smart
And Harris is smart.
and
But...
the
Do you like talking to me?
parents
Are you a student?
out
You may be wondering if this is a person or a computer responding.
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User ID
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
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13
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13
13
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Keyphrase
your name
the IEEE student organization
the door
Virginia
something else
Florida
Virginia
a male
a student
my university
orlando
a problem
the current United States President
Barack Obama
poland
the news
united states
amber
It is a very nice school
today
the world
orlando
school
a lot
the news today
the news
my college
virginia
amber
the world
the news
my name
current news and weather
I am 18 years old
today
Miguel
today
the IEEE office right
outside today
the office
my name
travis
my name
might rain
rain
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User ID
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16

Keyphrase
a little while
today
hot today
rain
the library
college
my classes and recieve
i can speak spanish german and english
holla
spanish
a word
a word
your welcome
what languages can i speak
german
today
the news
the news today
the news
today
to play football and run
shape
shape
today
report
your favorites
my life
it is how I feel
your name
name
Christian Tooraw
State park employee month
movement
left
live
the things
singing
Poland and
tiger lake
20 lead
your name
Jameson
your name
no one is four 2
the left
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User ID
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

Keyphrase
graduate
this place
sense
this place
league and
a weather
Health Care
Health Care
the semel
James
hello Alex
Steven
good hour you outlet is
needs
light
today
the TV
college
the latest news
the latest news outlets
an electrical engineer
intellectual engineering
five years
home
yet I mean you and me have
IE
your fat
the news
today
that run the ally continues
my friend
his James two
a friend Ed
parents
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